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AI Lateral Cyclic Pitch rad. (deg.)
b Number of Blades ND
BI LongitudinalCyclic Pitch r&d. (deg.)
c Blade Chord m (ft.)
• CB Chord Bending Moment Nm (in.-Ib)
Effective Drag Coefficient NDCDe/° De
p_R 2 (_R} 2o
CLR/O_ ROtOr Lift Coefficient NDL
p'frRz (_R) Zo"
Cp/_ Power Coefficient ND550 P_qP
p'nR2 (_R) 3G
"_ CpM/_ PitchingpMMoment Coefficient ND
_R _(_R)2_
CXR/O Propulsive Force Coefficient NDX
p_R 2 (_)R)2c
De Effective Drag N (lh)PJ_P
V
FB " Flap Eending Moment Nm (in.-ib)
Fe Equivalent Flat Plate Drag Area m2 (ft2)
L Lift N (ib)
L/De Lift/EquivalentDrag Ratio ND //
L/q Lift/DynamicPressure m2 (ft.2)
PM Pitchinq Moment NM (ft-lb)




R Rotor Radius In (ft)
RHP Rotor IIorsepower Nmisec (!b-ft/sec)
SE Endurance Limit N (Ib) or
Nm (in.-ib)
SL Li it Lead N (ib) or
Nm (in.-Ib)
TB Torsion Bending Moment Nm (in.-lb)
V Tunnel Velocity m/sec (ft/sec)
X Propulsive Force N (ib)
as Shaft Angle of Attack rad. (deg.)
n Fixed Sy:_temEamping (% Critical) ND
n_ Structural Damping Ratio ND
_h
a Solidity (bc/_R) ND _
e 7 Collective Pitch Angle at 70% Span rado (aeg.)
p Density Kg/m 3(lb-sec2/ft 4)
?, Rotor Speed rad./sec (rpm)
_ La9 Natura! Frequency rad./sec (Hz)
_vance Ratio (V/VTIP) ND
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A full scale _;indt_l t_st of the Eearingles_Hain Rotor was
conducte,_i_ t_he_ASA-A_e_ 40-bZ 80-foot wind t_mel. The pre-
paratiG_:t_ test activities _ere performed u_er the super-
visi_..._of the Large Scale Aerodynamics _ranch a_ HASA-3_es e_d
wi_h t!_eco-operationof the _0-by-80 test crew. _he test _as
pri_arily a stability test program, a consideration which
guided the formulation of the t_st plano The effects of air-
speed, collectivepitch, rotor speed and shaft angle on stabil_
ity and loads were determined at speeds beyond that attained in
the B_o/BO-105 f!ight test program. Loads and perfol_nce data
were gathered at forward speeds up to 165 ]mot._. _he effect of
,q cyclic pitch perturbations on rotor response was investigated
at simulated level flight conditions. Two configurationvaria-
tions were tested for their effect on stability. One variable
was the control system stiffness. An axially softe_ pitch link
was installed in place of the standard BO-105 pitch link. The
second variation was the addition of elastomericdamper strips
to increase the structural damping.
The Bearingless Main Rotor system as installed on the BO-105
helicoptex was used in this wind tur_nel_:est. Minor modifica-
tions included the extension of the pitch link bar_'ellength
to adapt to the Rotor Te,_tApparatus (RTA) swashplate location,
and the fabrication of some new adapter equipment to _natewith
:.... the RTA. Following hub tares and track and bal_nce runs, the
:!
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re_ainde_of the _st _asprimarilydevoted_o obtainingstm- %
bility,,loads and perfon_ance data for a wide range of test ....
conditions• The basic testing sequ_l_cewas to set the desired
rotor•speed, collective, shaft angle and t%_m_e!speed, main-
raining zero one/ray flapping using lateral and longitudinal
cyclic pitch. Leads and performance steady-state data _ere
t_ken. T_ _otoz _as then excited u_ing _he D_n_ic Ce_%_ol
System (DCS), the excitation stopped, and the decay of a ch_rd
b,ending gage signal analyzed to compute the fixed system
damping. Addgtional testing included leads and perfoz_ance
testing at simulatedlevel fliqht conditions, and perturbations
on lateral and longitudinal cyclic inputs to detemnine the
fixed system response to a tr_nsient.
The BMR was stable at all conditions tested. .Atfixed collec-
tive pitch, shaft angle and rotor speed, d_ping generally
increased between hover and 60 knots, remained relatively
constant from 60 to 90 _mots, _hen decreased above 90 knots.
Analytical predictions are in good agreement with test data up
to 90 hnot_, but the trend of decreasing damping _ove 90 knots
is contraz7 to the theory. For both hover and forward flight,
fixed system damping increaseswith increasing collective pitch
at fixed rotor speed and shaft ,_ngie. D_ping decreases with
increasing rotor speed at constant collective and shaft angle.
The effects of shaft angle az'esmall. The analysis predicts
the trends with collective and rotor speed very well. The cor-
relation is good in hove_ and at low collectives in forward _ "
i0
4"
_!_ flight.At col!ective_of 6° _d _bov_,t_eanalysisbeginsto
ovez_edict the d_pin._ l_;vel.
The B:_/RTA test results cow,parefavorablywith D_ whirl tower _
and B_Z_/30-105ground re.se.nanceand air resonance testing. The
one exception is ti>eground resonance test results where a
coupled rotor/body mode is present. The effects of the BO-105
fuselage c_pling wi_, %_-_erotor cannot be duplicated on the
RTA.
/
The effect of adding structural damping by bonding elastomeric
dampe£° strips to the flexbeams was to increase fixed system
dar_pingby about 2-3_ critical in hovel-for all toter speeds
i_• and collectives tested. Similar results were found at 90
- k_ots. The correlation of the _.easuredand predicted effects
of the elastomericd_mper strips is good.
The soft pitch lir_ produced lower damping levels in hover
below 425 rpm, and no change at 425 rpm. Theze was little or
no effect in forward flight."
There was no effect on stability seen when the eiqht tunnel
balance dampers were removed. The effects on stability of
excltation _'_plit_deand trim values of cyclic pitch were
explored, with no effects indicated. The data base is small
however, so more testing is reco_mmended.
II
iThe testing was restricted to some extent by loads. For sta- _, i
J
bility tcsting, peak torque tube chord bending restricted the
minimm_ collectivewhich co_Id be - "_,,:_achl. .... ._, since steady torque i
tube chord bending increased directly with decreasing collec-
tive. Outboard blade and _'lexbe_msteady flap bending was
increasingly flap down wit!_airspeed and restricted the air-
speed range, as did blade root torsion. During cyclic excita-
tions for stability testing, vibratory chord bending wa_ crit-
ic  l.
Vibratory flap bending generally increaseswith airspeed,whilei
chord bending is greatest between 40 and 80 _%OtSo Steady flap
bending is increasingly flap down, while steady chord bending
is virtually independent of airspeed. Vibratory and steady
flap bending, vibratory chord, and vibratory and steady tots!on
increase with collective at constant rotor speed and shaft
angle. No single trend for the effect of collective on steady
chord could b 4e£ined. Vibratory loads generally increased
with more positive shaft angles, at least to some extent, while
steady loads were essentiallyindependentof shaft angle.
The steady chord bending moments in the flexbe_mnswere not dis-
tributed evenly between leading and trailing be_s, while vib-
ratory chord bending was divided evenly.
12
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:" <__ Flight test loads and loads measured in the B_,£R!RTAtest are in !
good agreement, with differences attributable to vaziations in ! '
i trim between the wind tu/u_eland flight test. Th_ co_relation -_
of analysis with measured loads is _ood for flap bending _nd 1
fair to poor for chord bending. "
• .[ € .
;u_aly'si_Of _%e Bt,_performat_cedata acquired during this test, ..'
:i
•; shows good agreement with theoretical predictions. Since the .....
,: primary objectiv,.• of the test was to dete_._inerotor stability
the testing was done at the lowest damping levels, hence lowest
collective pitch angles, possible. The shaft angles selected
.... for testing _'erechosen _ithout regard to matching a specific f
Fe for every test point. For this reason, most of the test
data wa_ at simulta/_eouslift _%ndp_opulsive force levels not .o.
repre_entativ°_of BO-!05/D_LRflight. _\
.... An estimate of the BMR hub drag was made based on test data and
compared to pre-,testpredictions. At 120 knots (_ = .2S) and a .[.
• trimmed shaft angle of _2.3_ the measured drag l_vel of 4.75
ft_ compares favor_'_blywith the pro-test estimate o£ _.41 ft2.
_.°
The hove_ data obtained during the test showed that the
measured power was 4.3_ hlqher t/%anthe theoretical estimates
at 5000 pounds of thrust, which corresponds to the take-off
gross weight of t2_eBO-105iB_9_(o
!
i
The _0 _7_r d flight dat_ _o_ _n_lly _ood _gr_nt with _pi i
thE:theoreticalpredictionsin the,_peedrangetested.
The ro_,o',:respondedto botJ_lateL_aland longitudinalcyclic
controlinputswithintwol'oto_revolutielisaftert/_einputwas
_ iz,Litiate_l.Th_ re_pon_ewas preciseand of the first order,
with li_tie or no overshoot. The cross axis re_pon._eshowed no
long term coupling. Responses to positive and negative cyclic




2.1 HISTORY OF THE B_R
The Bearingless Main Rotor (_I) is the product of a contract
effort undertaken by the Boeing Ve_°tolCe_pany, which was fund-
ed by the AppliedTechnologyLaboratoryat Ft. Eustis,
Virginia, to design, f_i-icateand te.'_a prototype bearingless
rotor sys£em. Awarded in June, 1976, the BMR develepmentpro-
ceeded from an extensive analytical design phase through a
series of fatigue tests, small-scale wind tunnel and whirl
tower tests, culminating in a flight test prOqram which began
/ _ on October 26, 1978. #
Boeing Vertol's involvement in the develop__nt of the Bearing-
{ les_ Main Rotor predate_ the _ustis contract. As early ",s
1964, Boeing teamed with MBB in the development of the hinge-
less, soft-inplane BO-105 rotor. In the 1970's boeing Vertul
gaine_ significant experience in t_heanalysis and testing of
hingeless rotors with the "xq/H-61A(UTTAS) program. _alytical
programs such as C_45 were written to predict aeroelasticsta-
bility, C-60 to predict loads and Y-7i to predict freqTdencies
and mode shapes. The bearingless tail rotor was a key element
in the development of the YUE-61A helicopter. This rotor
system utilized fiberglass composite flexstraps for blade
retention and collective pitch input. The te._tingof this
stiff in-plane rotor provided a wealth of data towards _he
understan4ingof several t_q3esof aeroelastic st_d_ilityphenom-
_ _ ena. in addition, the sensitivity of st;_bilityto chord fre-
15
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quency, flap frequency, torsion freq%_ency,blade-to-strappre-
pitch, tip weights, chordwise center of gravity, sweep, and
air_oil section was e_ined. Several alternativedesigns were
tested, which added to the understandingof desig:%requirements
for bearinglessro'_ors.
In 197& Boeing Vertol submitteda proposal to _e ApDliad Tech-
nology Laboratories at Ft. Eustis (at that time USA@_RDL) for
an Improved i_otorHub Concept (Reference I). In _b.atdocument
the application of a lag-torsion-flap flexure to a hingeless
rotor was discussed. Following _lat proposal, an analytical
effort was initiathd to apply bearingless rotor tec_mology to
the BO-105 helicopter. The results of the design study were
utilized in preparing a response to an RFP issued by the ATL at }
Ft. Eustis, Virginia in 1975 (Reference2). This led to the
June 1976 contract award to Boeing.
The development of the BMR was divided into sever_l phases.
The preliminary design phase (June - December 1976) involved
many iterations of the basic design concept to achieve the best
tradeoff between dynamic characteristics and aeroelastic sta-
bility, structural integrity, flying qualities, centrol system




, The deteil design phase (Decec_ber1976 - May 1977) consisted of
both analys_s and testing to refine the B_ design. Analytic-
ally, co_puter programs were developed which predict th_ loads .
and deflected _hape of the highly contouredbeams when subjec-
ted to chordwise and torsional loadings. These programs were
used to better define the geometry of the fiber_l_ssbeams re-
quired to satisfy the design criteria. Static strain surveys
and deflection tests were performed on beam specimens to verify
that _e final design met tl_edesign requirements. In addi-
tion, a wind _rnnel test was conducted on a 1/5.86 Froude-
scaled air resonance model shown in Figure 2.1. The model,
free to pitch and roll about a two-axis gimbal system, was
o- flowr_through the entire envelope of _e BO-105 to verify the
B_I stability. Over _00 hours of testing were acc_u_.ulatedon
the model, including nineteen different config_ration vazia-
tions to identify _d_edesign with _le optimum st_lbilitycharac-
teristics. Examples of parameters which were investigated
include beam-to-hub prepitch angle, blade-to-b_am pitch angle,
beam-to-hub coning, blade-to-beam coning and first chord fre-
quency. Data in hover were developed in tez_s of damping
versus rpm at 1.0g thz_st, and damping versus thrust at normal
rotor speed. In fo1-_ardflight the data were generate_ as
damping versus airspeed at 1.0g thrust and nomnal rpm, and
damping versus rotor speed at fixed thrust and airspeed. Sim-
ulated climbs and descents were also performed. The results of
this testing, described in Reference 3, defined the final con-
,''_ figuration for the detail design phase.
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Follo_ingthe detaildesignphase°fullscaletestspecim_ns _)
w_re fabricated to prove the manufacturingprocess and to per-
form static and dlrn.amicbench testing. Static testing included
stiffnessverificationand deflection t4sts. Particularlynot-
able was _e investigation of the control system requirements
with simulated centrifugal force applied. Te_ng verified
i'_at'theB_ required no modifications to the BO-105 controls.
Limit load testing to a 3.5g maneuver condition verified the
structural integrity of the B_IRsystem. Non-rotatingfrequency
and mode shape tests were performed to verify the Y-7! and
NASTR2_ analysis, since the modal properties are important
inputs to t_e d_m_mic stability analysis.
Fatigue testing was performed using the test set-up shown in )
Figure 2.2° The pu_._oseof _lese tests was to establish endur-
ance limits for whi_:land flight testing and to verify that the
desi.oncriterion of a fatigue life greater _lan 3600 hours was .....
achieved. A combined flap-chord-torsionloading with a simu-
lated centxifugal force load was applied to the beam assembly
to simulate a 2g load factor at 112 knots. Over 2.5 million
cycles were applied to the BMR syst_u with no failure. Similar
fati_le testing was performed on the isolated tor_ae tube
assembly, the blades and t_e hub, The results of _he fatigue
tests (Reference4) cleared the D[_Ifor a minimum of 500 hours
of flight. Based on t_e loadings in the fatigue test and the
flight loading spectrum, a very conservative minimum fatigue
18
_ _" life of 1200 hours was established° It is felt that additional
testing would verify the 3600 hour fatigue life criterion.
In July 1978, the BF_ was installed on the Boeing 2B %_drl
; Tower (Figure 2.3). _%e 24 hours of testing included a
' thorough load _/%ds_rain s_l_ey, determ_nat._onof medal fre_
}
quencies, an iDvestigationof aeroelastic sterility character-
istics, and an endurance run. The load and strain survey con-
sisted of cyclic sweeps at fixed values of thrust, up to shaft
torque or shaft bendin_ limits, at 425 rpm and _..68rpm ,fllna'_t_
oversp_ed condition). Data recorded included blade and beam
total strains, flap, chord, and torsion bending moments_ pitch
- link loads, torque tu_e bending, shaft tozque, shaft bending,
_ and cyclic actuator leads. The results were compared to struc-
tural limits established during fatigae testing and to anaiyt-
ical results. The modal frequencies were foumd by spectral
analysis of the gage output fro_ the beams and blades. The
full frequency spectrum from 0 rpm to 475 rpm was determined
and the effect of collective pitch on modal frequencies was
evaluated. Aeroeiastic st.zbilitywas investigated by harmon-
ically exciting t/_e s_._ashplateat _e appropri-te freq_!ency,
slopping _e excitation, and measuring the decay of the blade
motion as indicated by the strain gages. Damping was measured
at five distinct rotor speeds for several values of collective
pitch. This infoim_ationwas also compared to predictions,with /
favor:ableresults. Finally, an endurance run _as perfol_medat
<
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46£,&'pmwith ioa_s and control s_t_ings data recorded periodi- k.....
callyo The _hirl tower test reeults are documented in Refer-
once 5.
i
The D_, flight test prog=_ co_enced with t!_efirst hove=ing
flight on October 26, 197S. ' ,_,_Flg1 2.4 shows t_e aircraft at
Bo_ing Vertol's Flight Test facility in Wilminston, Delaware
during this flight. The _ore than _0 hours of _'es_ingincluded
gro%_nd e/_d air resonance 4amping investigations, vibration
testing, loads survey_ and flying qualities evaluati._ns.Ref-
erence:s6, 7 An.d8 describe fully the flight test progrem and
resulZs. The aircraft was tested for ground resonance on both
concrete and turf for a range of collectivepositions at rotor
speeds from _,,z •.u/_to i02_ nozn_alroZor speed. The results indi- }
cated a somewhat lower d_u.'_pinglevel th__nthe ba_::elineBO-105,
but %_ith adequate stability margins throughout the range of
conditions __sted. It "_asfound that t_.edamping levals could
easily be increasedwith longitudinalstiffeningof t21elanding
gear.
Air resonancedamping was investigatedat conditionswhich were
expected to be critical° This included level flight speeds
from hover to 106 knots at 3000 feet density altitude, and max_
im_n power dives at speeds to 127 knots. Testing was also per-
formed for climbs and descents from 20 to I00 P_ots, for auto-
rotation at 60, 90 and i00 knots for rotor speeds from 85_ to
108N no_nal rp_n,and for pull-ups, push-overs and banked turns
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i :_$_- at 2.Sg's. The B_,YRdemonnt_atedan acceptablestabilitymargin
! at all flightconditionstested,with dampinglevels similar to
the BO-!05 for most of t/_eflightregime
_ A detailed loads survey was performedwith ti_eaircrafttested
at load factors bet_,eenzero and 2.3g's and fo_._ardspeeds
of -20 to 127 _%ots (Vne)were demonstrate¢l.Maneuve1"sinclu-
ded left and right sideward flight up to 25 knots, st-_bilized
banked tul'nsup to 60", descentsup to Vne, includingautorota-
_:_ tion, toldmaximum power climbs. Flight testing_,_asperformed
at 3,000 feet altitude and one (1) nominal center of gravity
location due to the high gross weight of the in_trumentedair-
craft. This demonstrationwas not limited by structuralres-
....._ trictions; however, higher than expected torque tube bending
" loads were e_perienced. The loads survey provided a wealth of
informationon the structuralcharacteristicsof this bearing-
less rotor design.
Three flights _ere devoted entirelyto gad%eringflying quali-
ties data such a_ stick positions,roll and pitch angles and
rates, sideslip,and angle of attack versus CG position. This
/ data was collectedin order to predict stabilityderivativesof
the B_.
21
MODEL WiTH _U,.ELAGE_ ,q IN PLACE
MODEL OPEN TO SHOW DYN/_IC COMI;ONENTS
FIGURE 2.1 1/5o86 FROUDE SCALED BMR AIR RESONANCE MODEL .....
-_ OI_IGINAL PAG_ ;,:
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FIGURE 2.4 FIRST FLIGHT OF THE BMR ON OCTOBER 26, 1978
s2.2 BACKGROUND FOR TESTING T_._BMR IN THE,40-by-80 TUN}5_L
Before the B_ flighttest programhad even started,the poten-
tial of this advanced rotor system was recognizedby many in
the helicopter"° _ __,ndus__y. It was realizedthat while the flight
test progr_z,could demonstrate_he feasibilityof this system
and provide some informationon loads and stability,a more
thoroughunderstandingof the dl_namicand structul'alchar'acter-
is'ticsof t_heB_0[R%1ouldbe possible in the controlledenviron-
ment of a full scalewind turm.eltest. Discussionswere initi-
ated with the personnel at ":--beNASA-Ames 40-by-80 foot wind
tunnel to plan a test of the B!_fl%at that facility. The o_igi-
nal concept of the test was a direct comparisonof two config-
urations;the one built under t!]eEustis cont_'actand a second
- generation_MR with a reduced effective flappinghinge c:[fset.
Due to budget and tim_:constraintsthe scopeof the programwas




The primary objective of the B_,?Rtest in the /_nes40-by-80 wind
tunnel *ea_to obtain a thorough evaluation of the aeroelastic
stability characteristics of the Bearingless Main Rotor up to
the maximum attain_,_!eforward speed. This was to include an
investigation of system modal damping as a function of collec-
tive pitch, rotor speed, shaft angle, and if time permitted,
rates of climb and descent.
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The stabilitycharacteristicsof the BMR defined from this pro-
gram were to be compared to dlra_aicFroude.-sca]emodel te_t
data, full-scale whirl tower data and flight test data where
appropriate to establish t/_evalidity of the test results and
contribute to _e %u_derBtandingof these results. It was in-
tended that corxelation _ork would be performed with theoret-
ical data tJ va!idato and improve the ma%h_atical models used
to predict the stability of this type of hingeless rotor. One
objective of the test program was to investigate whether the
stability data is much diffe£ent from flight test data when
obtained Zn the wind tunnel where more precise control of trim
conditions is possible.
-- ( Several configurationvariation_ were to be tested to dete_ine
their effect on St_Lbility. Should the configuration changes
prove to be beneficial for stability characteristics,potential
,o
improveme:ntsto _e existing design could be realized such as
reduced structural and design complexities. _he placatedcon-
figl_rationchan_es were softer pitch links, tl%eaddition of
elastomericd_._perstrips and sweep variation.
In additionto the stability investigation,9n extensive _ount
of loads data were to be recorded. [._erotor was to be tested
_o forward speeds well beyond the cap_,ility of the BO-105
helicopter. Va]-_atiensin thrust, rpm and shaft angle (propul-
sive force) were to be performed to further the understanding
:_ of the structural characteristicsof the B[,_components.
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The measured loads data were to be compared to both _;hir!tower _'_" I
and flight test data so that the results obtained during this
wind t_nnel program could be better undezstood. Of particular
/
significance weze the torg:_etube loads, since flight testing
;,roducedsome unex_ected results° The transmitted vibration
was measured so that t_hecontributionof the _MR to vibration
could be defined. "_-
One purpose for monitoring the loads during tl_etest was that
_e loads data obtained during the wind tum_el testing at Ames _ .
i
could be correlate,'with analytical predictions° The goal _as
to validate, and improve where necessazy, the ma_lematlcal
model used to Dredict the B_ loads. A specific area of in-
terest was the muitiple load pa_ co:_sistingof the dual beams i
and torque tube. Consequently one fle_e_/tor_le tube assem-
bly _;as heavily inst_umented to provide further insight into
the nature of the elastic deformations.
A secondary objective was to measure t_e BMR configuration
_otor performance. Parameters such as the lift/drag ratio,
rotor power coefficient and rotor drag coefficien_were recor-
ded to provide _ d%ta bese for und_standiug of _e B_ per-
formance characteristics. The measured data were to be com-
pared to the analysis to establishcorrelation.
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_::# Flyingqualitiesdatawereto be obtainedsub,jeerto theliml-
tation_ of the testing sch_d_lle. Step inputs of longitudinal
l
and.lateral cyclic were to be put in _rough the dl_namiccon-
trol system, and the time historl of the rotor flapping res-
ponse Was to be recorded° This informationcould be translated
into t/_eresponse of f.herotor disc to a transient input, pro-
?i viding data on the phasing and mnplitude of the zesponse to
control inputs.




!3.1 BEARINGLE_S _L%IN ROTOR CONFIGL_%'_ION
3. I,1 Desi_l Criteria
The selection of the BO-105 as t_he flight test vehicle in-
fluenced the fo_.auulation of a number of the design criteria.
The BO-105 w_*s chosen for several reasons° The development of
a bearingless rotor proceeds easiest and most logically from a
hingeless rather th_ an articulatedrotor. The Boeing Company
has conducted n_any research flight test programs using the
BO-105, so we were very familiar with its characteristicsand
had a great deal of baseline data to dz'awupon° Additionally,
the BO-105 is a soft in-plane rotor, which is significantin a
- design program where aereelasticst-_bilityis of prime conc_'n.
The stiff i_:-plane_otor system is not subjected to the air and
ground resonance stability phenomena of the soft in-plane
rotor, yet is susceptibleto blade and rotor instabilitiessuch
as the flap-lag inst_i_ilitywhich can be equally disasterous.
The soft in-plane rotor is free of the typical flap-_laginsta-
bility, and by utilizing beneficial blade elastic couplings a
rotor fz_eeof air and groumd resonance instabilities can be
desi3ned.
The censiderationof blade elastic couplings in the BMR design
along with strength req_lirementsdicZated the gegmeur_c proper-
ties of the BMP,system, particularly the fiberglass flexbeams.
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i- on coupled natural frequencies and mode shapes, which are de-
pendent on the spanwise variation of mass axedstiffness. In
addition, loads and stz'essesdepend on the sp_%nwisedistribu-
tions of mass and stiffness, theematerial selected and the
major c',_oss-sectiondi_ensions. Finally, _he control system
requirements depend on t_e spanwise distributionof torsional
rigidity of the flexbeams, as well as the inertia and
aerodynemicpitching moment of the blade.
These factors led to the followingdesign'criteriafor the B_-_:
a. The B_,_was to have no pitch bearings, no flap hinge
and no lag hinge.
b. The aeromechanical stability of the baseline BO-105
aircraft system was to be retained.
c. Chordwise, flapwise and torsion stiffness and mass
distributionswould be selected to yield current BO-
135 frequenciesat 425 rpm:
Ist flap = 1.12 per rev
1st chord = .70 per rev
2nd flap = 2.76 per rev
ist torsion = Greater than 3.2 per rev
when coupled with the dr_ve
system.
d. All BMR components were to be designed "toa minimum
fatigue life goal of 3600 hours based on the flight
profile specified in the contract Statement of Work.
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e. The B_ would requireno medi£icationto t3e B0-105 _.....
controlsystem,actuatorso_ driv_systemcomponents.
f. No degradationof Lhe BO-105 flying qualitiesor
performancewouldoccur.
g. No modificationto th_ BO.-105rotor shaft,meaning
hub moments could not exceed __he60,000inch-pound
enduzanbelimit.
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or 3.1.2 General Description
The Bea_'in_'lessr_ainRotor system is sho_n in an isometricview I
in Figv_re3.1, and a photograph of the flea,beamand hub area is I
presented in Figu_'°e3.2. Everything above the conventional 1
B0-105 rotor shaft is included as p_rt of the B_LRrotor system.
Conventiona]BO-105 rater blades have been modified at the in-
board end to attach by means of an eight inch diameter titanium
/
clevis to a set of dual fiberglassbeams. The fiberglassbea_s
are made of 3M-1002SFI pre-impzegnatedmaterial, and are basic-
ally a C-_channelcross section. The beams permit flapwise and
chordwise bending ,_ndfull torsional travel. The root end of
the beams a_'erigidly bolted to a metal hub assen_ly. Blade
pitch is controlled by a filament wound torque tube which is
solidly cantil_vered at the blade-to-beam joint. At t]',,', in-k
t
board end it is supported by a rod end bearing of t/_et_pe used
in helicopter upper control assemblies. The pitch arm is con--
nected to the torque tube just outboard o_"the rod end. Thus
motion of the pitch link imparts a torsion moment to t_hetorque
tube, which in turn pitches the blades.
3.1.3 Stiffns_s and Geomet_'y
All .thegeo_m_tricparameters of'_he fiberglass fle._beams,such
as width, height, flange and web thic_ess, and spacing between
the beams vary along the 52 inch nominal length. A typica,
cross section of the dual beam assembly is depicted in Figure
3.3, and the variation of t_hesuction geometry with span is
_ shown in the same figure. Table 3 I presents t_hes_T,,einforma-
.\
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Zion in tabular form, along with '' _s'alffness and mas_ properties. _--/
The root end cor._ectionof the fle_abea_._:sto _he h,_bis at 2.38_"
radius statio_ and th_ outboard bolt,:.IcoD!lectionto the clevis
:isat 25 =._°=_/,radius (@9.3 inches).
The span_-;isedistribution of flap stiffness is resented in
Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.5 the spetwi.sedistxibutionof chord
stiffness for an individual beam ele_aentabout its local neu-
tral axis is shown, along with tileeqaivalent single beam rep-
resentation of the total beam assembly choz'dstiffness. The
torsional stiffness of the bea_ assembly is represented in
Figure 3.6 as the spanwise twist distributionresulting from a
i000 inch-pound applied torsion moment. It can be seen that
/
there is a significant stiffening effect due to centrifugal
force• The equivalent torsional stiffness at normal rpm is
•32x106 ib,-in.2 All of the aforementionedproperties, along
with several other"parameters, are tabulated in Table 3.1. in-
cluded is the ECw tezTa:which is the warping constraint that
resists a component of the applied twisting moment.
The B_ maintains t_he193.37 inches radius of the BO-].05. The
blade attac_nent pins are located• at 27.1_ radius (52.36
inches) resulting in a modified BO-105 blade as _hown in Figure
3.7. With the beam flexure unt_visted,and attached to the hub
at an inclinationof 12.5 degrees nose up, the blade chord !ine
at 70_ radius station has _n incidence of 9_55 degrees (the
theoretical cruise collective). The blade has a built in 2.5 •
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_ des:teestip up _;redr3opat t/Leclevisattac_ent. '_able3,2
prenents the ma_3sand stiffn_s_ d_strigutionsof the blade _%nd
clevis.
3.1.4 Natural Frequencies
The B_,_fully coupled natural frequency spectz_ is given in
Figure 3.8. These modal f_equencies were identified during
static shake testing and from spectral aslalyslsof rotating
strain gage data during whirl tower testing. The first flap-
wise and chord_:lisefrequencies are nearly identical to t!_ose
specified in the design criteria. The second flap mode is
slightly under e.hedesired frequency at 425 rp_, but is well
placed with respect _o the integer harmonics and the second
( chord frequency. The first torsion mode placement satisfies
the criterion of exceeding 3.2 per rev when the rotor is
coupled to the d_'ivesystem. The second chord frequency is of
particula._"interest. During the design phase, the second chord
mode was predicted to be above 4 per roy. Nonrotating bang
- tests demonstrated a frequency closer to 3 per rev. This is a
result of _e chord_ise shear mode coupled wi°t!_a single beam
bending mode. Fortunately,when coupled with the drive system





FIGU[LE 3.1 THE BEARINGLESS _.%AINROTOR SYSTF/I
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TABLE 3.1. TABUI@_TION OF BMR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
• (Page 1 of 2)
(n_S.) (Z_m._ {Z.S.) (n_8.) (Z_:_.) (Z_-I_ _) (z,_'z_ _) (u_'zx_) (_r_ s)
5.3 2,770 3,52_ Z,Z56 2,71_ • 9_,8550 20,223 3_2,3630 74,52Z
6,3 2,_0 3,_2_ ' _,_2 2,335 92,03SG 18,593 .25_,1_50 _3,489
e,3 2,280 3,055 ,_S Z,651 60.055_ 10,817 235.5785 46.144
10,3 1.9_0 2o583 _699 _,05_ 30,9167 5,37_ 151,_927 24,290
12,3 2,720 2,275S ,593 ,67_ 19,562_ •3,1545 104,713 25,9_8
14.3 1.650 2.2182 .5X_ .469 26.6151 2._73 79.639 12.35_
16,3 1.650 2,2608 ,43_ ,359 14,2379 2,320 66.083 10,361
18,3 X,656 2,1_34 ,362 ,256 Z1,7275 1.949 52,548 _,401
20.3 X,_SO 2,04_0 o337 %182 10.26_0 1,723 46.9G3 ?,514
• 22,3 1,650 1.9885 ,311 ,140 "8,S609 £,52_ 42,021 6,934
24.3 1.£50 1.9312 .286 .126 7.6557 1.313 38.041 6.3_8
26.3 1,6_0 i,0738 ,286 ,126 7,2890 1,2_9 20.014 G,34_
20.3 _ 1.650 1.81_4 .2£6 .126 6.7715 1.15_ 37.975 6.336
30,3 1.6_0 1.7590 ._6 .126 6.2735 1,672 37.935 6.322
32.3 1.650 1.7017 ._6 ,Z26 5.7959 ,989 37.89_ 6.309
34.3 1.650 Z.6443 .28_ ,12_ 5,3369 .9_9 37._57 6.296
36.3 1o65_ 1.5869 .286 .126 4.8974 .833 37.818 _.262
38.3 1.650 1_5295 .286 .126 4.4774 .76_ 37._78 6.269
40.8 1.65_ 1.4577 .286 ,126 3._7_3 .675 37.729 _.252
_2.3 1.740 !.6647 ._04 .126 5.979 1._0_ 43._86 7._41
44.3 1.920 1.6970 .410 ,126 7.7065 1.362 71.2332 11.276
46.3 2.150 _.85_0 .575 2.130 12.8540 2.269 13_.6900 2_.659
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TABL_ 3.1. TABULATION OF DMR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
(Page 2 of 2)
_%SIAL z_o F.A A G_ w_/_ll, z0 g_PAr_XO_ Z.Cw
STH. x L(_"_ x _e"6 _ 10"l O_ M.A.*_ x 10"_
(z_.) IL_-n_.s_ (,.m) {z_s. s) (L_-_. j) (u_/z_.) (L_-Z_.'/ZN.) _Z_S.) (L_-ZN. _)
4.6 45.1_5 _4.253 9.830 2S.5_0 ._ga 4.224 3.dO0 419.78
S.3 35.2_1 U1._47 I9.40_ 2_,21_ 1.355 _ _'9 3.5_0 _04.43
6.3 31,728 75._1_ 17,627 15.747 ' 1.233 5.745 3.488 157.90
8.3 1_.087 61.355 _2.338 _.425 ._4 . 3.55_ 3.499 • _:.85
20.3 6._Sn 43.929 7._3 1,627 .55_ 2.077 3.3_ 25.56
12.3 3.9_5 , 33.485 5.554 °52145 ,389 1,330 3.2_9 11.94
14.3 3.1_7 27.440 4.518 .3096 ,51_ 1.052 3,224 _.73
16.3 2.767 22.G57 3,818 .1936 .2_? .088 3.221 5.75
19.3 2°235 17.71G 3.0S5 .1134 .217 °725 3.245 4._e
20.3 1.085 15.228 2.724 ,0931 .191 .654 3,328 _.2B
22.3 1.58_ _3.3G7. 2.435 ._756 .170 .592 3,391 , 2,73
24.3 1.399 11,944 2.22_ .0611 .156 .537 "3.414 2.40
26.3 1.394 11.92G 2.216 ,0610 ,155 .532 3.416 2.26
29.3 1,307 11.900 2.201 ,0609 .154 .525 3.419 2.12
30.3 1.379 _i.8_4 2.187 ,06_7" .153 .518 3.423 1.98
32.3 1,372 11.847 2.172 ,0_6 .1_2 .51A 3.426 1.85
_4.3 1.364 11.821 2.158 .0_05 .151 .5_4 3,429 _.72
36.3 1.357 131.795 2.143 .0£03 .150 .49B 3.433 1.60
39.3 1.349 11.768 2.129 .0_02" .149 ,492 3.4_6 1.48
40.8 1.3_0 11.735 2.11i ,0_01 .148 .405 3.440 1.34
42.3 I._10 13,127 2.358 .0734 ,165 .578 3.5_4 1,91
44_3 2._52_ _8,456 3.370 .1673 .236 .885 3,656 2.47
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TABLE 3.2. MODIFIED _O-i05 BLAD_ PROPERTIES
R_=Oo,,,3
I!)_._7 I,o .71, 2.3a ._._ 1.3a192,(]2 _99_ ' ,.[;/_.
I(118,92 ,997 .Sli
1_16.99 .S67 .32
l';]. 92 • 796 .32
• 153.92 .7_6 .. 3_£,
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IJ1.99 .424 .3_9 P38 59 1. ,55
76.19 .39_ ,_)72 3.39 56.71 1.74
G_.52 ._,J4 .47G2 5,tiff4 52.2_ " ' 3.G2
_2. U5 .325 .515_ 5.725 50..5), 3. O0
59,94 ,3t),! .547_ 6,2_4 49,1_ 4.a?
( 53o95 .279 .6121 "/.201 4G. 375 4.1_
53.95 .27_ 2.573 02.20 68. 375 5.10
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The capability to vary three separate structura!dynamic char-
acteristicsof the rotor system _#asincorporatedinto the basic
BMR design. New pitch links were ma_nufacturedwith axial flex-
ibility to create a softercontrol springrate,which lowers the i_
first tersie°;,a!frequency!. The _billtz to va:'__ s'_eepwa_ in- i_
eluded, which alters t!le flap-lag-torsion coupling. Elasto- 1
meric damping material was purchased which changed the system iii
structural d_aping level.
1
In addition to the conventionalpitch links %'hichcharacterized
a
those used on the BO-105, an alternate design was fabricated.
The barrel consisted of a 4.130steel upper and lower sleeve
\ attached by lock bolt_. The lower sleeve incorporatedbell-
ville spring washers on _u_.end plug to provide axial flexibi!-
ity. Oil impregnated guide bushings were used•to accomodate
the movement of the end plug within the bellville washers. The
same rod end fittings _s the baseline pitch links were used. A
2
photo of the soft pitch links is sho_n in Figure 3.9. After
the wind tunnel te£.ta static deflection check was perfomsed to
deter_ine t!lepitch link stiffnesses. The results are given in
Figuzu 3.10.
A relatively simple change to the titanium clevis provided the
ability to vary th_ sweep angle about station 52.36 inches from
zero degrees to 2.5 degrees aft. At both blade bolt holes in
¢- the clevis, the holes were enlarged slightly and he:-:eccentric
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bushingswerein._talled._en theb_shingsarerotated182.5=, <_
aft b_ade _weep of 2.5_ results. The d_tails of the hardware
are presented in Figure 3.iio This par_.eter change was not
tested during'this progr_._due to time constraints.
The finalconfigurationchangewas the ad(_itionf elastomeric
damper strips to the fiberglass flc_ibe_. The resulting addi-.
tional structural d_.ping produced a significan_ increase in
modal damping during the _ind tuDxneltest prog'ra_. Each de!nper
strip consists of a .02 inch thick layer of Lord KinematicSTR
Vl elastome_ic damping material sandwiched bet%,eena .01 inch
thick layer of fiberglass clo_/%reinforced epoxy and a .08 inch
thick constraininglayer of graphite reinforced epoxy laminate.
_ One each of these strips is adhesive bonded to the inner sur- i
face (upper s!_dlower) of each flcxbeam flange, for a total of
16 strips installed. This is illustrated in Fig_,re3.12. The
change in stiffness as it affected modal frequencies is dis-
cussed in t!_estability results section of t2,isreport. Due to
t.heuncontrolledcuring environn_ent,so_,eportions of the d_/_p-
ing material debonded during s%bsequent testing. However, this
is not consideredto have invalidatedthe data obtained.
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i. _ 3.2 M._T!NGHA/_WARE PI_DUPPER CO_IT,OLS
3.2.1 H_b Adapter and Splined Collar
Some interface hardware was re_aired to mate the BFL_hub to the
Rotor Test Apparatus (RTA) rotor shaft. The mating hardware
consists of the hub adapter and splined collar, as pictured in
Fi,._I/re3.13. On _he upper surface the hub adapter (Part
SK28259-I) contain_ holes with metric threads which accept the
BMR hub studs. These hub studs attach directly to _he flanged
end of tlleBO-105 rotor shaft on t/heaircraft. On the lower
surface, similar metric studs were used to attach to the
splined collar. This collar (Part SK28258-1) has flangeswhich
accept the metric studs from the hub adapter. At the lower end
of the collar, lugs are provided to connect with t!_erotating
scissors links. The collar has an internal spline to fit the
external spline of the RTA rotor shaft. It is s&cured to the
shaft with a collar retaining nut and lock washer. Rotation
with respect to the shaft is further [_reventedby means of a
lock key (Part SK28267-I) which picks up a slot in the collar
and has teeth _lhichmesh with the teeth in the collar retaining
nut. The collar assembly is located with respect to the shaft
by means of the existing RTA cone sea_s.
3.2.2 New Upper Controls Hardware
In order to accomodate the required BMR control motions and
phasing, a new swashplate asse£_iy was needed. The completed
swashplate assembly as installedon the RTA (Part SK28260-I) is
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shown in Figure 3.14. The assembly consists of _le following
items: stationary and rotating rings, bearing retainer, bal_
slider retainer, swashplatebearing, spacer spring and ball _Id
socket asse_bly. The swashplate was designed to provide 42.1
degrees of total blade pitch using '_e available RTA actuator
stroke. The rotating swashplate ring was designed to accept
the RTA ball and socket assembly and spacer spring, made avail-
able for use d_'u_Ingthe te_t by NASA-_nes. The stationary and
rotating rings were fabricated of 7075 alumim_ alloy. The
ball.slider retainer was fabricatedto capture the RTA ball and
socket assembly, and a bearing retainer holds the purchased
BO-105 swashplatebearing in place.
The rotating swashplate ring is driven by means of new rotating
scissors, which attach to t2_esplined collar (See Figure 3.1_)
and transmit rotor shaft torque to the swashplate. These drive
links (Part SK2826_-I) are comprised of an upper and lower
scissors link made from 4340 ste,_. The stationary ring is
restrained fro_,,rotation with respect to the shaft by a sta-
tionary link assembly (Part SK28263-I) which cor_nectswith the
RTA attachment link. There are stationary scissorF lugs on t_e
RTA transmissionupper bearing cap and on the stationary swash-
plate ring.
The swashplate design resulted in the need for new rod end
assemblies (Part SK28266-I) to connect the RTA control input
rods to the stationary swashplate ring. The various con_ina-
tions of actuator motion provide til%ing of the swashplate
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_ about its horizontal plane (cyclic motion) as well as pure
vertical mo_ion (collective motion). '£herotating swashplate
ring is attached to _!%e pitch alna by pitch links (Part
SK28268-I). Because of the differences between t_e RTA and
,, BO-105 installations,much longer pitch links were requil-edfor
this prog_'am. The same design features as used on the BO-!05
pitch links were duplicated for t2,istest.
.°
3.2.3 RTA Controls
The RTA controls are operated from a remote control console.
The primary control system consists of three hydraulic servo- °'"
mechanisms, an electromechanicalactuator tied to each servo,
and a "walking beam."control rod linkage. Inputs originating
7 i at the remote control console may be sent to the actuators in
, one of two modes. Separat_ commands may be given to each actu-
ator indivi,_ually. A second option is for an electrically
mixed signal resolved into collective and cyclic commands to be
sent to the three actuators simultaneously. The signals posi-
tion _%e hydraulic servo outputs, which drive the walking beams
to locate the final stationary swashplate ring position. Any
i
_:.... desired precession angle may be set so that cyclic motion will
be %bout the desired contzol axes.
A modification to the control system allows for discrete pitch
e_t._b_l_,.eabychanges about the noininalblade angle position _ "
j- •
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the primary cont__olsymptom. At the pivot point of t/%elever . ....
•arms which connec_ the primary servos and the stationary
control rods, an eccentricn!echani_mdriven by rotary actuators .......
perturbates the nominal centl'alposition,to provide ra_.por
os_:illatorypitch inputs at a selected freq_ency. The oscilla-
to_._yinput m_y be _,-_ -,-'_._pt ._!....., from a function generator or rsn-
don noise input. The input may be through collective pitch,
loli_gitudinalcyclic or lateral cyclic. An additional option is
[" to comm,-_nda dynamic input thzough the nutation control system..... _.,
The !ongitudinal and lateral cyclic inputs are electrically
combined to produce a signal which wobbles the swashplate to
simulate stick whirl by the pilot at a specified freq_encyo
3.2.4 Descriptionof the RTA
The Rotor Test Apparatuz (RTA) is sho%n%in Figure 3.15 mounted
in the NASA-_'_es_0-by-80 foot wind tu_nuelwith the 32.23 foot _::
diameter B_f_system installed. The RTA fuselage is an A-frame .:
structure, enclosed within a sheet aluminum aerods_.a_,icfair-
ing. The st_ctural steel I-beam framework provides a rigid :
base for motu_tingthe transmissionand drive motors, and secu1'-.
ing to the wind tv,_nnelmain and tail strut attac_ents. The _
non-structuralfairing is supported by foz_,sfrom the A-frame. ._
Work platforms in t2_efo_nnof _'clamshell,doors are provided on
eiid_erside cf _h_ transmission,hinged at _thefuselage sides
and latch_.dat the top.
G _
S
_'. The RTA is powered by _o constant-torque,variable frequency
elactric mo_s rated at 1500 horsepower each. The motor oper-
oting speed range is 0 to 3000 rpm, and the motor is water
cooled. A dz_ve shaft corm.ectsthe two motors, which transmits i-
the power of the aft motor. Flexible couplings allow for mis-
aligr_ent. A second drive shaft co_mects the fo_ard motor to
the transmission, and transmits the power of bo_ motors when
in use. Flexible couplings are also used for misalignment on
this drive shaft.
,,\
' The transmissionis a spiral bevel-helical gear speed reducer.
The transmissiongear ratio is 6.9:1, and at the maximum input
rpm the tandem motor installationprovides 3000 horsepower at
437 output rpm. The one piece rotor shaft has a three inch
diameter hole for carrying instrmnentationleads from the rotor
hub to the slip ring unit mounted below the transmission. The ....
transmission is lubricated by a forced oil lubrication system
with electric motors driving oil pressure and scavenge pumps.
Hydraulic pressure to t2_econtrols is maintained by electric-
ally driven on-board pumps. " All hydraulics have independent
double stages.
The RTA is mounted on tbree struts mounted on a turntable. The
model pitch angle is varied by changing the height of the tail
>,




test. Yaw angle i_ achieved by rotating the turntable. Each .
strut is fitted with an aerodynamic fairing. Model power
cables and hydraulics are routed through the struts to the RTA.
3.2.5 40-by-80 Turmel Description
The NASA-_es _0-by-80 foot win4 turme! is a clesed circuit air
zetu_:nth,)etunnel. A cross-section at the test section is
presented in Finite 3.16. The air is driven by six 40-foot
diamete_ fans which are each driven by a 6000 horsepower elec-
tric motor. The turmel can operate at any speed up to approx-
imately 200 _ots and at Reynold's numbers up to 2xi_06per foot
at standard atmospheric conditions. 9_en the test section
overhead doors are open, a clear opening 78.5 feet by 49 feet
.... is available for model entry. A 35 ton hoist is available for
liftinq models into _:e rum%el. A floating frame balance is
use,_to measure the six componentsof forces and moments on the
model. _he balance frame may be locked (fore and aft and lat-
erally) using a hydraulic snubbing system to protect the bal-
ance during large oscillatory load conditions. In addition,
eight balance d_apers may be added (or removed) to alter the












_: FIGURF 3.14 NEW UPPER ROTOR CONTROLS FOR "UE',BMR/RTA ASSEMBLY
i
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FIGURE 3.11· CROSS-SECTION OF NASA-Ar.fES 40-BY-OO FOOT UIND TUNNEL
.......-.
_i_, 4.0 I{AI%DW_d_D_SIGN @_;DA_ALYSIS - STRUC_%_L INTeGRiTY
The str_ctural integrity of the BMR was d_r_onstratedby
analysis, bench fatigue testing and whirl testing. Positive /ii /
! margins in fatigue, limit _nd ultimate loading conditions were
! obtained in the analysis. The fatigue desig_ condition was a
i 1.6g steady turn ae. i00 knots for normal gross weight. A
fatigue life greater than 3600 hours was projected for all Bt_
components.
Bench fatigue, limit and ultimate tests were conducted as
reported in Reference 4. All components were subjected to at
least 2.55x106 cycles of fatigue loading. Run-outs were
achieved in all cases, and the demonstratedfatigae lives based
on a specified flight spectrum,are given in Figure 4.1. Budget
and time constraints precluded a demonstration of 3600 hours
life for _le beams and torque tubes, but it is felt that for
higher applied loadings _ese items also would _how fatigue
lives greater than 3600 hours. Limit and ultimate tests were
conductedwithout failures.
The BMR hardware structural integrity was also verified on the
: whirl tower. A thorough loads survey on the rotor and BO-105
control system was conducted over a thrust range from zero up
to limits defined by rotor torque requirements. At normal (_25
rpm) rotor speed and at ii0 percent overspeed, loads were mea-
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/sured at positive and negative cyclic pitch settings until ;.
rotor shaft, beam _lexure or torque tube bending limit_ were:
reached. Extensive strain gage instrumentationprovided loads
data.
To asses_ _.,_ integrity of the sy_g_ under prolonged loading
conditions, the rotor was whirled for 6.5 hours with loads in
the most critical components at their endurance limits. At its
uneventful conclusion, an overspeed test to 125 percent of
nozmal operating rpm was conducted.
A subsequent teardown ir_pection, in which extensive non-
destructive methods \_ere used (e._., X-ray, magnaflu_{ and
visual), revealed on_-''minor fretting in the metal hardware
which required minimu refurbis_tnt pr_or to flight testing.
4.2 ADAPTER }:L%RDWAR_Z_%9 UPPER ROTOR _ONTROLS
The structural integrity of the new hardware fabricated for
_bis test program was verified strictly by analysis. The pri-
mary strength criterion for fati_ae was to compute operating
margins of safety using conse_lative loads predictions and
c_n_ervative design al]owab!ez. _n computing the operating
margin of _afety, 75_ of t.heanalytical endurance limit was
used as an additional conservatism. Positive fatigue margins
were found in all ca_es except fo_ r_e basic rinq section of
the rotating swashplate ring, and for the bearing retainer.
However, when the maximum loads actually encountered in the
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_r_.
%, test programare used in place of the very conservativeloads
used fortheset-coitems,the fatiguemarginswouldbe positive
for both parts. For limit strengths,2/3 of ultimatestrength
was used wlth no plasticityconsidered.Allcomponentsdemon-
st_atedlimitstrengthsat leastthreetimesgreaterthan maxi-
mum expectedloads except the pitch lirfl:(boththe standard
and "soft"link_),which_as twicethe expectedload.
During _e test program,t_e actualloads as a percentageof
endurance and limit loads were monitored to insure safe
operationand inspectionswere perfolu_edbeforeand aftereach
run. Following the completionof the program, a thorough
-_- inspection verified that no damagewas incurred by the adapter
hardwareor upperrotorcontrols.
4.3 ROTOR TEST APP_J%_S
No fom_al analysis was performed of the impact of the BMR loads
on the RTA s_rength. A comparison of the B_ loads with those
of some much bigger rotors tested on the RTA, such as the H-34,
indicated that the loads transmitted to the RTA would be
considerablylower _an those it was designed to handle.
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*CONSERVATIVS LIFE ESTIMATE .ROM RUNOUT
OBTAINED FROM UNCOMPLF.T_DTEST





TO obtain loads, stress and dynamic data, the four beams, two
blades and other significant rotating components were strain
gaged. In addition to the instrumentation on the rotating
hardware; data acquired included_stationary,control loads, RTA
accelerations, steady balance loads, control positions and
tunnel operating conditions.
An adapter plate located at the top of the rotor head, a slip
ring assembly, terminal strips, lead wires and connectors
provide the necessal_ links between the transducers and data _...
acquisitionequipment for each channel of measurement.
5.1.l Rotor Instrumentation
Two blades and the four fiberglass beam assemblies were o:
'!k
instr_n.entedwith strain gages of I000 _hms resista_ce. Use of
the i000 ohm gages permits a higher bridge voltage to be
applied, t_herebyimprovingchain%elsensitivityand compensating _.
for the reduction due to the poor h_-.t dissipation _
-<.,
characteristicsof fiberglass. Bridge completion networks for <
absolute strain measurementswere installed close to the active
strain gage with 3 wires from the gage to eliminate any lead- _ _
wire effect. Since all strain measurements were made into a ,/
completed _-arm bridge at the gage location, the signal i:.:
conditioning eqnlipment did not re_/ixe bridge comoletion _i-"




The rotor instzmmentationfor two fley_eam assembliesconsisted
of flap and chord bending bridges on the individual beams at
several span locations, as well as flap and chord bending
bridges at two span locations on the blades and one torsion
bridge. Instrm_.ntation on the leading beam of a flexbeam
assembly is referred to as on Beam A and on a trailing beam.as
Beam B. In addition, total beam flap, chord and torsion
bridges were located at one span station for all four flexbeam
assemblies. The torque tube was instrumented to monitor
flapwise and chordwise bending, as well as torsion in t_.e
torque tube. Two of -thepitch links were instrumented to
measure control system loads. The rotor shaft was inst1-umented
in the area above the swashplate to measure the 'torquein the
r_or head assenfoly. Appendix A presents a complete list of
•./, the rotor inst_%u_entation,including gage locations, engineer-






i'_. Instrumentationin t!lefixed system consisted of six stationary
swashplate ring absolute gages, stationary control rod and
'., actuator loads, and nine RTA accelerometers. In addition,the
.
i . six components of model aerod_q%amlcforces and mor_entswere
,/ recorded using the "floating frame" system of balances
./ comprising the _ _'",.• ta,.icForce System. (More complete inforn_ation






,. The rotor control positions, including collective pitch,
longitudinal cyclic and lateral cyclic, were monitored at the
_:otor control console using feedback _ignals from the actuator
servos. Ot!le,r data included rotor speed (measured using the
phototach signal) and shaft angle. Tunnel conditions such as




5.1.3 Wiring Connectors and Slip Ring ""/
•_. The strain gages were connected to tb.e slip ring directly _
•" through wire bundles with connectors provided at the top of the
"'2 BMR hub. The adapter plate formerly used to mount the BMR
instrumentation canister _as modified to provide mounting
brackets for tahe connectors which mate the •strain gage and slip
ring wiring.
The slip ring provided a method whereby electrical power was ".
supplied for excitation of the tr_.msduce_:s, and low level
signals were returned, to the data recorders while tlle
instrumentedcomponentswe£e in a rotating operationalmode. A \_...
•":%
...._ one to one correspondenceexisted between the input and output ,
co_.:.,_cuo_.The slip ring w_._ xu_._.ed at the bottom of th_
_ gear box and driven by __herotor shaft. The "Rota-Switch" and _.,.
the 256/rev generator were located at and driven by the lower
part of the slip ring assembly. Consisting of 192 stacked ,-.
brush and ring asserriblies, the design of this unit was such
_,_ that electrical noise _- brush and ring contact was mini-.' _O_
mized. -
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5.2 ON-LINE F,ONITOR!NGAND DATA _ALYSIS "- _J
The 40-by--80data system is a.c_u_put_rba_ed system which can be ._,
operat_',_;din either an _._n-llnemode, or a stand alone with batc_ !.....
' processing _ode. It consists of the followingmajor subsystems: .•.!(
Dual Dec 11/70 Computer's(Data Gathering Processor- '_--:
DG,,_end Realtime ,,"_"_"-E..e_,_%e Processor -. P_P)
Static fo_:cesystem ,_,,
Control console "-,
Special instrument system (SI) ......
Dynamic recording system (D_S) ".....
D;_na_ic_igalysis ystem (DAS)
Transducer conditioningsystem (TCS) • ,--
_. High speed data acquisition system (HSDAS)
Display system
Closed circuit televisionsystem "
Acoustic recording system
On board multiplexingsl_tem _
ReferencePressure system ...._"
• /
"- The instrument s_systems in the control room are complectedto
the model via a general patch panel, permanently installed
• cables t.ojunction boxes on the tun_nelbalance frame, and from
k .
• ther_ to the mode[. A schematic of the 40-by-80 data system is
,._, p_'esentedin Figure 5,1. A detailed description of the 40-by-
80 data system is contained in Reference i0.
t.
" i 2%CQOISITION SYSTEM _:_.___.
_f- [ (TNANS DUCEN CON- | ,.
.... I DITIONn_Gs':sa'n,:)!
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Signals from t_e rotor transducers are first transmitted from
the slip ring and RTA patch pane], to the High Speed Data
Acq%%isitionSystem (HSDAS) and Transducer Conditioning System
(TCS). The TCS supplies DC excitation, bridge completion when
required, bridge balancing, shunt _esistor calibration (RCAL)
and exterr..lexcit_ticn. The transducers are coln_cted to this
system through the system patch panel. The HSDAS consists of
sixty Newpo/t 70A-4 amplifiers,a Xerox Data Systems sample and
hold ea_plifierper channel, XDS 64 channel multiplexer and XDS
±14 bit analog to digital converter. This system is interfaced
L
to the computer and calmot operate in a stand alone i_ode.
," Fron the HSDAS the signal from each trm%sduc_r channe! may be
routed to one or more of three possible sources. The signal
may be directed to _le Dynamic Analysis System (DAS). The sys-
tem is primarily used in a stand a!one mode for data acq_isi-
tion/_lalysis _n%dtest conductmnce. I_ consists of a 32 chan-
nel analog conditioning element which can be sa_.pledat rates
up to 200 KHz. The primary use of the DAS is to perform one or
more of the followingoperationson selected channels: Fourier
or InVerse Fourier transforms, auto power spectrum, auto or
cro_s correlation,histograms,transfer or characteristicfunc-
tions, or any special progrm_ed f_%ction such as moving block
' analysis.
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_ Additionally, any signal from the HSDAS may be routed _rough
filters to o?l_eron-line monitoring eqnlipment. This consists .'
of a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (CRO) with the capability to dis-
play continuous time histories of up to 8 channels, two Oscill-
og:£aphRecorders (OGR) with a capacity to provide a per_nanent
r_cord of the time hJsto_ traces of up to 18 ch_/,nelseach,
and a Peak Detection System (PDS) which displays up to 50
channels of data as a percentage of _ prescribed limit value
either in the peak or one-half peak-to-peakmode. The PDS can
p_ovide a paper tape record of the values at any time and has
an alarm mode when a prescribed limit is reached on any
cha_Inel. There are also ten digital panel metezs (DPM) which
display the signals from ten channels in counts or volts, and
the information from these channels may be directed to the CRT
for display. All the channels are also recorded on tha Dynamic
Recording System (DRS). This system provides for the recording
of 56 channels of _na!og data, one channel of time code, two
channels of PCM data, two channels of timing data and one
chaTmel of miscellaneous data on a 14 track magnetic tape.
These signals are conditioned by muplifiers in the HSDAS. The
.- DRS tapes may be processed following the test as an additional
method of data analysis.
The third route of signals from the HSDAS is to the Data
Gathering Processor (DGP). Scale data and special instrument
data (data from the digital panel meters, the dangelometer,yaw
readout and barometer) which has been processed by the data
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management unit poztion of the On-Board System (OBS) joins the ....
selected dynamic data from the HSDAS at _e DGP. Operated from
a keyboard at _%e control console, the DGP is centered around a
DEC lllq0 unit, magnetic tape units _nd a CRT display. The data
which has been ga_._eredmay be displayed on _%e CRT for test
conductance,written onto magnetic tape for post-test processing
by the NASA-_es IBM 360 computer, or put on disk storage for
use by the Realtime Executive Processor (REP). The REP is used
to process importanthigh speed channels and static data follow-
ing each run to provide a quick look at the data. This is use-
ful for evaluating data qaality and test results and for deci-
sion making in conducting the test.
5.3 POST.-TESTDATA R_._UCTION
At the conclusion of the test, the final reduced test data is
produced. The tare runs are reviewed and the selection of
appropriatehub tares for each _nn is made. A final listing of
all static data for each run is produced. This consists of
aerodynamic coefficients and loads obtained from the scale
data, tunnel condition infol_ation, and model conditions such
as shaft angle, yaw angle, coliectiv_ pitch and cyclic angles,
and rotor speed.
For each channel of d_lamic data, the inputs re,tired to com-
pute engineering unit_ from the raw signals are xeviewed.
These incllldestatic tare values, RCAL data, gains and filter
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"_- settings. Those rxms or test points where a particular signal
was bad are identified. When all %_e inputs have been veri-
_ fled, the d_n%ea_icdata is p_'ocessedto give the final !ist._ng
[
i of high speed data. Fo_ each run and test point for ev_':-y
)
charu,el,t!_isconsists of a ha_Tnonicanalysis (I0 harmonics),
! smoothed and averaged mean, RMS and half peak-to-peak data,
< magnitude versus frequency plots and time histories for 3





G.0 TE,ST PROCEDt_S [ !
6.1 GF_R_L APPROACH
The basic procedure used _oughout _zis test program was.to•
set a particular trim condition, record steady-stateloads and
performance data, then excite the roto_ through _le Dynamic
Control System and compute the modal damping at that condition.
To insure that no aeroelastic inst_iiity or excessive load
condition was enco_ntered, careful utilization of pretest
p:£edictionsand on-line monitoring of data was employed. The
critical safety instrumentationwas monitored at al! times, and
a continuous log was made of the growth of specific parameters
as test conditions were changed. In this manner it was possible
to predict at what point limits would be reached or exceeded
and prevent severe d_maging conditions.
The test plan was structured so that for each series of
stability dat_ points, the test proceeded in the airection of
decreasing stability. As each stability data point was taken,
the modal damping was computed and plotted against predicted
values so that the trend could be seen and an evaluation of the
stability at the next planned test conditioncould be made. If
indications were that the next point would have damping less





k _ 6.2 LO_gSAND PERFO_u_ANC_TESTING
After the initialhuD tare runs _nd trackand balanceverifi-
cation,the proceduresd_scribedhere were follow_dfor loads
and perform_n_cetesting. A detailedpre-runseriesof inspec-
tions and checklistswere perforatedon the BMR rotorand con-
trolshardware,the RTA, the rotorconsoleand controlsystem,
tunnelmotor operation,data monitoringeq_ipmentand instru-
mentation. When the model and tunnel were secured,a zero
point was takenwith zero shaft angle,9.6° collectivepitch
and zero cyclicinput. _.
To start the rotor,the controlswere set for a shaft angle
of -10 degreesand a moderatecollectivepitch &ngle,usually
4° or 8_. Then t_e rotor was broughtup to the desiredrpm,
going rapidlythroughthe 2_0 rpm to 325 rpm regionwhere _he
first chord mode crossesboth the one per rev and the first
flapmode. As tl_isis beingdone the rotorconsolec_eratoris
continuouslyadjustingcyclicpitch to maintainzero one per
rev flapping. The flap bendingmomentat station14.25inches
was used as the measureof one per rev f!apping. The signal
from one flexbeamwas fed throughelectronicsin the rotor
controlconsolewhichresolvedthe flap momentinto its steady,
one per rev sine and one per rev cosinecomponents.The signal
was not calibratedfor the actualvalueof flapping,but since
station 14.25 inches is inboard of the effectiveflap hinge
zero flap momen_ was assumed to indicateminimum flapping.
" Once the rotor reached the desired rotor speed, adjustments
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were made to the shaf_ angleand collectivesettingsto mini-
mize loads as the turmelwas brougl_to the desiredvelocity.
When _he desired tunnel sp_ed was attainsd,the rpm, shaft
angle and collectiv_were adjustedto reach the first test
point,and a eteady-staZeloadsand performancedatapointwas
taken.
Specific procedtlreswere established to insure safe operation
away from both loads and stability problems. Figure 6.1 shows
the test boundaries which w_re establisheddue _o model control
limits, clearances, power limits and stability requirements.
Reference ii presents the vibratory m%d vibratory plus steady
load limits, as well as actions which were to be taken if any
limit was exceeded. Careful attention to these procedures in
the _reas of damage count analysis and visuel inspectionsduring
the test pe1_itted operation at various load levels with confi-
dence %l_atthe st2uctural integrityof _%e system was not being
compromised. Fin_lly, procedures for changing tt_mel speed,
rpm, collective pitch angle and shaft angle were defined as to
the proper order for varying each item so that safe load levels
and stabilitymargins could be maintained.
One type of loads and perfo._nancetesting used a slightly dif-
ferent procedure. This was the ig flight testing. To simulate
level flight in _e BO-105 aircraft, the rotor was brought to
eZ5 rpm and the tunnel zet to t_e desired forward speed. Then
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VELOCITY (KNOTS) 0 TO 165
COLLECTIVE PITCH (DEGREES) -,2 TO 15.8
SWEEP (DEGP_EES) 0 TO 2.5 AFT
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collective pitch was adjusted to maintai_ CLia = .072. Next
th_ shaft angle wa_ varied until the rate of descant was zero,
based on a nominal zotor effective flat plate drag area (FE) of
14.5 square feet. Longitudinal and lateral cyclic were
a_lj,_stedte attain •the predicted aircraft pitch and roll
mo_Lentsnecessary to trz_ _e BO-i05/S_I_. Finally, collective
pitch, shaft angle and cyclic pitch were fine tuned since
t2_ere is cross-couplinq _mong the trim requirements. When
/
trim was established, a steady-state data po._n%was taken.
6.3 STABILI'FITESTING
6.3.1 Dynamic Characteristicsof the BMRiRTA
The potential for reduced damping or even inst_ i:Litiesexists
when the lead-lag _:egressingrotor mode frequencycoalesces with
o_ow_ the varia-a body mode frequency of the RTA. Figure 6.2 _-_ '
tion of the B_R lead-lag regressing mode frequency with rotor
speed. This fig%ireshows the RTA mode frequenciesof in:terest
for configurationswith wind tunnel balance dampe_-sinstalled
and removed. RTA body mode frequencies are from Reference i0.
With the balance dampers installed, a potential for instability
exists at about 420 _m and at about @55 rpm. RTA body mode
frequencieschange when balance dampers are removed, and rotor
speeds for potential instability are expected at about 400 and
_30 _.-pm.
8O
......... .. .,-......:-....... ., , _" ,:/ !./, , .._21_._, ._., y_'.,_l,.." ._" _.0
_, 6.3.2 Stab_lltyPredlctlons foz the B_/_TA ! /_.
6.3.2.! Predicted St_lbility !: '":;
The Br%q/R_Awas modeled analyticallyusing Boeing Veztol's C-90 ; " _"
aeroelastic stability _nalysis program; thi_ program is dis- i ,"._
cus=ed in more detail in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.2.1. The specific _ :i_,;'
prediction results determinedprior to testing in t_e NASA Ames ,, ;
•,_...
40-by-SO foo_"wind tupme! are shovelin Figu;-es6.3 '_/Irough6.14. ! ..v__
Figure 6.3 shows t_e ey.pecteddamping level versus rotor speed ._-.,,...
for a startup at zero thrust (approximatelyzero collective .i
pitch at 70 .Dercentradius); this is expected to be the collec- %
rive pitch £6r lowest de,aping. The stabilitylevel is shown "_n ._.
rerunsof time to half amplitude, amplitude decay rate, and fixed i_."
system critical damping ratio. In t!_is report, aeroelasti_ '°_i_
- st_d_ilitymode dmmping ratios _ill be expressed in terms of
fixed system d_ping ratio, i.e., the damping at the lead-lag
regressing f1"eq%_ency.Results in Fi_L"e 6.3 are for 8 balance
dmbpers It.stalxedand for long str_ts (theme uere the struts i'"
used to support the RTA during BMR/RTA testing). All anaiyti- -_-_.-"
cal predictions are based on the ass'_mptionof no blade struc- :,...._
-;i
rural damping. As rotor speed increases, damping is expel.ted _,
to increase until about 200 rpm. Damping is then expected to ,L"
•-_
'/
decreas_ gradually until above 500 rpm except for a predicted i-<T
damping reduction at about _70 1_m due to a body mode/±_._d-la_ @
[,:.
regressingmode coalescence. However, the maximum possible test "
.>,
rotoz speed is 437 r'pra so that this reduction in damping at
1.
about 4.70..rpm could not occur du_ing BM_/RTA testing. The rotor
...<.
..._ speed test range where BMR/RTA damping was obtained was 335 to .
_ 437 rpm.
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i;_';_ Figure 6.4 shows d,_ predicted effect of removing wind tunnel
v _ • balance dampers; predicted dmmping is shown versus rotor speed
in hover (zero _.;indtunnel speed). Without balance dampers,
_. dm_apingis predicted to be reduced to about 0.4 percent critical
,,_ at 428 rpraand to -I percent critical at 468 rpm. These are
- •
,. rotor speeds ;.Jherecoalescencesof the RTA body mode frequencies
:_, and the BMRlead-lag regressingmode frequencyoccurs. At other
_ rotor ._peeds,d._Jnpingis expected to be identicalwith and with-
: /_#/
"t+_. out balance dampers.
'" ".'" Figures 6.5 through 6.9 show predicted effects of airspeed,
_-_,.
.4
i rotor speed, collective pitch and shaft angles on damping.
_..,, Predictions are gene_ally for all balance d_npers installed,
_, rotor .%peedsfrom 2_0 to 437 rpm, collectivepitch from 0 to 12
•_"_; degrees, airspeed_ Jzom 0 to 180 knots, and shaft angles frora0
"_'_ to -6 degrees. Predictions generally indicate increasing°¢
• ." damping with increasing collective pitch (with maximum value_¢.}
/ near I0 degrees), and decreasing damping with increasing rotor
J,. speed. Damping was not expected te be sensitive tD shaft angle o,.
:_ ,'%
'-_-._ at constant wind tunnel velocity.,rotor speed, and collective
<.c.7 pitcl_. With o_her variables constant, damping was expected to
_,t,. increase with airspeed from hove_ to 60 knots, then decrease '_"
., -'._'..;
_; I00 knots, and then increase for airspeed._up to I°_0knots.
L>- _redicted damping leve].sin Figures 6 5 through 6.9 were in_er-%.
.._ polated to obzain predicted damping levels at planned test
[ .
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Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show predicted damping versus airspeed ;'>_,_
and shaft angle at zero and 4500 pounds thrust, respectively. "_,-"'
.... Results in these two figures are for 425 rpm rotor speed. "+
Figures 6.13 and 6.14:show predicted effects of varying blade ::-.+_
structural d_pinc and blade sweep. Testing was c_>nductedf_r
<
a blade chord mode struct_ral d_mping variation. Hardware was _'_,_,<_
available for conducting a blade sweep variation, but due to
time limitation in the wind tunnel, the sweep variation was llot +"-+
tested.
6.3.2.2 Use of StabilityPredictionsDuring Testing !
Prior to conducting a particular test sequence, predicted :,
stability data were plotted for the specific planned te_,_t _"\
conditions. As the test sequence progressed, test values of '"
damping data were computed and plotted on the same graph with
expected (predicted) dampi_xgto det_orminewhether magnitudes
and trends of d_4_ing levels were as expect_d. Figure 6.!5
41 "+
" shows test and expected damping results for the first run made 7
wit2_the BMR/RTA with rotor blade,.++installed.
6.3.3 Stability Test Pr¢cedures !
Z%,o general methods were -,gnsideredfor determining BMR/RTA _',+-,
+,
aeroelastlc stability levels. One was the moving block method
(Reference _3) and the other v,,asthe instr',tm,ental variable
method "_" _' + f_ .....method (discussed in _:ore(Re£._re_,ce14) The _ "_"+"
, detail below) determines damping levels from a decaying sig]lal. '_
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The _,econdmethodde_n_ d_ing levelsfromc_,e fiL_o£
an iD_._t!o_tput tra_fer function which may be obtained from
sinusoida! sweep testing or wide band frequency r_ndom testing
over the frequency range of in.rest. The moving block m_d
was _sed almost exclu_ively to obtain s_bility data for the
B_/_A, and te_t r_sults for _/RTA damping datm contained in
this re;_o_ _'e based o_ the _oving bi_ck _.ethod of _nal_sis
for d_pLng d_ta. For d_@ing determinationby The _ving block
method, the system wa_ excited in the fixed system through T!_e
non-rotatings_ashplate using th_ _ic Control System (DCS).
DCS inputs were at the lea_-lag regressing frequency. The
#
excitation amplitude was gradually increased until acceptable
response was obs_._-_ed,but the excitation amplitude was limited
to a _afe value so that rotor vibrato1_ load limits were not
exceeded. A response measureme.ntwas selected for analysis on
the D_ic Analysis Sy=tem (DAS); the excitation was stoplJed,
a record of t!_edecay of the selected signal was recorded on
the DAS, and the decaying sigmal was then anal_ed to determine
the damping level.
The test procedure for t'hemoving block _aiysis was to:
a. Excite the system at ground resonance (lead-lag
regressing) frequency nutation control on DCS. This
could b_ replaced by using longitudin_l cyclic input
on DCS.
I0i
b. Very slo,_lyincrease the amplitude until a _
"predete_inedlimit"was reachedon _u_ycomponent.
c. Shut off the excitationand record_ tr_n_ient
decayof oneo:cmoreof thefollo_ing:
Flexbeam c/%ordbending !I.0A
Flexbeam chord bending 14.25 (multi-blade
coordinates)
Flexbeam chord bending 43.0A
Blade chord bending 55.36
LongitudinalRTA acce]erometers
Lateral ETA accelerometers
d. Perform moving block analysis by:
Selecting start and stop time for analysis.
Selecting pa/_meter for analysis.
Obtaining spectral analysis and selecting
frequency for analysis.
Selectingblock size.
Computer does moving block analysis.
Selecting time period for fit of log _mplitude
decay°
Display of damping and frequencyresults.
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The multi-bladecoordinateanalysiscouldbe co_£ned with the
moving block analysismethod after performinga multi-blade
coordinate_alysis of coErespondin_instz_mentationon all four
rotating arms simultaneously.Fle_beamchord bending _ages
availablefor multi_bladecoordinateanalysiswer_ locatedat
radialstation14.25. In additionto usingthe DA$ _or stability
_lalysis,one channelof the Oscillog_aphRecorder(OGR)was
used to displaya filteredflexbeamchordb_ding gage (4547)
at station11.0 on beam A. This gage was band pass filtered
from3 to 5 Hz to reject1/revand steady(zerofrequency)bea_
bendingmoments. This signalcouldbe monitoredto dete_±ne
adequacyof _-heexcitationlevel and could give an immediate
qualitativeindicationof the level of stability. A sample
signalis indicatedin Figure6.16.
6.3.4 Types of Excitation
Discrete frequency sinusoidal excitationwas generallyused for
excitation of aeroela_tic stability modes before analYsis of
decays by _e movingblock method. However° during the initial
hover _n, steps of ei_er collective pitch, lateral cyclic, or
longitudinal cyclic were introduced _o produce a low level of
_: response for initia! evaluation of stability levels in hover.
As mentioned above, swept sine excitation and b_nded frequency
random excitation in _e frequency range of interest were also
considered for obtaining transfer functions for Setermining
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AT ABOUT 2.2 Hz i
FIGURE 6.16 SAMPLE TRACE OF DECAY OF FILTERED BE_'_4CIIORD BENDING AT STATION II.
_ dampingby the instrua_enta!variabl_smethod. Rowever,only a
few _tteBptswere made to use the instrumentalvariablesmet2_od,
and all stabilitydata presentedin this report are from r21e
movingblockmethodof analysisof transientdecayingsignals.
All types of excitationwere introducedby exciting the
swashplatein the fixed system using the DCS. For discrete
frequencysinusoidalexcitation,two kinds excitationwere
generally introducedat the lead-lag regressingfrequency:
1) lateral cyclic only
2) nutation excitation which combined lateral and
longitudinal cyclic excitation in a phase
relationship which would best excite the lead-lag
regressingmode.
Thus to use the DCS t_herewere three variables to £elect for
discrete frequencysinusoidal excitation:
1) lateral or nutation excitation
2) excitation frequency (lead-lag regressing frequency)
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3) excitation_plitud_
Excitation amplitudeon t_heDCS _!.it_e control _as indicated
in c_';_:'_.The maxim_ input _litl_de use_ w_s 500 co_nt_,
which ...._,rrespond_dto app_oximate!y .';&degrees of cyclic
excitation.
6.3.5 Data/_alysis Methods
As mentioned above, several me°_ods of data analysis _ere
considered fo_'dete_,iningdamping from test data:
i) instzna_entaivariables_determingd_,_pingf_om curve
fitsof transferfunction
2) moving block analysls of a decayin_ signal
3) manual _lalysis of a filtered fiexheam chord bending
decaying signal (as a hackup)o
The moving block method was used as the primary method after
limited attempZm _t using the inst_nnentalvariable method in
co_bination wit_ multi-.bladecoordinate analysis. The moving
block method _as used with Doth the multi-blade coordinate
analysis cyclic signals and wi_ a s_ngle flexbe_n chord
bending signal (generally Data Code 4547, radial station I!.
be_n A). The latter signal was in the rotating system. For
dete_nining aeroelastic st_iiity; eith_ measurements in the
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i__ rotating _yst_m or the fixed system could be analyzed. !n
Figure 6.17, YBR _u_dY_ are rotating and fixed system
motions,respectively.A physicalrelationshipbetweenblade
rotatingsystemmotio_ and fi_edsystemhub _otionsis implied
on _heet1 of F±g_re5.17. _he chord_iseblade motionYBR in
the rotatingsystemhas a componentYBF in the lateraldirec-
ti,_nin t_ fi_edsy_t_. As an e_nple iet t3_eblademotion





_ = blade first chord mode frequency,
rad/sec
t = time, sec
v = amplitudeof blademotion,cm
_BR
The fixed system componentof this mo_ion in the
lateraldirectionis:
YBF = YBR COS Qt







= ROTOR SPEED, RAD/SEC
v = ROTATING SYSTEM BLADE _O_TON AT POINT i
"BE ......
IN BLADE FIRST C_[ORD MODE
YBF = LATE!_AL FIXED SYSTF3*4BLADE MOTION AT POINT i
IN THE BLADE FIRST CHORD _*[ODE
LET
YDR = YBR ST,Nc__t
WHERE
'_r= THE FIRST CHORD MODE _REuQ_NCY, P_D/SEC
t = TIME, SEC
THEN






FIGURE 6.17 EX._PLE OF DECAYING e'_"_ " "o....,_LS._},FIXED AND _.:
ROTATI'_GSYSTEM FOR AEROELASTZC STABILITY
MODE (SHEET 1 OF 2)
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• _7_ ,......._:_`;__`____:_°_"__ _,_._ ,__ __, ?,_._ ,,_.
e w
. = I Y_R [zz_ (n - w_)t + szN(e + _{;t)]
_ 2 "'
'Thusthe lateral component o£ blade motion in the fi_ed system
:hastwo fr_.quen_]componen'cs. One is _l_e_e_d-lag re_ressing
'.' mode freq_.ency,_-a;_,and the otl_eris r/_ lea_-l_g progressing• , //
k
m_de fre_/ency, _+_. For the soft-in-plan_ _MR rotor (_ < _I
mt normal rotor speed), the fre_em.cy of interest is the :'
L regre_siz_gmode frequency.
As in_cated in Figure 6.!7, sheet I, lateral hub motion ",_
YH_B may also occur so that coupling between f_ed system blade
and hub motious may occur. This couplin_ is most likely to
occu/ when a body mode n_t_tral freque,ncy equals or nea_ly ,,
equals the rotor lead_lag regressing mcde frequency. Frem \\
sheet 1 of Figure 6.17, it can be seen ti_atsin_i].arrelation-
..... ships can be developed fol"the longitudinal components of
blade motions which could couple with longitudi_/al h_b
mot.ions. Mathematical relationships for coupling between
the rotor lead-lag regressing mode _d the hub have been
_"
deve!oped in the literature; see for exmnple Reference 15. o
When the coupled system consisting of the rotor and the body
(E_A) is excited in the fixed system at the lead-lag regressing
mode frequency, the rotor will respond in the rotating system
at the first chord mode fre_aency,m_. Body motions will occur
in the fixed system at the lead-lag reg_e_sing mode frequency,
ii0
.-- ... _ /, .,." .. ," i
_--_,_•_ • _._.......__ .,_z_ __ ,.•_ ",.,•:_i_'_'__ _'_'':_F_'_"_'_-. _ ' •__, _,:....__. .
i
. After excitation is stopZ;ed,the rate of decay of motions in
the fixed and rotating systems will be the same, e.g., the
times to half _mplitude will be the same. Assume that the
_: rota,_ingsystem motion is decaying due to d_!rtDingaZte_ a fixed
syst_n _nusoidal excitation (at the lead-lag regzessing
_. free,eng..y)has stopped. Assume that the rotating system
bl_cler_.otionis:
YBR = YBRe"at SIN m_t ,




YBF = 1/2 YBRe at SIN (Q--u_t).
Critical damping is defined as the minimum viscous d_ping _
which will allow a displaced system to return to its undis-
placed position without further ozcil_.ation. The fraction of
critical damping _hich a system has in a particular mode of
oscillation is related to _e exponential•decay rate of free
vibration:
= a = ratio of critical damping
i
= frequency of free vibration
%
ll!
For the rctating system,oscillation YBR' the ratio of critical
damping is:
_BR = a . = rotating system ratio of
w_ criticaldamping.
For a fixed component of motion YBF' the ratio of critical
da_,pingis:
_BF = a - fixed syste_ ratio of critical
_-w_ damping
8
Then _le relationshipbetween damping ratios determined in the
fixed and rotating systen_ for aeroelastic stability modes
involvingthe rotor lead-lag regressingmode is:
W
_B___F= _t = fixed_,stem ratio o[ critical damping"
_BR £_-w_ rotating system ratio of critical damping
Therefore, a rotating system signal will have a lower ratio of
critical damping than the corresponding fixed system signal.
Attempts at analyzing fixed system RTA acce!erometers and
multi-blade cyclic chord bending signals gave poor results
compared to analyzing a single rotating system chord bending
gage and computing the correzpondingdamping which would have
been observed in the fixed system. All critical damping data
sho%_ in figures in this report are equivalent fixed system
I12
, damping. Figure 6.17 shows %b.erelationship used to compute
damping in the fixed system from d_ing in t_herotating system.
This conversion from rotating to fized system ham a potential
for introducing significant errors, particularly at low rotor
speeds where the first chord frequency is very near the rotor
rotational frequen¢._/oAs seen in Figure 6.17, the difference
between these t%,ofrequencies is used in the computing of the
relationshipbetween fixed system and rotating system damping.
As discussed below, _!_echord mode frequencyobtained from the
moving block analysis is k_nownonly to _%nacc%tracyof 0.125 Hz
for analysis of a typical time sample of 8.0 s_conds.t
An expression for the BMR first chord mode frequency based on
decay ta'acesfrom Boeing Vertol whirl tower tests is believed
to be slightly more acc_r.atethan the DAS first chord mode fre-
quency spectral ea_alysisresults. These whirl tower results
may be used for config_!rationswaich did not have damper s%xips ,
added to the f!exbeams. This expression for chozd mode fre-
quency is:
= 2_ (4.75 + 1.24 (____- I) -.02 @.7)
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where,
w_ = first chord mode frequency, tad/see
Q = rotor speed, RPM




Tr[isexpression %_asused %o compu_ chord mod-__.frequencies for
um_ in the expression to co_ve_: rot_,'tingsystem d_..in,_to
fixed _y_tem _dampingfor co_figi_'mtiox_wi_o_it d_mper strip_.
_is e_re_ion for Zirst chor4 mode f'req_encyis not con_ist,ent
with DAS solid,are. For conZi,3_ra_iens%_.i_ de_p_r strips
add_:d_the DAS spectral _nalysis value _or xotatin_ f'_r_tchord
:mo_e frequency was used to c_mpute the facto,_for converting
rotating system _dampingto fi_ed _ystea d_p!n.g.
Another way of pros_enting_tabiiity data is to indicate time to
decay to half amplitude. As indicated in Fiq_re 6.i7, time %_
half a_%plitu.deis the s_u3efor bo_h rotati:'.gan4 fixed system
signals for a coupled rotor/b_:.d?_ode. Therefore, the %ime to
half e_aplitudec_./Ibe compnted directly fro-_the rotating sys-
tem measurement, _,nda small e:crorin the chozd mode fzeqmency
from the moving b!ock an.a!ysis"._,o'_ldp_oduce only a sm;illeL-for
in the computed time to half _plitude (see the _m[pressionfor
time to half amplitude in Fi_jure6.17}. The expression for
first chord frequency based on Boeing Vertol.%_hirltower tests
was used to compute time to half ar:,plitudefor configurations
where no damper strips were added. When damper strips were
added, DAS spectra! analysis re u!ts fox first chord frequency
were used to compute times to half amplitude. Generally, in
this report, sted)i!itydata from the B_t_/R_Atest are presented
in both formats, i.e., fixed system r_tioof critical d_m_ping
and time to half amplitude.
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_ The movingblockanalysisis conducte_on the DAS throughan
interactive graphics terminal. Fi_e 6.18 shows t_ical di_-
plays from the graphics terminal. One display shows the sample
rate (typically 64 samples per second), the time len_gthof the
data sample to be analyzed (typically 8.0 seconds), and the
flight conditions: tu/-mel speed, _otor speed, collective
pi_ch, and angle of attack. These data are all " -Inpu_ by t_e
emgin_r operating the graphics terminal. The operating pro-
cedure is to record a sample of decaying 4ate after excitation
is tez_inated by the engineer operating the DCS. The engineer /
operating the DAS initiatescollecting a data sample when given
a signal from the DCS controller indicating _/_atexcitation has
been terminated. After data collection, a spectral analysis of
the sample is completed and displayed (Figure6.18). The gra-
phics terminal operator specifies a narrow frequency band in.-.
cluding the frequency of interest for the moving block analy-
sis. In Finite 6.18, a flexbe_ chord bending gage is being
analyzed, and the frequency of interest is r_e first chord
bending mode just below 5 Hz. The block size is also specified
for the moving block analysis: 1/2 was generallyused meaning
that a 4 second moving block size was used foz an 8 second time
s_ple; this smooths variations in the signal with time. The
moving block tec_hnique_alyzes the decaying transient signal
at the peak frequency amplitude found within the frequency
range specified by the DAS operator. The log decay is then
displayed for the selected peak frequency; the terminal opera-
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decay, and the correspondingd_aping level is computed. In the
example in Figure 6.18, the fit time was from 0 to 4 seconds,
and the rotating system damping was 1.21 percent_ the Zixed
system damping was 2.76 percent (the conversion from rotating
to f_xed system demping was eventually added as a part of the
moving block analysis on the D_). The ur_fiite=edsig_'_alwas
also displayed on the graphics terminal; in the example in
Figtti*e6.18, the sig_lalcon_%in_:mostly data at the chbrd bend-
- ing frequency. At low rotor speeds, the unfiltered chord bend-
ing data would also contain a very large one/rev signal.
6.4 FLYING QUALITIES TESTING
The flying qg/alitiestesting was very similar to the 1G flight
testing. The rpm was set at 425 and the t_%nel speed brought
to _he desired setting. Collective pitch was adjusted to main-
tain a lift coefficient of .072. ,_heshaft angle was varied
until the rate of descent was zero, and longitudinaland late-
ral cyclic pitch were adjusted to attain the predicted aircraft
pitch and roll moments of the BO-105iBMR. Then approximately
.4 degree input changes of positive and negative longitudinal
and lateral cyclic pitch were put in successively through the
D)mamic Control System. For each input, time history data was
taken of the multi-biade flap and chord bending flexbe_n gages
so that fixed system h%_ loads response data could be computed.
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7.0 P_ST ANALYSIS _ODOr_ZGY :! ,
7.1 S;TABILITY A_ALYSIS _I_KODOL_
7.1.1 Description of C-90 Program
Boeing Vertol's C-90 analysis computer program has been
described in some detail in Reference 16. This program was
used to predict expected damping levels on the B2._R/KTA.Figure
7.1 shows general features of the C-90 computer program. The
program can compute aeroelastic stability mode damping for
ground resonance, hover, and forward flight. It uses modal
representations of the rotor blades and _le airfr_ne, and has
the capability to incorporate rotor isolation elements between ',
the rotor transmission and the airframe. A computationalflow
diagram for C-90 is shown in Figure 7.2. Input required for
C-90 are described in Reference 17. A steady state rotor loads
analysis is required to compute the blade steady deflectedposi-
tions, emd a xotor blade modal analysis must be performed to
generate blade modal data at the steady deflected position for
input to the C-90 program.
7.1.2 Correlation of Predicted C-90 Stability Results wi_
Flight Test Data for the BMR
To validate the capability of comp ter pregra_ C-90 to predict
aeroelastic stability levels, C-90 analyses were conducted to
determine damping data for comparisonwi_ data obtained during
B_,m/BO-105flight tests conducted by Boeing Vertol (Reference
18). Results of this analysis/test comparison are shown in
Figures 7.3 t_rough 7.6 from Reference 16. These fiqures _how
120
_ comparisonsof predictedandtestvaluesof dampingversusair-
speed for levelflight; versus rate of climbat 60 knots;_id
versus collective pitch position at 50 and 100 knotz. Test and
C-90 analysis d_ping data are in very good agreement in these
figures. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show C-90 anal_,is vers_s test
comparisons _or d_mpin9 data Zor _&he_ rotor on the Vertol
whirl tower. Again, C-90 analysis results and the test results
are in very good agreement. All results in Figures 7.3 through
7.8 are equivalent fixed system damping at approximately the
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FIGURE 7.3 C-90 COMPARISON WI'j'B FLIGH'r DATA - DMR/BO-lo5





FIGURE 7.4 C--90 VS FLIGHT Di\7A AT 60 KNOTS: DMR/nO-105
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FIGURE 7.8 C-90 COMPARISON WITH BMR ffiiIRL TOWER TESTS -
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7.2.1 Description of C-60 Program
Boeing Vertol h~s developed an aeroelastic roter loads analysis,
the C-60 Program, which calculates:
o blade loads ~Jld motions for steady-state flight
conditions
o steady.and vibratory hub loado
o rotor performance
o rotor.' trim
for articulated, teetering, and hingeless rotors with two to
nine blades. The blades may be of arbitrary planfoDn, twi.st,
and airfoil section variation with radius. This analysis is
limit.ed to steady flight conditions.
The analysis considers coupled flap and torsion deflections and
uncoupled chord\,lise deflecti.ons of the rotor bla.der:;. The blade
is represented by 25 lumped masses connected by elastic ele··
ments. The model can incl'ude planform sweep at 'cwo locations
and spar-wise variations of shear center, vertical neutral axis,
chordwise center of gravity, and pitch axis. The associated-
matrix method is used to relate the tip-bOlmdary conditions to
the root-boundary concll tions. The solution is expressed as a
Fourier series and the coefficients are obtained by invert.ing







Airload. calculations include airfoil-section gecnn~try, compres-
sibility, stall, three-dimensional flow, unsteady aerodynamics
with center of pressure shift, and nonuniform do·..mwash. static
airfoil tables are used to account tor compressibility, static
at.all, and airfoil shape. The unst~ady aerodynami:: loads are
calculated by modifying the static lO1""!.ing 1:'li."suJ.t:":'uq from the
airfoil tables to include Theodorsen's shed-wake f~4ction,
clynamic st.all effects based on oscillating-airfoil data, and
yawed flow across the blade.
The wake is modeled as a tip and root vortex trailed from each
blade for nonuniform inflow calculations. Through an iterative
procedure, each tra.iled vortex is made compatible with the
calculated blade-lift d.istribution; the lift distxibution is
compatible with the nonuniform downwash field. The vortex wake
is a.ssumed to be ri9id and to dt'ift relative to the hub with
a constant velocity composed of the t.tJrust·-:inrluced uniform
~owmlash added to t.l-}e speed of the aircra it. 'I-he nonuni.form
downvlash field can be recalculated at any stage of the analysL
to account for the redistribution of airloads refiul ting from
elastic blade deflections.
The nonlinear aCl:odynamic loads and the coupled flap and pitch
responses are calculated iteratively. Up to 20 iterations are
'.
used to obtain the final solution. This iterated solution
accounts for the nonlinear coupling between the blade deflec-







A Gunrllarc)' of the analytical features is provided :\.n Figure 7.9.
The uncoupled lag' response calculation i:lcludes an option t.o
analyze a mUltiple load path retention system such as the dual
be~4 BMR configuration. This option a~ds an additional program
loop in which the chord moments and shp.ar,s and the a~ial force
are used to initialize a special subroutine which computes t..he
chord motion of the dual r.etention system. The deflections and
slopes are ha.rmonical1y analyzed and imposed as new boundary
conditions on the chord portion of C-60 at the outboard end of
the beams. A new pass through the chord portion of C-60 is
made and new moments, shears, and axial force are computed.
These are compared to ~~e previous iteration un~il convergence
is a~hieved.
7.2.2 Verification of C-60 Program
Figu.res 7.10 through 7.13 show a comparison of loads predicted
by C-60 with BMR/R'rA ·test :results for a select.ed test point at
90 ~ncts. The 90 knot condition was selected because it does
not contain transition effects or very high advancing tip Mach
Numb~r .effects. The flap bending steady and vibratory nl0ment
corr~lation is very goed, as i::> the vibratory choJ;"d moment
correlation. The steady chord mom~nt correlation is fair to
poor. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 present only the total chord bend-·
ing moment. Since a ffia:ior portion of the chord b~nding mornent
at the blade t:·) flexbeam attach:nen"t. is transmi.tted as differen-
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FIGURE 7.10 CORRELATION WITH ANALYSIS - vrDR.l\TORY FLAP MOMENT
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FIGURE 7.11 CORRELATION WITH ANALYSIS - STEADY FLAP MOMENT
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are small relative t.o blnde root lU(1ments at l&tati~n 55.36
inches. The theor}' as s.hown treat.s the flexbeams as an equiva-
lent single beam, then computes the local chord moment.::;;, The
1:otal chord moment meas\?red at station ):4,25 iA'lches i5 not pre-
J;ented in the correlation plots. This bridge wau inE>tal1ed to
meaS\l:r:e relative changes in chord vending response only for
multiblade stabilit.-y analysis during contI'ol excita"tious4 The
calibration condit.ionlJ for this bending bridge consisted of
equal local Ghear and moment distributions for ~le leading and
trailing beam. Under rotating conditions, when tbe local dis-
t,-:ibutions are not t.he same and centrifugal force is present,
the labo.ratoI'Y calibrations are not applicable.
Figures ".14 through "7.17 show correlation for Br1R/RTA test
r~sult(i in which the control inputs \"ere adjusted to rnat.ch the
l/rev fl::1pping of t.b.e B~lR/BO-105 flight test results at 29.5
knots. Again, t.he flap 1:'ending correlation is excellent, while
both the steady and vibratory chord moment correlation is poor.
}
Figure 7.18 prer3ents an explanation fer this result. This
fi~~re shows the comput0d lag deflection versus radius for tne
C-60 cCj\tivalent be.'£UU Inethod and the local chord ber.ding subrou-
·tine. Xt ..::an be seen that the two results are not compatible,
Without il converged solution, ·the individual beam chord bending
moments predicted for stations 11 and 43 wi.ll be based on a
chord bending mode shape :i n t.he flexbeams which ir. not consis-
·t.ent with tJ1C blade cho:cd bending mode shape. A discO(lt.inu-
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FUI·1~er effort is required to refine the iteration process so
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7.3 PERFOmwiCE ANALYSIS METHOOOT..OGY
7.3.1 Description of D-67 Program
The: performance of rotors i11. forw&rd fli.ght. is -calcul"ted using
p,rc.>gram B-67 DD. This is a ro·tor performance a."ld air-loads anal-
~fsis in which the blades are treated as lifting lines. The
tJcailed vo=ter~ ~"aJ;;;:: in represented by;. mur.b·er of cO!lcer..trated
vorti.ces. The program iterates to obtain a mutuall:l consistent
:induced flow and aerodynamic loading. Two flap bending modes
and one torsion mode may be included. The analysis is applica-
ble to blades of arbitrary twist and planform, and the effects
of radial flow and unsteady aerodynamics on the airfoil charac-
teristics .U"~! included. The features of 8-61 are presented in
Figure 7.19.
7.3.2 Verification of B-67 Program
Figure 7.20 shows good correlation of B-67 theol:Y witll wind
tunnel test data for a three-bladed rotor. In Figure 7.21 the
:neasu.red azimuthal load variation near the tip of a CH-47
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Aeroelastic stability test results are presented in this sec-
tion in terms of perCt!nt critical damping and time to half
amplitude obtained from decay test.s. Attempts were made to
estimate tht:. deq1.'ee of data scatter by selected repetition
at certain test conditions. Repeatabi1ity of damping results
was found to hi! dependent on the stability level. Good re-
peatability was generally found in the two to four percent
fixed system critical damping ratio level. Poor repeatability
was generally obtained above ten percent fixed system critical
damping ratio. Datd scatter was also found to be smaller at
rotor speeds of 400 rpm and higher where the fi~st chord mode





8.1.1.1.1 Damping Versus Airspeed wi't--h Collective Pitch and
Shaft Angle Variat.ions
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show fixed system daloping ratio and time to
half ClIl1plitude versus ai:cspeed at normal rotor speed. Results
are for a shaft angle of -6 degrees and for collective pitch
angles at 70 percent radius of 3 to 10 degrees. D~ta is pre-
sented for airspeeds from hover to 120 knots. Note that the
shaft angle for hover was -10 degrees. Figure ~.1 c:hows that
at a constant collective pitch, fixed system de.mping generally
remains the same or increases slightly as airspeed increases
149
from hover to 60 knots. Between 60 and 90 Imots, fixed systl'm
damping remains constant for 3 to 6 degreee collective pitch,
and decreases as airspeed increases from 60 to ~O knots at 8
desrrees collective pitch. .l\t collective pitch angles of 4 to a
degrees, damping decreases as airspeed increases from 90 to 120
Da.Jnping is stable (~t all airspeeds ar-a ~oJ.lective pitches indi-
ca.ted in Figure 8.1. Damping increases with collective pitch
at all airspeeds i a minimum damping of slightly less than 2
percent critical occurred at 3 degrees collective pitchi a max-
imwn damping of about 11 percent was obtained at 10 degrees
collective pitch in hover.
Figure 8.2 shows time to half amplitude data versus airspeed
correspcmding to fixed system damping ratio data shown in Fig-
ure 8.1. Time t.o half amplitude d.ata have an inverse rp.lation-
ship to fixed system damping uata: a low value of damping cor-
responds to a high value of time to half ?..mplitude. The maxi-
mum value of time to half amplitude 15 about 2.5 seconds at 3
degrees collective pitch at 60 }::notsi the minimu:n value ob-
tained 1.S less than one half second at 10 degrees collective
pitch f')I' hover.
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show d~~ping ratio and time to half ampli-
tude data versus airspeed for speeds from hover to 143 knots
for col] ective pitCh angles from 0 to 10 degrees and shaft
150
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angles from -9 to -12 degrees. Results are generally in ag~ee­
men~ with those of Figures 8.1 and 8.2; the trend of decreasir-g
d~nping with increasing airspeed for speeds above 90 knots at
constant collective pitch and shaft angle is confir~m~d. Damp-
ing data do not appear to be very sensitive to shaft angle
based on results shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.
9.1.1.1.2 Damping Versus Airspeed for 1.0 G Level Flight Level
flight testing was conducted to obtain performance data but no
aeroelastic stability data were obtained for these conditions.
Trim values of collective pitch and shaft angles versus air-
speed for the 1.0 G level flight condition are shown in Fi9u~e
8.5. Figure 9.6 shows trLn values of collective pitch and
shaft angle versus airspeed for the zero flapping condition
where the lift equals 5000 pounds (take-off gross weight) and
the flat plate drag area equals 9.0 square feet. That is the
flat plate area of the rotor witIl ts'1c hub and RTA tares
r~oved, and matches the flat pl,.tE: area of the BO-IOS rotor.
Based on interpolating the damping data obtained in the test at
zero flapping conditions which bracketed the range of trim con-
ditions shmm in Figure 8.6, the damping valu(::s for a SOOO
pound lift, F = 9.0 square feet condibon are plotted ine
Figure 8.7 versus airspeed. This approximates 1.0g flight
damping data.. Figure 8.7 shows estimated da1"f\ping for 1.0 G
level flight to be about 7 percent in hover, decreasing to
about 3.5 percent at 60 knots, and 1ncreasing to about 6.5 per-
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FIGURE B. 1 pomlARD FLIGHT - FIXED SYS'l'Erl DAHPING VS AIRSPEED AND
COLLECTIVE PITCH - A'!' NOHHAL HOTOR SPEED AND -6 DEGREE





















































FIGUHE 8.2 Fom,mRD FLIGHT - Tum TO HALF AHPLITUDE VS AIRSPEED AND COLLBCTIVE
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FIGURE 8.3 FORWARD FLIGIIT - FIXED SYSTEM DAM~ING VS AIRSPEED AND COLLECTIVE
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FORWARD FLIGHT - FIXED SYSTEM DAMPING VS AIRSPEED AND COLLECTIVE
PITCH - AT NORM.J\L nOTOR SPEED AND -B TO -12 DEGFEE SHAFT ANGLE -
Bl\SELINE CONFIGURATION (SHEET ~ OF 3)





































FORHARD PLIGII'l' - {<'IXED SYSTEH 0AHPiNG VS AIRSPEED AND COLLECTIVE
PITCH - AT NOffi.1AL ROTOR SPEED ANn -8 TO -12 DEGREE SHl\FT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.4 FORWARD FI.IGII'r - Tum TO HALF AMPLITUDE VS AIRSPEED AND
COLLECTIVE PITCH - 1'1.'1.' NORt1l\L ROTOR SPEED AND -8 TO -12
DEGREE ::iIlAFT ANGLE - BASELINE CONFIGURP.TION (SHEET 1 OF 3)
FORWARD FLIGHT - 'I'1ME TO HALF 1\t·iPIJITUDE VS AIRSPEED AND
COLLECTIVE PI'fCH - 1\T NOR1-1.AL Ro'rOR SPEED AND -B TO -12
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SHAFT ANGLE == -12 0
FORvJARD FLIGHT - TIME TO HALF AMPI,ITUDE VS AIRSPEED l\ND
COLLECTIVE P1'l'Clf - AT NOm-tAL ROTOR SPEED AND -8 TO -12
DEGHEE SHAFT ANGLE - BASELINE CONFIGURATION (SHEET 3 OF 3)
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}~IGURE 8.5 TRW VJI.LUES FOR SHAFT ANGL\:; AND COLLECTIVE PITCH FOR
1. DG LEVEL FLIGIl'l' liT 425 RP1'1
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8.1.1.2 Damping Versus Collective Pitch and Rotor Speed
8.1.1.2.1 Ini·tial Hover Stability Res\'lts
Initialtesting consisted of hover testing for a collective
pitch of 4 degrees for a rotor speed variation from 350 to 436
rpm. Collective pitch sweeps were then made at 350, 37S, 400,
415, and 425· pm. Fixed s~lstem damping data a..'ld time t.o half
amplitude for these initial test conditions are shown in Fig-
ures 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. Figure 8.8 shows that fixed
system damping generally decreases with increasing rotor speed
at constant collective pitch and increases with collective
pitch for a constant rotor speed. At collective pitch values
of 4, 6, and 8 degrees, a slight reduction in damping is seen
at the 415 rpm rotor speed. This is the rotor speed where a
c:>alescence of the rotor regressing chord mode~..:,".leney with
the body pitch mode frequency is expected to occur
A significant amount of data scatter is indicated in Figures
8.8 and 8.9. An improved trim procedure was deve.loped, and
additional hover test data were obtained using this improved
procedure.
(; ..l.~. . l. 2 Hover Stahility Results wittl Nonzero Cyclic. Inputs
Figures 8.10 and a.11 shr)w fixed system damping levels and time
to half amplitude for hover with nonzero longitudinal and lat-
eral cyclic pitch inputs in an effort to trim out nominal one
per rev flapping. Resultsare shown for rotor speeds from 375
to 437 rpm and for collective pi·teh values fl."om 4 to 10 de-
163
grees. Results are similar to those obtained from initial
hover testiug. The rotor speed range between 400 and 425 rpm
was studie1 in more detail, but no specifi~ indication of re-
dUl::ed damping near 415 rpm was indica'ted with the nonzero
cyclic inputs.
8.1.1.2.3 summary of Hover Stability Results
Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show summaries of hover damping data and
time to half amplitude data for rotor speeds of 350, 375, 400,
425 and 437 rpm and for collective pitch values of from ° to 11
degrees. Hover data for both initial hover testing and hover
1;esting with nonzero cyclic inpu.ts were averaged to obtain




Figures 8.18 through 8.21 present damping and tim~ to half am-
plitude data versus collective pitch and shaft angle at 60, 90,
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Effects of Shaft Angle8.1.1.3
a.1.1. 2.4 stabi.lity at 90 Knots
Figur€~s 8.14 through 8.17 show damping and time to half ampli-
tude data for rotor speeds of 335, 400 and 425 rp~ for collec-
tive pitch values from 2 to 10 degrp.cs and for shaft angles of
-6 and -8 degrees. Da~ping and time to half amplitude data are
similar at shaft angles of -6 and -8 d~grees. D~ta at 90 knots
are similar to hover data (Figures 8.12 and 8.13) at the same
rotor speed and collective pitch values.























FIGURE a. 8 HOVER - FIXED SYSTE:1 Dl-\.;.\1PING VS EOTOR SPE'SD Arm
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FIGURS 8.9 HOVER - TI~S TO EAL: ;~~LITUDE VS ROTOR SPEED A~D
COLLECTIVE P.T.TCE •• HlI'rIAL DA'lA - I3ASELI~m
CONFIGURAT::':O:~
.166
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FIGTJRE 8.10 HC\lER- FIXED SYSTEM DW;PING VS ROTOR S?EED ;;::,10
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FIGURE 8.11 BOVER - TI:VIE TO P.ALF .P.}lPLITCDE VS ROTOR SP£ED A~D











































FIGURE 8.12 HOVER - SUlI'J·lhRY OF FIXED SYSTEH D,;....s:PING DJI.'I'..'\.
VS ROTOR SPEED A."1D COLLECTIVE PITCH -
BASELINE CCmFIGt.iH.ATION
























FIGURE' 8" 13 nO'TcR - SUMiVlAHY OF' THm TO HAI,F AEPLI1'UDi:.:
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FIGURE 8.14 FIXED SYSTEM DA}WING AT 90 KNOTS VS ROTOR SPEED
AND COLLECTIVE PITCH - FOR A -6 DEGIlliE SHAFT
AJ.~GLE - BASELINE CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE 8.15 TIME TO HAJ."F AMPLITUDE AT 90 KNOTS VS ROTOR SPEED
AND COLLBCTI\~ PITCH - FOR A -6 DEGREE SHAFT
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FIGURE 8.16 FIXED SYSTEM DAMPING AT 90 KNOTS VS ROTOR SPEED
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FIGURE 8.18 FIXED SYSTEM Dili~PING AT 90 KNOTS VS COLLECT~VE
PITCH l>.ND SHAFT ANGLE ~. BASELINE CONFIGURATION
17S











FIGURE 8.19 TIr1E TO HALFAXPLITUDE AT 90 KNOTS VS COLLECTIVE
PITCH AND SHAF'r ANGLE .- BASELINE CONFIGURhTION
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FIGURE 8.20 FIXED SYSTE!·1 DA!1PING AT 60 A.ND 120 KNOTS VS
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FIGUr~ 8.21 TIME TO ~LF fu~PLI~tillE AT 60 1~ID 120 KNOTS VS









335, 400 and 425 rpm while data at 60 and 120 knots are for 425
rpm. Data are shown for shaft angles of -6 and -8 degrees for
collective pitch values ranging from 2 to 9 degrees. Although
d.ar,lping does not appear to be very sensitive to shaft angle,
the most dominan.'\.. trend 'til t.h shaft <:n.gJ.' variation from -6 to
··8 degrees is a slight decrease in damping levels (slight ir!-
crease in time to hal f amplitude). These changes are generaJ.ly
near the data scatter level (estimated to be about pluf. or
~inus one half percen~ critical damping).
crease in control system stiffness would increase aeroellstic
Analyt":'caJ. and experimental studies have :i.ndicated that a c=e-
8.1.1.4.1 Effects of Varying Control stiffness
Effects of Configuration Changes
st.ability mode damping (References 3 and 12). The test plal!




., to reduce the total control system stiffness so that the effect
of control system stiffn~ss on the B!1R aeroelastic stability
/ ,





3.1.5 of this report, e~perimental evaluation of the baselinp.
and iisoit li pitch link stiffnesse"" indica."ced that an 11 percent
reduction of total control system stiffness (i.e., blade root
end support total torsional stiffnesG) had been achieved; the
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versus colJ.ective piech at 425 rpm fOl a shaft angle of -4
Damping in hover a·t 375 and 400 rpm appeared 1:.0 be significant-
appears to be lower for the 30ft pi teh link configuration.
.'\5 in Figu.>::es 8.21 and 8.25, the stabilitj' leveldegrees.
Figures 8.24 and 8 ..'25 shoW' stability data at 90 knots versus
rotor speed at 4 degrees collective pitch and a shaft angle of
-8 degre~s. Generally very little difference is indicated by
stability levels in Figures 8.24 c.nd B. 25 j wi t..h perhaps a
slightly lower damping level indicated for.: iJlt; soft pitell link
configuration (Le.". the opposite of the trend indicated in
hover). :o-igu:ces 8.26 and 8.27 sho\:y stability data at 90 knots
l....igu res e. 22 to a. 27 shoW' compCl.risons of damping and time t.o
half amplitude data obtained with the baseline and soft pitch
lir..kl:,; these data were obtained witil the JUnes 40-by-80 foot
wind tunnel balcmce dampers removed (see discussi.on of effects
of I'f~.movin(l balance damp~r.o in section 8.1.1. '7 ) • Figurer.; 8.22
and 8.23 show stabiHty data for hover; data are shown for
rotor speeds of 375, 400, and. 425 rpm and collective p:itch
vrU\iles of 4, 6, and 8 de;·rees. At 375, and 400 rpm, the 5,(.'ft
pitc::h link configuration appears to be significantly less
stablel, while at 425 rpm, essent.ially no difference in stabil-
ity is indicated.
1y increat:;ed by reducing cO!l.trol system st.iff:tlCSS. Al tJ10'lg.il
increased di.llliping due to reduced control syste:m stiffnes!:i was
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}'IC,URE 8 .. 22 E1:'FEC'l' O!:~ PITCH LINK STIFFNESS ~
DA."1PING vs -qOTOR SPEED lillD C~LLECTrVE
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FIGURE; 8.23 EFFECT OF' PITCH LINK STIFF':'~ESS - Tum
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FIGURE 8.24 EFFECT OF PITCH LInK STIFF~JESS - DAMPING VS
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FIGURE 8.25 EFFECT OF PITCH LINK STIFFNESS - TH1.E TO HA.!.oF
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FIGURZ 8.26 EFFECT OF PITCH LINK STIFFNESS - D~..I1PING VS
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encouraging. Additional tests are recommended where the tor-
.sional stiffness at tile root end of the roto~ blade is'reduced
to i!.pproximately 70 percent of the basl!:line.
8.1.• 1.4.2 Effect of Blade Structural Damping
'I'hle effects of adding elastomeric d2'.!1l'·. ing strips to the BMR
0ll,en section "C" beams are shown in Figures 8.28 through 8.35.
Figures 8.28 and 8.29 show stabili t~.. data versus rotor speed
for hover at 4 degrees collective pitch. Fixed system damping
ratios are increased by about 1.5 percent critical between 375
and 425 rpm; ti.me to half amplitude is d.ecreased by about 0.7
seconds at 425 rpm. Figures 8.30 and 8.31 show dampi.ng data
versus collective pitch at 425 rpm. Damping in.crease£> by near-
ly 2 and 4 percent at 4 and 8 degrees collective pitch, res-
pectively, with the damping strips added. Figure 8.31 shows
that time to half amplitude is decreased by 0.7 secondG at 4
degrees collective pitch and by les seT. amounts at higher col-
lective pitch values at 425 rpm in hover. Figures 8.32 through
8.35 show effects of added blade. structural damping versus
rotor speed at 90 Y.nots for shaft angles of -6 and -8 degrees.
At 425 rpm, the damping level is increased by about 1.0 and 1.5
percent critical at -6 and -8 dejree shaft angles, respective-
ly; damping is increased by larger amounts at lO\'1er rotor
speeds.
seconds.
Time to hali' arnpli tude is decreased by about 0.7
J.87
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FIGURE 8.2 S EFFECT OF BL.!\DE STRUCTUR.i\L Dl....MP ING - DA.",1? ING
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FIGti:',E 8.29 EFfECT OF BLADE STRUCTURAL DAf.1P ING - THlE TO
HALF A~~LITUDE VS ROTOR SPEED - HOVER
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FIGURE 8.32 EFFECT OF BLADE STRUCTURAL DAMPING - Dk~nING VS
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FIGURE 8.33 EFFECT OF BLADE STRUCTURAL DAMPING - Trw:.: TO HALF
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FIGURE 8.34 EFFECT OF .5I.J'\DE STHUCTURAL Dil.NPING - DA.L1PING Nl'
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Adding the bewn da.'idper strips increased the first chord mode
t'xequeJ:lcy slightly in. additien . to adding chord mode damping.
Ap,prox~mate frequency changes were obtained from the moving
block spectral an~lysis fre~~cncies. In addition, non-rotating
chord mode natural frequency and damping tests we~e performed
at i30eing Vertol after the Bf'!R Ames wind tunnel tes·c. Non-ro-
tating decay test results witl1 bew"U dampe'~ ~trips ar.-e con:pued
with earlier Boeing Vertol B1>1R chord mode ncn-rotating damping
results in Figure 8.36. For a 1.5 inch tip amplitude the chord
mode damping rati.o is 2.4 percent with beam damping strips
added compared t.o 1.2 percent cri.tical for the baseline.
Figure 8.37 ShO\lS first chord mode frequency from moving block
spectral analysis of Learn chord bending data during the BMR
Ames wind tunnel test and fn,m Boeing vertol non-rotating first
chord mode decay tests. Frequency data for tile baseline for
rotat:ing cunditions are based on time histories of decays of
chord bending da·ta from Boeing Vertol whirl tower tests. The
first chord mode frequency is seen to increase by about 0.3 Hz











8.1.1.5 Effect of Removing Balance Dampers
Thf~ wind tunnel balance dampers were removed to determine the
effect on aeroelastic stability of the BNR/RTA. Figures 8.38
through 8.43 show effects of removing balance dampers in hover
and at 90 knot.S. Figures 8.38 and 8.39 show hover stability
data versus rotor speed at 4, 6, and 3 degrees collec~ive pitch
with and without balance dampers. The difference in stability
190
It) BASElLINE·SMR
• BMR WITH DAMPER STRIPS ADDED
FIGURE 8.36 TYPICAl. BMR NONROTATING FIRST CHORD MODE DECAY
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FIGURE B.37 FIRST CP.OED :lODE FtU:QCENCY nITS AND
~'1ITHCUT DA::iPER ST1UPS VS ROTOR S?EED
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levels appear t~ be due to d~ta 3c~tter. Figures 8.40 and 8.41
show the effects of removing ba12A.nce da.r:npers on stability ver-
sus rotor speed at 90 knots at: 4 deg:cces collective pitt':h.
Figures 8.42 .and 8.43 show the effect ~f removing balance
dampf~rs on da".l'1ping versus collective pitch at 425 rpm at 90
lmots.. S~il.ity results in Figures 8.40 through 8.43 indicate
eV~l more strongly than hover data that no significant change
in ]~mIRTA aeroelastic ~tability occurred ~ue to removal of the






8.1.1.6 Effects of ~~citation AmplitUde
The effect of excitation alnplitude on the magnitude of aero-
elastic stability levels determined from the test was checked,
and results are presented in Figure 8.44. Cyclic excitation
levels were input in terms of counts where 500 counts corre-
sponds to approximately .75 degrees of cyclic excitation. Re-
sults for damping levels are shown ill Figure 8.44 for tile base-
line configuration in hover at 6 degrees collective pitch and
375 rpm a.nd for the "soft" pitch link, balance dampers off con-
figuration at 4 degrees collective pitch and 425 r.pm. These
results ind.icate that the damping levels obtained from the test
are not very sensitive to excitation magnitude for excitation
levels above 100 cour.ts. Typical excitation levels were 125
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FIGURE 8.39 EFFECT OF RE:-lOVING 9.=\LANCE D~'lPERS - TD1E TO
HALF ~!PLITUDE VS ROTOR SPEED - HOveR
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FIGURE 8.40 EFFECT OF REXOVING B~LANCE Dw~~ERS - D~~~I~G
VS ROTOR SPEED AT 90 K~OTS
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FIGURE 8.41 EFFECT OF REMOVING BAL~~CE D~~~ERS - TIME TO
HALF .\"''1PloIT1JDE VS ROTOR SPEED A'I: 90 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.42 EFFECT OF REMOVI~G BALANCE DJlJft.PERS - D~'}1PI~lG
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500 Cot,i"NTS APPROXn1ATELY = .75 DEG.
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Figure 8.45 shows no general trend for da.mping
Correlation with Analysis
Effects of Trim Values 'of Cyclic Pit:ch
:r~igure a.46 shows dmnping versus resultant trirnvalue




trend of d&nping with cyclic pitch amplitude is indicated.
as ·tJ=j.m values of ~atex'al and longitudinal cy,;!ic pi'tch are
As discussed pre',iously, analyses were conducted usj.ng Veri:.ol' s
C-90 computer program to predict damping levels to he expected
while testing the B~m/~lTA in the Ames 40-by-BO foot wind tun-




The effect onfitability of varying the longitudinal and late,ral
cyclic trin: values by .magn~~tudes of the order of ±l.O degree
was ,dletermined and resul t.s are presented in Figur~s 8.45 and
l, ,.,









8.1.2.1 Hover - Predicted and Test Values of Da;'nping Versus
Rotor Speed ~ld Collective pitch
Figure 8.47 sho'....s a comparison of predicted and 'test values of
damping in hover for rotor 51~eeds from 350 to 437 rpm and for





compar.isons of t.hese predicted and 'test resul'ts is generally
good: both show increasing damping levels with increasing col-
lective pitch and decreasing damping levels with increasing
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FIGURE 8.45 HOVER - FIX::D SYSTDl D.,\:·lPING VS u"l!lERi"\L AND
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.FIGURE 8" 46 HOVER - FIXED SYSTEM DAi-1PING VS RESULT.lU-JT





very good, particularly at 425 rpm and at the lowest values of
collective pitch tested (whel"e the lowest values of damping
were obtc.ir"ed).
B.1.2,.2 Forward Flight Test i:md Prediction Comparison
a.1..:2.2.1 Test and Prediction Comparison for Stability at 90
Knot.s
Figure 8.48 ShO\<1S tes't and prediction results for damping ver-
sus rotor speed and collective pitch at 90 knot~ for a shaft
ar.gle of -6 degrees. Data are shown for collective pitch val-
ues from 0 to 10 degrees for predicted :Lesults and for 2 to 9
degrees for test results. Qualitative trends for both test and
predicted results ~,re generally similar to those seen in hover
with damping- increasing \dth increasing collective pi t.ch and
decreasing with increasing rotor speed. Predicted damping
levels are gen.erally i.n geod agreement \t7ith test results at 2
degrees collective pitr.:hi hov!cver, predicted damping levels of
90 knots increase more rapidly with collective pitch than test
results. At 8 degrees collective pitch and 335 rpm, predicted
damping is about 5 percen.t of critical damping above test re-
sults. At B degrees collective and 425 rpm, predicted damping
is about 3 percer.t of critical above the test level.
8.1.2.2.2 Predicted and Test Damping Versus Ai=speed and Col-
lective pitch at -6 De9ree Shaft Angle
Figure 8.49 shows predicted and test levels of d~~ping versus
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FIGUm~ 8.47 HOVER - CO~~~~ISON OF PREDICTION AND TEST
RESULTS - FIXED SYST~~ Dfu\~ING DATA VS ROTOR
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FIGURE 8.48 COHPARISON OF PREDICTION AND TES'I' RESULTS AT
90 KNOTS - FIXED SYSTEM DAMPING VS ROTOR
SPEED AND COLLECrIVE PITCH - Bi'..s:CLI~E
CONFIGURA'.=ION
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42!) rpm rotor speed (hover test points are for a -10 degree
shaft angle). Test data are shown for collective pitch v3lues
from 3 to 10 degrees &"ld for airspeeds from 0 to 120 kriots.
Predicted results are shmffl for collective pitch values of 4
and a degrees for airspeeds from 0 to 180 knots. This predic-
tio~/test con~arison indicates:
1) Prediction and test values for dampinq are in reason-
able agreement. between 0 and 90 knots at 4- degrees
collective pitch.
,
2) Beoleen 0 and 90 knots the trend of damping with air-
speed is similar for predicted ~nd test results, but
predicted damping levels increase m~re rapidly with
collective pit~ch..
3) Test result:s show a decrease in dampinq level with
increasing airspeed at const~lt collective pitch
above 90 knots, Hhile predicted damping levels show
dampinq increasing \-'itil airspeed abo·ve 90 knots for
COl1.stant collective pitch values.
8.1.2.2.3 Predicted and Test Dampil.:l Versus Airspeed fer 1.0 G
L·~v~l Flight
Figure 8.50 shows a comparison of pr.edicted and test values of
dampi.ng versus airspeed at 1.0 G level flight. Test values are










FIGURE 8~49 TEST VS PREDICTED Dl~jPING VS AIRSPEED AND COLLECTIVE PITCH AT
NORMAL ROTOR SPEED AND -6 DEGREE SHAFT ANGLE - BASELINE
CONFIGURA'rION
".
(LIFT = 4500 LB)



































FIGURE 8.50 TEST AND PREDlc'rED DAMPING VS AIRSPEED AT 1t50o LB LIFT
AND 425 RPM - BASEIAINE CONFIGURATION
obt.ained in 2i. miUUler. identi.cal to that used to get the results
sho~m in Figure 8. '7. Similar trim values were used to obtain
predict1ed val'Ues for damping from Figure 6.12 which shmls damp-
ing versus airspeed and shaft angle for 4500 pounds thrust at
425 rpm. The comparison in Figu.re 8.50 indicates that pre-
dict1eol and test levels of damping ?\re in fair agreement for
hover. As airspeed increases, botb te6t and predicted values
of dc~ping decrease, but the test v~lue decreases more rapidly.
Between 60 and 120 knots, bot..ll test and predicted damping
levels incr2ase, but the predicted damping level increases more
rapidly with airspeed t.."l;'ln ~"le test level of damping. At 120
knots, the test level of damping is approximately 6 percent of
critical while tile predicted level is approximately 12 percent
of critical damping.
9.1.2.3 Effect of First Chord Mode structural Damping on Test
and Predicted stability
Figures S. 51 and 8.52 shows the incr·emental increase in fixed
system damping for a one peLcent increas~ in first chord mode
structural damping in hov~r at 425 rpm rotor speed versus col-
lective pitch. Figure 8.51 shOWS test and theoretical d~nping
versus first chord mode structt.1ral damping at fixed collective
pitch and rotor speed. The sloper of these curves are plotted
in Figure 8. S2 • Test and predicted levels are in good ag:o:-ee-
ment, and both show a sensitivity to collective pitch. Gener-
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FIGURE 8.51 TES'I' VS THEORY - SE1~::>I'l·I'.7ITY OF n::ED SYSTEH
D&~PI~G TO CHORD MODE ST~UCT~RAL D~~PI~G -
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FIGURE 8.52. 'rEST VS PREDICTED EFFECT OF CHORD !,jODE
STRUCTURlu. DiI...HPIL~G ON FIXED SYSTEH DP""'1PI~jG
VS. COLLECTIVE PITCH AT 425 RP:! FOR HOv"ER.
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B~~ Stability Test Data
Data from Boeinq Vertol BMR Whirl Tower Teb~S
Figures 8.53 and 8.54 compare BMR/RTA hover stability data with
BMR whirl tower stability data obtain.ed from Boeinq Vertol
indicated for a 1 percent increase in f.irst chord mode dampinq
































Comparison of B!1RjRTA Stahility Data with sta.'Jility
Correlation of BMR/RTA Stability Test Data with O~~er
Figure (3.53 shows damping levels versus collective
pitch from zero to 8 degrees at 425 rpm; Ames te.:>t data are
near the bottom of scatter of whirl tower test data. Fi~re
a.54 shows data versu:. rotc,,=, speed from 350 to 4~O rpm for
whirl tower data and fer 350 to 425 rpm for B~qR/RTA wind tunnel
data. Whirl tower data are shown at 0 and B degree3 collective
pitch. Wind tunnel data are shown: ~t 0 and 2 degrees collec-
tive pitch at 350 rpm; at 350, 375, ~OO, and 425 rpm at 4 and 6
degrees collective pit.Chi and at 375, 400, and 42? l-pm" at 8
degrees collective pitch. BMR 'Hhirl to\<ler and BMR/R'rA test
damping data are genelalkY in agreement at 8 degrees collective
pitch. At 350 q tn, ~~hirl tOWf~r test data at 8 d.egrees appears
to be low compared to \-11":a t would have been expected from the
wind tunnel test. Whirl t.owe.c damping data at 0 degrees col-
lective pitch appears to be in agreement with E[1R/RTA damping
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FIGURE 8. 54 C01-1PAIU~ON OF Br;1R/RTA AJ.'1D m'''JR ~~1nRL



















Data Obtained from B~m/BO"105 Ground Resonance Test Data
Figures' 8.55 and 8.56 sho", a limited compari.son of B!·m/RTA
hover stability data witil ground resonance damping data ob-
tained when t..J.'1e BMR wC'.s tested on a nO-lOS aircraf-t. Figure
8.55 compares damping versus collective pitch fer ground reson-
ance tf~sts at 425 rpm. :Sl>m/BO-I05 data are shewn fer the BMR
8.1.3.2 comparison of Br'1R/RTA Hover Damping Data wi'tb. Damping
. '\
I
on the 1'0-105 with its standard landing gear and for t~'le BMR on
the BO-lOS witil a slightly stiffened landing gear. These re-
suIts are for ground resonance. tests on a concrete surface.
Comparison of BMR/RTA hover dampiu.;,- and BMR/PO-10S ground re-
sonance damping indicates that the BMR/RTA generally shows the
level of dan~ing and the trend with collective pitch indicated
for the BNR/BO-I05 at normal rotor speed. en concrete. There
are some variations from the general trend of damping versus
collective pitch seen in the B!<1RIBO-I05 damping data but not
seen in the BNR/R'.tA da-ta. For example, note the dip i:1 damping
versus collective pitch seE,)n just belew 4 degrees collective
pitch for the u\1.stiffened gear and at just above 4 degrees
collective pitch for the stiffened gear. These "dips" in damp-
ing at cer~ain collective pitch values might be due to coalesc-
ing of the lead-lag regresrdng frequency wi til a body mode fre-
quency for tl:}l,~ BMR/BO-I05. Figu::e 8.56 shows a compari.son of
Br1R/RTA hover darnpi:lg dat.a arId B!om./BO-I05 ground resonance
damping data at a Brffi/RTA rotor speed of 400 rpm and a E~t~/BO-
105 rotor speed of 404 rpm; ag3in the BMH./RT;~ ·test results
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FIGURE B.55 COHPl\RISON OF' DMR/RTA AND Df1R/BO-I05 GROUND
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FIGURE 8.56 CO:!.FA.r'USON OF BMR/RTA A~D mlR/BO-I05
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collective pitch near 4 degrees. Again a reduction in damping
for the mm/BO~lOS is indicated over a narrow range of coll.ec-
ti.ve pitch values near 4 degrees. The BMR/BO-IOS resu.lts are
for the BO-lOS on turf with the stiffened landing gear. The
range of data for the BMR/BO-IOS test data between 4 and 6
degrees collective pitch is a.ttributed to variations in th€!
BMR/BO-IOS triJ!'l c01ll,Ution and the degree of con'tac'/: ht~tween the
BO-IOS landing gea..:c and the ground.
These results indicate the BMR/RTA data are useful for indica-
ting the inherent level of damping available from the rotor
when no potential for coupled rotorjbody mode instability
exists. Stability testing on the RT.\ il'1 the Ames 40-b~'-BO wind
tunnel would be useful for determining inherent rotor damping
levfl!ls and for evaluating rotor configuration variations for
unprcving stability.
8.1.3.3 Comparison of Br·filjRTA and B~/BO-I05 DCL-nping Daca
Versus Airspeed for 1.0 G Level Flight
Figure 8.57 shows a comparison of estimated Bf1R/RTA test duw~­
ing versus airspeed for level flight trim conditions at 425 rpm
with corresponding data obtained in the BMR/BO-I05 flight test-
ing. ;·:·~/RT1. damping data a.re sligll"tly highe:- ~t 0 and 60
k~ots; ill1R/RTA data are within tile ill1R/BO-I05 scatter band at
93 and III knots. These results support the conclusion of the
previous section that the B~~/RTA tests indicate the inhere~t
level of rotor damping a·,tailable when no tendency toward insta-
225
bility exists. No ter!dency toward an instabi.'!.ity (Le., a re-
duction in damping due to coalescence of a body mode frequency
with the lea.:!-lag regressing frequency) was inciicat.ed during
BMR/E.O-I05 hover and forward flight testing o·"er a wide range
of rCltor speeds and rates of climb and descf'.:nt (a wide range of

























FIGURE 8.57 COnPARISON OF B!'1P/RTA A.~,m BHR/BO-IOS





8.2.1 Definition of Critical Load Parameters
Loads have b~en evaluated on the ba.si:;; of measured data from.
blade and individual beam instrumentat.ion, t,orque tube chord
and torsion bridges, and pitch lil1k axial loading. Torque tube
flapping values were relatively low throughout the test and are
not. prE~sented ~ince torque tube chord bending wa~ sigr4.i.ficantly
more critical. Pitch control componen:. 1l,eaSUreW.imts (actuators,
stationary control rods and swashplate gages) were also rela.-
tively low throughout the test and therefore o~ly pitch link
loads are presented in this report.
As de:termined by the measured loads from the test compared to
the endurance limit, the critical parameters vu~rc flexbeam fl",p
bending and torqu~ tube chord bending in the vibratory mode.
During envelope expansion, peak loading was critical for flap
and cht)rd bending at the outboard end of the beam a.nct blade ~·oot
flap bending. Stability testing was lirnited by pc <.\ I,. torque tube
cl)ord bending was critical for low cc.,llective settings. During
dynamic excitations, fatigue endurance limits were momentarily
exceeded in the chord bending rr.cde. Inboard flexbe(uu s€:(;tions
were more critical than outboard sectioY.!s and the blade root
section was even less critical. Blade ro~t torsion steady plus
alternating approached th,e lirei t load cut··off duri.ng the two
runs intended to achi.eve the maximum possible <.lirspeed (runs 13
and 23). The cut-off for blade torsion was established on the
basis of maximum loads applied during bench testing. Loading
228
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to a higher level would have established a higher cut-off. In
this respect, the flexbeam limits ar~ more critical.
Data, presented in the load trends section (f3.2.2) are based on
test; results obtained with the baseline configuration with
balcL"lce dampers in place 0 Configuration variations and tlle ef-
fect. of removing the balance dampe:.'s are discussed in later
I1
I
sec'tions. Aircraft attitudes, control settings, and fixed
Slo°s'tel!1l measurl'".ments have been obtaint~d from the static file.
All vibl'atory load levels sho\m use the smoothed data ,as op-
posed to the raw test data. 'l'his insures that only periodic
forces and/or motions are considered in assessing load trends,




8.2. :. IIO~ld Trends
8.2,1..1 Vibratory Loads in Hov~r
For hover testing in the wind tunnel, the rotor shaft was tilt-
ed nose down to a -10 degree shaft angle ~o mirdmize the effect.
of recil:culation vIi thin the tunnel section. since it is not
p05siblt~ to completely eliminate );ecirculation effects, there
are variations in t~~el flow which would r~quire a continuous
fine adjustment in cyclic to maintain minimum l/:ce\~ flapping.
While an automated flight COIl'trol system can cope wi t.h such a
require.rnent, the manllal· console adjustment is a relatively
coarse adjustment when compared with an automated system.
Coupling the control ad.justment capabilit~i' 'rlith the inherent
ser~itivity of the hingeless rotor to variations in airloading
does not contribute to good repeatability for hover :cesults.
The variations of flap and chord bending moments displayed below
illustrate the high degree of sensitivity to control adjustments
for the hover test condition.
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Due to the previously discussed sensitivity, the differences in
shaft attitude between the wind tu.nnel an.d the aircraft, and
main to tail rotor interactions, no a.ttempt has been made to
correlate wind tunnel data. with flight test results in the
hover mode.
With respect 1"..0 trends in the hover mode, the pote:'4tial for
cyclic trim effects being as significant. as differences between




collective, shaft angle, or rotor speed) precluded ar,v attempt
to define load trends in the hover condition.
8.2.2.2 Blade Load Trends
Fig~lres 8.58 through 8.61 present blade flap moments as a func-
tion of airspeed for a constant shaft angle and collective set-
ting. Both midspan and root seC'l:ions show the expected build-
up in vibratory moments at higher airspeeds. Root section mo-
ments indicate a build··up in magnitude in the transitional
speed range (20 to 60 knots). Steady midspan flap moments
trend from flap up to flap down with increasing airspeed while
steady flap moments at tile blade root section are flap down
throughout the speed range from 0 to 143 knots with a flap down
moment trend at the higher airspeeds.
Blade flap bending moments as a function of collective are pre-
sented for the test range of airspeeds in Figures 8.62 through
8.65. Vibratory flap moments are most sensi.tive to collective
variation at 60 knots. The trend of decreasing vibratory flap
moments with increasing collective at constant rpn and shaft
angle for the blade root evidenced b~ the 120 knot data is not
in agn~ement with the e:l:pected trend or tJ1e other measured flap
bending moments. Steady flap !.iloments show a trend of linear
increasing upward flapping with collective at constant rpm and
shaft angle as expected. Blade flap bending at stQtion 55 evi-
denced significant variation in the ma<;vni t'Ude of the 4/rev
232
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content as collec·tive changed while ·the 1st, 2nd and 3rd har-
monics showed little chan.ge with collective at 143 knots. This
lack of ~ definite trend at this airspeed (Figure 8.64) is the
result of significant variations in the magnitude of the 4/rev
component.
As a fUllction of shaft angle at constant :t.'m and c:ollecti~le,
vibratl,)ry flap moments show a slightly greater than linear
trend to increasing values as the shaft angle becomes more pos-
itive (nose-up for t~e RTA). Blade root secti~n flapping does
not follow this general trend at higher airspeeds (120 and 143
knots). At these airspeeds, the effect of shaft ~ngle was not
seen because the rotor was generally tested to lift levels below
3500 pounds, considerably less than the lifts of 5300 pounds at
00 and 90 knots. Figure 8.66 t.hrough 8.69 present blade flap
moments as a fU11ction of shaft angle.
Within the o~erating range of rotor speed no significant effects
of rotor speed were observed. In hover, considerable variat:i.on
in vibratory load measurement was r.ealized as a result of tunnel
recirculation effects. \'1hen plotted as a function of rotor
speed, considerable variations in blade root flapping are evi-
dent which were not obse:....ved with tUlm(.l Hg".
Figures 8.70 through 8.73 present chord bending as a function






Vibratory chord bending at botl'1 midspan and the root section
show a signficantly higher level in the intcnnediate speed ran~e
(40 to 80 Y.HotS) with relatively low values at hover and 143
.Ir.nots. The higher levels are not limiting since values are
well within the cho.td bending endurance limits of ±8300 and
±9400 inch-pound::; for the roidsr>an and root sections, respec-
tively. Steady chord bending moments are relatively constant
with leading edge compression at midspan and leading edge ten-
sion at the root.
Blade chord bending moments as a function of collective at con-
stant rpm and collective are presented in Fi.gures 8.74 through
8.77. Above. rotor thrust levels of 2000 pounds, vibr<:ttory
chord bending mo:nents exhibit a relatively rapid build··up with
increasing collective. Below 2000 pOlmds rotor thrust, chord
moments sh.ow a trend to higher vibrat.ory levels with lower c01-
lec·ti.ve. This J.O\.1 collect~ive trend is rather shallow for the
test data. Steady chord bending momeuts for the midspan sec-
tion show Htxle variation indicating a low sen~itivity to air-
speed or stLr:~1t angle effects. At the blade root s,=ction, the
effects of shaft angle and airspeed are shown by the spread
between the vari.ous combinations plotted.
Figures 8.78 through 8.81 present blade chord bending as a
function of shaft ang ..e at cons·tant: rpm and collective. lJibra-
tory chord moments j ::1crease with more positive shaft angle.
Midspan section steady chord bending is relatively insensitive
234
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to shaft angle. At the blade r.oot section, there app~ars to be
a combined effect of collective and shaft angle \\1hiclA gives an
increasingly more positive chord moment at 143 knots.
No significant effecr~ of rotor speed were observed within the
ope,rating runge. Durinq start-up and shut.dolm of the rotor, a
crf)ssing of 'tJ.'1e first chcrchvise mode at ,:.P}:1I'Oitimoltaly 260 rotor
.
rpm resulted in a momentary build-Up of chord bending moments.
Figures 8" 82 and 8.83 show the variation in bh.de root torque
as a function of collec·tive. Load changes a:re gralJual and. it
can be seen that for the vibratory loads there is a much more
pronounced effect with airspeed than wi'th collective. Trend~c;
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FIGURE 8.59 STEADY FLAP BENDING 110 VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.63 STEADY FLAP BENDING 110 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.64 VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING 55 VERSUS COJ,LECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.66 VIBRATORY FU~P BENDING 55 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.67 STEADI FLAP BENDING 55 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.68 VIBRATORY PLAP BENDING "llO VERSUS SHA~T ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.69 STEADY FLAP BENDING 110 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.70 VIBRATORY CHORD BENDING 110 VERSUS AIRSPEED
AiRSPEED (kNOTS)
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l-'IGlIRE Ii. 71 STEADY CHORD BF.NDING 110 VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.73 STEADY' CHORD BENDING SS vtRSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.74 VIBRATORY CHORD BENDING 110 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.75 STEADY CHORD BENDING 110 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.76 VIBRATORY CHORD BENDING 55 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.77 STE'ADY CHORD BENDING 55 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
\
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FIGURE 8.78 VIBR.lI.TORY CHORD BENDING 110 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.81 STEl\DY CHORD BENDING 55 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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BHR AT AMES 4U-BY-83 HIND TUNNEL
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FIGURE 9.64 VIDRATORY BLADE 'l'ORSION 65 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE B.85 S'l'EJ\DY TORSION 65 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE



















8.2.2.3 Flexbeam Load Trends
Flexbearn flap moments as a function of airspeed a-:e prescn'ted
in Figures 8.86 thrOl,Hlh G. 97 . Vibratory flap moments exhibit
the expected 't.r.tmd with relatively constant vil')I;'atory levels
ou t to ~.bout 90 )o,lots, with a lmee and subsequent build-up at
higher air.spee~s. T.he spanwise dibtribution indicates that the
outboard and inboard ends are most c:ri tical. ~"he mo~..t cri'tical
location is SP&T.l s'tation 44 inches on the trailing be,3.1U (Figure
8. 8S ) . The peak load limi.t (steady plus vihrat':lry) for this
same station is one of the constraintB on additional envelope
expansion. Peak load limits for the flexbeam were set at 80%
of the load level achieved in static proof tests. Those load
level.s were t.he predict,ed limit loads for a 3. 5g load factor
\'1i t.l-J.:i.n the BO-IOS flight envelope. ,flap down bending is th.e
critica.1.peak flapping mode . As can be seen in the steady flat>
plot~, considerable peak value margin exists in transition with
critical flap do\~ steadies occurring at hi~h airspeeds.
Vibratory flapping moments show incI'eases with higher collec-
tive settings at constant rpm and shaft angle COIl5:1.stent with
the build-Up i.n ai.::loads. P:.t low collective settings, there is
some ....mall load build-up reflectirg increased senzitivity to
t.rim. Figures 8.98 through 8.109 present flap moments versus





of twist along the span of t.he ·flexbeams.
moments between leading and trailing beams reflect the effect
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Total vibratory flexbealm flapping at station 44 incl.'eases with
increasing positive shaft angles at constant rpm and collective,
which is consistent with results shown for the blade root
section. This effect is less pronounced at the m"re inboard
flE:lrheam stations. Dat~ are presented in Figures a.110 through
8. J.17 • The differences in load dist.ribution between the leading
and t.rail:..ng beams may be due to the blade clevis rotation
causing a different flap mode shc1lpe in each bea.'Tl and the chord
bending motion causing differential centrifugal stiffening.
Thesl!) sam'e effects are visible in t.he steady flap moments which
e:I:.hibit a linear increase in flap bending as the shaf't angle
becomes more positive.
Flemea.-n chord bending moments as a function of airspeed at con-
stant rpm, collective and shaft angle are shown in Figures 8.118
t~rough 8.121. VibratoJ~Y chord bending moments show a si~lifi­
cantly high('~r level in the intermediate speed range (40 to 80
knots) "lidth re.~ atively 10\'1 values at ho\rcr and 1~3 knots. This
trend is identical to the blade chord bending trend. Inboard
and outboard mOiD.ents on beam A (leading beam) indicat.e ar.. IISII
shaped bendi!\.g mode. Differences between beam A and beam B
steady chord moments at stati.on 43 indicate opposing rotations
at the outboard end of the flexbeams. A. potential source for
this action is an assylllmetric line of action of the centrifugal
force which would tend to produce a different mode shape for
tlle leading and trailing beam. The chord bending g<\ge on beam
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.Fi9UXes B .122 tiU:OUgt1 8.125 present the varia·t.:ion of flexbeam
chord b~nding moment with collective at constant ~~m and shaft
an91.E~. Vibratory flloments increase rapidly with higher collec-
tive a~ttings. The distribution hetween leading and trailing
becl1ns tendJ; to he equal in the vibrat.ory mode. By contrast,
6tf~a.dy momen"'s are leading edge tenElion ir t.lle lee:.ding i>eam and
'b:ailing edge t.ension in the trailing :>eam consis:otent. with a
bowing effect across the tie between the beams at the blade
attachment point.
Figures 8.126 through 8.129 present flexbeam chord bending mo-
ments as a function of shaft angle at constant rpm and collec-
tive. Vibratory moments tend to be shared equally by the lead-
ing and trailing beams. Outboard chord bending ShCMS a lilnit.ed
v~riation Wi~1 shaft angle. There is a general correspondence
between t..'le midspan versus t.he root section of the blade
(Figures 8.78 th~ough 8.81) and t~e outboard versus tile iImoard
end of the flexbeam. The cumul~tive effects of shear force and
twist result in g~eater changes in moments at the inboard sec-
tions of the .blade and flexbeam as the shaft angle is varied at
constant. rpm and collec-cive. ft'Joment levels at the outboard
sections sho'W Iittlc or no change wi:.h shaft angle. The dual
beam concept rcsul'cs in. differential centrifugal forces and
chord shears between the leading and trailing beamB ,lith rela-
tively !:lmall local chord moments. Small changes in ·the chord










Ilocal chord moment at the f.lexbeam root end due to t.he large
moment arm from station 49 in the inboard end.
During start-up and shut.-down of the rotor, the one per rev
crossing of the first chordwise mode rec.ulted in momen~ary chord
bending responses in excess of the endurance lindt. The O·.lt-
board chord be~ding was more critical than the i~~oard chord
bending for t"..his excitation. During excitation of the rotor
for stability datzl, the inboard chord bending section was cri-
tical. No significant rotor speed effects were observed in the
operating speed range.
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FIGURE B.86 VIB~\TORY FLAP BENDING 41A VERSUS AIRSPEED
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STEADY FLAP BENDING 44A VERSUS AIRSPEED I
5MR IN AMES 4B-SY-Sm NIND lUNNEL



















FIGURE 8.88 VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING 44B VERSUS AIRSPEED
AIRSPEED (KNOTS)
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FIGURE 8.91 STEADY FLAP BENDING 18 VERSUS AIRSPEED
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F!GURE 8.97 STEADY FLAP DENDING 7.5 VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.99 VIBfu\TORY FLAP BENnING 448 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
£I-
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FIGURE 8.100 STEADY FLAP BENDING 44A VERSUS COLLECTIVE
HUU3
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FIGURE 8.101 STEADY FLAP BENDING 440 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
BNR IN AHLS ~~-aY-am HIND TUNNEL
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FIGURE 8.102 VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING l8A VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.103 VIBRATORY F~~P BENDING 18B VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 8.10S STE~DY Fh~P BENDING 18B VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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r"IGURE 8 .106 VIBHATORY l-"I,AP BENDING 10. SA VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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STEADY FLAP BENDING lO.SD VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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FIGUHE 8.110 V TBRATORY FLAP BENDING 44 VEkSilS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.110 VIBRATOnY FLAP BENDING 44 VERSUS SHAFT ANGL~
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FIGURE 8.111 S'l'EADY FLAP BENDING 44 VERSUS SHA"'T ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.111 STEADY FLAP BENDING 44 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE



















6HR IN AMES YA-BY-SB HIND TUNNEL
VI8RATOHY fLAP ~ENDING 18 V6. SHRfT RN~L£
FIGURE B.112 VI13HATORY FLAP BENDING 18 VERSUS SHAF'l' ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.112 VIBRr~TCRY F~~P BENDING 18 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
(SHEET 2 OF 2)
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FIGURE 8.113 STEADY FLAP DENDING 18 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.114 VIBRATORY PLAP BENDING 10.5 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
















STEr.DY I"IJ\P BENDING 10.5 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE 8.115 STEADY FL.1\P DENDING 10.5 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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VIBRP.TORY FLr'\P BENDING 7.5 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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FIGURE B.117 STEADY Fh~P BE~DING 7.5 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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~MR IN RM~5 Y~-5Y-eB HIND TUNN~L.
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BHR IN AMES ~a-aY-ea WINO TUNN£l
VIBRRTORY CHORD 5EN~IN3 iiA V5. RIRSPEED
FIGURE 8.120 VIBRATORY CHOr'J) DENDING llA VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.121 STEl\DY CflORD BENDING llA VERSUS AIRSPEED




8HR IN AMES ~m-BV-Ba NIND TUNNEL
STEAPY CHORD 6ENOIN~ ItA Ys. fl~RSP£EO
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SHR IN AMES ~H-aY-eB HIND TUNNEL




FIGURE 8.122 VIBHATORY CllORD DENDING 43 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
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VID~.TORY CHORD BENDING 43 VERSUS COLLECTIVE
(SHEE'r 2 OF 2)
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ALL DATA FOR 425 RFM
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BHR IN RMES 4G-8Y-EA HIND TUNN£L
VIBRRTORY CHORD B~NDiHG ~3 YE. SHRfT ANGLE
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FICUHE 8.126 VIBRATORY CHORD BENDING 43 VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE


















~. rGURE 8.126 VI BRATORY CHORD BENDING 113 VEHSUS SHAFT ANGLE
(SilEBT 2 OF 2)
BHR IN AMES ~G-6Y-S~ WIND TUNNEL
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FIGURE 8.127 STEADY CHORD BENDING 43 VERSUS SU}\.FT ANGLE
(SHEET 1 OF 2)
BKR IN AM~5 4~-8Y-E3 WIND lUNU£L
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FIGURE 9.127 STEADY CIiORO nImD INC 43 VERSUS SHAFT ANGL~











BHR IN AMES ~B-BY-a~ WIND TUNNtL
Vi6RATORY CHORD BEHDIN5 llR V5. SHRr1 R~~L£
FIGURE e.128 VIBR..l',,'l'ORY CHORD BENDING 11A VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
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STEADY CHORD BENDING 111\ VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
5MR IN AMES ~B-BY-Ba HIND TUNN£L
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8.2.2.4 Torqt'ie 'rube and Pitch Linjt Load Trends
Torque tub~ chord bending as a function of airspeed is present-
ed in Fiqures 8.130 and ·S.131. Steady chord bendinq exhibits
only a slight depe.ndence on airsveed and follows the same trend
as steady torsion in the torque tube. Zt. appeat"5 that there is
& chordw~se displacement which is related to the torsional ro-
tation of th~ clevis and the inherent flap-pitch-chord coupling.
The variaticm witil airspeed may be lIlore related to torsional
deflection along the blade span at the higher airspeeds.
Figures 8.132 through 9.135 present torque tube torsion and
pitch link load as a function of airspeed. These figures show
a distinct co:crelation bet\lleen piteh link load a.nd t~,:tque ~:ube
torsion. This reflect.s the forces :r.equiJ:ed to produce the de-
sired pitch chal"lges around the azimuth by rotation of the
attacmnent clevis.
Figures 8.136 and 8.137 present torque tube chor.d bending trends
as a function of collective at constant rpm and shaft angle.
There is a nearly li.near increase in vibratory chord bending
that reaches the en.durance li.mi t within th,~ test r.ange of col-
lective. Peak chord bending nlowents (Bceady pluB vibratory)
are limiting on t..he 10'" side of the desired collective range
and prevented stability evaluation at zero collective.
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Vibratory pitch link load and tor~le tube torsion ,show a strong
dependence on collective at COllstanf 11'm and shaft angle far
elll forward airspeeds. A very pronounced dependence 011 collec-
1tive is shown in .the steady pitch l:;,.nk. load and torque tube
torsion, which vuries directly with collective sett~, ,·'fi. Figures
e.130 through e.141 display measu~ ~d loads vel'SUS collective
for torque tube torsion and axial pitch link load.
Figures 8.142 and 8.143 present tor~.e tube chord bending ver-
sus shaf.t angle at constant rpm and. collective. Shaft angle
variations produce relatively little change in either vibratory
,
or steady chord bending. The most pronounced effect is due to
airspeed or collective changes. This reinforces the concept of
a lag displacement related to clevis rotat.ion and the corrE~s··
ponding wind-up betwt:cn the flexbeam att.achment points.
Torque tube torsion and pitch link load trends with shaft angle
are presented in FigoJres 8.144 through 8.147. Vibratory loads
show a linearly increasing trend \<Tit.h more positive shaft
angles. Steady loads show a slight influence of shaft angle at






FIGURE 8.130 VIBRATORY TORQUE TUBE CHORD BENDING V8RSUS AIRSPEED
SMR IN AMES YZ-3Y-eB WIND TUNN~L
VIBRRTORY TDRGU£ TUBE CHORD ~~NDINu V5. AiR5P££D
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3MR IN AMES Y~-8Y-8~ HIND TUNNLL
STeROY TDRQUE TU~E CHORD SENDING Y5. AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.131 STEAOY TORQUE TUBE CHORD BENDING VERSUS AIRSPEED
FIGORE 8.132 VIBRATORY 'rORQUE 'l'UDE TORSION VERSUS AIRSPEED
3HR IN AHr-S YB-$y-Sa HIND TUNNEL
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BMR AT AMES ~a-3Y-aB HJMD TUNNEL






























BHR !N RMES Y~-8Y-8G WiND TUNNEL
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EHR iN AMES Y~-BY-S2 WIND TUNNEL
STERDY PITCH LINK LOAD V5. AIRSPEED
L.f25 RPM
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FIGUr:.:: 8.135 S'l'EAlJi PITCH LINK LOAD VERSUS AIRSPEED
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BHR IN RMES ~~-SY-e~ HIND TUNNt~





























\FIGURE 8.139 STEADY TORQUE TUBE TORStON VERSUS COLLECTIVE
aHR AT AM£S Y~-aY-n~ HIND TUNN£L
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StiR IN AME:S !.frt-SV-SB WIND TUNN£l
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FIGURg 6.141 STEADY PITCH LINK LOAD VERSUS COLLEC'rIVE
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BMR IN AMES Ye-BY-B3 WIND TUNN£l





























FIGURE B.146 VIBRATORY PITCH LINK LOAD VERSUS SHAFT ANGLE
5HR IN AMrs ~2-BY-82 WiND TUNNEL
VIBnATORY PITCH LINK LnR~ V5 SnRrT RNGL£
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The configuration changes were evaluated in hover and for~ard
speed. These configuration changes were made to illvestigi\t.e
thei.r effect on aeroelastic stability. The first configuration
tested incorporated Ii set of "soft ll pitch lii:lits with a I'educed
axial spring rate (5755 Ib/in 'ITS 26,666 Ib/in for the bas,,,line
configuration). The overall effect of the change was an 11%
reduction in control system stiffness. The addition of elas-
tomeric damper strips to the upp~r and lO'"er flanges of both
the leading and trailing beams was the second configuration
change to be tested. In addition to the configuration changes,
the effect'of removing ~~e AMES tUIDlel balance dampers was in-
vest:igated.
Similar results were obtained for the "soft pitGh links" and
"damper strips imitalled" configurations. Both 'che blade pitch
at the beam-to-blade attachmen.t and the division of the vibra-
tory blade torque between. the control system and flexbeams are
dependent upon the r.elative stiffn~ss between the torque tube/
control load path and L~e flexbeam flapwi~~ bending which re-
str~ins torsional rotatl0n of ~~e clevis relative to the rotor
hub. This effect can be seen in the data presente~ for these
two configurations and ccmpaz'ed to the baseline in Figures
8.148 through 8.171. 'rot~i11 vibratory flap b(:nding at station
44 was obtained by adding the 10 hannonics (including effect of
phase angle) for beams A and Band reconst:i1:ud. ng t,he r.esultant.





In cvnsidcring the effect of the relation between the control
loads path and f'lexbeam stiffr.~ss on pitch angle. at the hl?de
attachment clevis, it is insu'uctive to consider two extremes.
If the flexbeams ",'ere completely rigid, then the control actu-
ator motion would produce wind-up in the torque tube with no
rotation of the cleyis. On the otCer hand, very f'lexible fle;r;·
beams would result in almost no wind-up in the torque tube as
the control actuator motion would go directly into clevis rota-
'tion. It can b~ concluded from these two extremes that an:"
modification which increases tile stiffness of t~e flexbeams (in
the vertical bending mode Which restrai.ns clevis ::-otation)
relative to the torque tube/pitch link will have the effect of
reducing the blade clevis rotation for the same control input.
A comparison of rotor lift, as repo~~ed in the static file is
presented in the following tabulation for a nominal collective








Rotor Bi:I.Beline Soft Pitch Damper Strips Baseline
Speed Configuration Links Installed 3.21'1 Coll.
(RPM)
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In Figures 8.148 through 8.171, shifts in st.eady load levels
are consisten-t vi t..'1 a lower blade piteh angl\~ for the configur-
ution variations. Thi.s is most evident at 425 rpm. 'rhe one
exception to this trend is chord bending c,t station 11 ltdth
damper strips installed. For thi.s case, the inc::-eaGed chord
bending stiffness. resul ts in a shift in 'the steady moments in
the op?osite direction of reduced collectives.
A r:"selJne data pcin't (n~n 15, t.est point 4, 90 It.l1otS.r _8° shat't
angle) wi t.'1 3.2 degrees collective '",as superir:tp;);.ed on Fisoures
8.148 - 8.171. This point was chosen be~ause the resultant lift
is si.milar to the lift value!;; for: t.he configuration changes at
425 rpm. This point ShOHS the effect of a collective change
..'
only on the bas~line configurat.ion. It can be been that the
shifts in E"l:.:::ady moments due to the configu:ca.t.ion changes are
346
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compatible wit.h the shift dl;,e to a reduction in blade pitch. In
view of the reducti.on in lift for the confi.guration changes com-
pared to the baseline ~~d the shift in steady moments, it can
:tIe concluded that the blade pit.ch an91~:i': were lmver for the con-
figuration ~hang~s for the same control i~Pllt.
Shifts in vibra·tory load levels are consistent with changes i.n
blade pitch except for flap bending at sti!l.t~on 10.5. At this
station there is a significant reduction in l/rev flap bending
while Figures 8.106 and 8.107 do not show this sensitivity to
collective.
The 'Navef'orms for station 10.5 at 425, 400 and 335 rpm are
plotted in Fi~ures 8.186 - 8.13B.
St.eady torgt'~ tube torsion i.s increased consistent'. with a smal-
ler rotation Got t...~e outboa.rd attach.ment fer t..1-}e same displace-
ment at the pitch arm. (An increase in tile wind-up along the
torgue tube for both soft pitch links and dampe':' strips in··
stalled). A compressive pitch link load increment is required
to achieve a more nose-up torque tube torsion (increased
wi.nd-up). Figure B.169 shows this shift.
347
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FIGURE 8.148 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
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FIGURE 8.149 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS


















BMR IN AMES 4B-BY-B9 WIND TUNNEL
Vi 8RRTORY F"SfltfR V5 RDTDR 5f:E:Ui
LE:I:iEN~
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r'IGr:RE a.150 EFFEC1' OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS


















5HR IN RMES 43-BY-SB H!ND TUNNEl
STEADY fB~~A VS ROTOR SPEED.
l£EiE:NO
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x
FIGURE 8.151 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STIUPS
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FIGURE S .152 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH J... INKS AND DAMPER STRIPS






















o 8S BASe:t.1 HE:
X • SOrT PITCH lIN~S
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O. BASELINE, 3. 2 DEG. COLLECTIVE
8HR IN RMES ~3-3V-83 W~N~ TUNN~l
STEADY tE~45 V5 ROTOR spr£~
FIGURE 8.153 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
STEADY FLAP BENDING BEAM B VB ROTOR SPEED





FIGURE 8.154 EFFECT OF SOF'l' PITen LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING 44 (TOTAL) VS ROTOR SPEED
x
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FIGURE 8.155 EFFECT OF SO?! PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
STEADY FLAP BENDING 44 (TOTAL) VS ROTOR SPEED
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FIGURE 8.156 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
VIB~~ORY FLAP DENDING 10.5 BE.~ A VS ROTOR SPEED
RDTOR spero (RPM)
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FIGURE 8.157 EFFECT· OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
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(5MR IN RriES ~U-BY-DrI ~ I ND Tmmn.
VIBRRTORY rulD.So V5 ROTOR SPEED
FIGURE 8.158 EFFEC'l' OF ;~OF'J? PITCH LINKS AND DN'1PER STRIPS
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FIGURE 8.159 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAl-tPER STRIPS
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FIGURE 8.161 EFFECT OF 30FT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
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FIGURE 3.163 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
STEADY CHORD BENDING 11 BEAM A VS ROTOR SPEED






8m~ tN R~E5 Ya-fPf-m~ HI tli> TUNNEL
Vl6RRTORY TORGUE TUEE TORSiON V5 ~OTOR SP.£EO
.ROTOR SP~ (RPa;;)
FIGURE S .164 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS l~ND DMiPER STRIPS






















FIGURE 8.165 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS J1.ND DAMPER STRIPS
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X ~ sn~T PITCHLiN~S
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B~R IN AMES ~u-BY-3~ ~I~O TUNNEl
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FIGURE 8.166 EFFECT OF sorT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
V!D~~TORY BLADE TORSION 65 VS ROTOR SPEED
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FIGURE 8;167 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
STEADY SLADE TORSION C5 VS ROTOR SPEED
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FIGUR1~ 8.168 EFFECT OF SOF1' PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
VIBRATORY PITCH LINK LOAD VS ROTOR SPEED
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FIGURE 8.169 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
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FIGURE e.170 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH I.INKS AND DAMPER STRIPS
VIBR~TORY TORQUE TUBE CHORD SENDING VS
ROTon SPEED
FIGURF. 6.171 EFFECT OF SOFT PITCH LINKS AND D~~ER STRIPS
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There is also si~;rn.ificantlymore 2/rev content at. station 10.5.
link axial lead and the torque tube torsion shows that there is
not a direct corresp'ond~nce in t~e vibratory response.
10.5
.~ comparison oft.he pitch
Wnile the total vibratory loads
azial pitch link load shows significant changes,
Soft Pitch r.inks
In iJddition,
in l/rev at all rotor speeds tested.
with an increasp, in a/rev and lO/rev at 400 rpm and a decrease
show a significant. reduction in flap bending at station
loading fo~ bot~! flexbeam flap bending stations (10.5 and 44).
link effect is also exhibited by the harmonic content as sho.m
in FiguresB.172 thr.ough 8.178.
only, the ha-"ll1onic content shoW's significant reduGtion in l/rev
In addition to the plots in the previous section, the soft pitch
8.2.2.5.1
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'l'ORQtlE 'rUBE TORSION - HARMONIC CONTENT FOR BASELINE















FIGURE &.178 TORQUE TUBE CHORD BENDING - Hl\RMONIC CONTENT FOR
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8.2.2.5.2 Effect of Damper strips
As noted previously, there are similarities between the soft
pitch link configuration, and the damper strip configuration.
Harmonic con'tent fer the effect of damper strips is 000'(0,"11 in
Fi~lres 8.179 .. 8.185. The damper strips also show significant
reductions i"\ J./rflv flap b>:\ndin.g (station 10.S and 44 L chang~G
in l/l.'ev and 3/rev choJ:'d bending whose direction is dep~mdent
upon the operathlg rotor speed, and the lack of ~ direct cor-
respondence bet"Teen vibxatory pitch link load and torq'lle tube
torsion.
On t.hP. other hand, the pitch link vibratory content shows sub-
stantially lese: change relative to the baseline configuration.
For both configurations, the significant tor~~e tuba chord bend-
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FIGURE 8.180 FLAP DENDING STAT10N 10.5 BEAH A - HARMONIC CONTENT
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FIGURE B.183 PITCH LINK AXIAL LOAD - HAR~ONIC CONTENT FOR BASELINE













































TORQUE 'I'UBE TORSION - UARHONIC CONTEN'r FOR DASELINE
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F:-GUHE 8.185 'l'ORQUE TUBE CHORD BENDING - HARMONIC C0NTENT FOR
BASELINE & DAMPER STRIPS INSTALLED
-.
.\ .
e.2. 2.5.3 Effect (If Balance Dampers
In evaluati.ng the effect of removing the wind tunnel balance
dampe::s on rotor loc:.ds as a function of rotor speed, no signifi-
cant t.'l:ends were observed. Flap and chord bending moments
versus rpm are presented for the inboard and outboard ends of
the: flexbeams in Figures 8.189 through 8.196.
FigUl:es B.19'7 through 8.201 display the effect of removing the
balance dampers as a function of collective variation in hO'l1"er
at cor~tant rpm. only flap bending moments on either side of
the blade attachment clevis show significant change. There are
two significant effects in vibratory moments. Steady flap
bending shows no major change. (Steady FB5S shows no change
and is not presented).
One of these chaIlges occurs at the 10\~er end of the collect~ive
range (4 Q wiL~ dampers removed versus 4.5 0 for ~~e baseline).
with the dampers removed, there is a substantial increase in
flap bending mo:nent at the 4() collective setting. This in-





















The laJ79'c discrepancy in. roll moments exists only for the 4°
collective setting.
The otht~r change is a steep(~r slope (changa in flap bending
moment l' change in collective) for FBIO.5, FB44, and FBS5.
Thi~ change is more pronounced at the stations either side
of the blade to fle..xbeam attucb.'Uent clevis (FB44 and FB55).
It wo\.!l(. app!.':ar that the balance dC'.mpers have an influence
on the response of the concentrated mass at the clevis.
Figures 0.202 through 8.206 present steady and vibratory flap
bending for stations 7.5 and 44 plus steady flap bending for
the blade at station 55 at the 90 knot test condition. Changes
in vibratory flapping \·d th bala.l1ce damper remo'V·a.l are less
pronounced than they were in the hover condition. There is
a more ~ignificant chanqe loll steady flap bending momen'!:s.
Steady flap bending changes in FB7. 5 and FB55 would f:iuggest
an incr.ease ~n coning (lift) with the balance dampers removed.
Corrected rotor lift values from the static file indicate that
higher rotor lifts were obtaine.ci for a given collective set-
ting during the testing in weach the balance dampers 'liere
removed. It appears t.hat there was some shift in the measured
actuator position relative to the actual collective set'cing
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FIGURE 8.186 EFFECT OF DAMPER STRIPS ON Fr~p BENDING
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FIGURE 8.187 EFFECT OF DA~PER STRIPS ON FLAP BENDING
WAVEFORM AT 400 RPM
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FIGURE 8.189 EFFECT OF BALANCE DAMPERS - VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING
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BHR IN RMES 4~-BY-Ba WIND TUNN£L
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EFFECT OF BALr~NCE Dfu~PERS - STEADY FLAP BENDING
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FIGURE 8.191 EFFECT OF BALANCE DAMPERS - VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING
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FIGURE B.192 EFFECT OF BALANCE DAHPERS - STEADY FLAP BENDING
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fIGURE 3.193 EFFECT OF BALANCE Df.MPZRS - ST~ADY CUORD BENDING
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PIGURE 8.194 EFFEC'!' OF BALANCE DAMPERS - VIBRATORY CUORD BEi·mING
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FIGUHE B.196 EFFEC'l' OF BlII.ANCE OMiPERS - STEADY CHeRD HENDING
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Correlation With Flight Test toads
Blade Loads
In order to obtain this correlation, control inputs during tile
test were adjusted to give thrust, propulsive force, and lire',
flap moments comparable to flight test measurements. The fig~
ures in this section present ~~is correlation for a 1G forward
flight ai:r.r. 1eed ~\'1cep.
Blade flapping shows excellent correlation with the exception,
of steady flap moments at midspan (station 110). The vibratory
moment at midspan and moments at the blade root are significant-
ly higher and \'iould be expected to be more reliable. Blade
flapping moments are presented in Figures 8.207 t..hrough q. 210.
Figures 8.211 through 8.214 present blade chord bending moments.
There is relatively good correlati.on, with the flight test data
slightly higher than t.lJe wind 'tunnel data.
Vibratory blade torque shows very good correlation \<ihile stea.dy
•blade torques show somewhat higher nose down pi tehing for the
wind tunnel measurements (Figures 8.215 and 8.216). with the
good match in steady blade torque trend with airspeed (neglect-
ing offset), there is a possibility that steady blade torques
for flight test are not correctly adjusted fo1:." the static IG
··:rain level.
411
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FIGURE 8.207 FLIGHT TEST CORRE~~TION - VIBRATORY FLAP
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FICUHE 8.214 FLIGHT TEST CORRELA'nON - STEADY CHORD
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Figures 8.217 through 8.226 present fIexbeam flap bending cor-
relation. In gener-aI, there is '~latively good agreement for
vibratory flap bending. At 30 k'lots, there iR a substantial
4/rev component of flap bending while at 90 and 110 knots the
4,/rev component of flap bending is'Jery small. "'ombined l/rev
and 4/rev flap bending at 30 kn' ts produces higher total flap
bending I:ela.tive to the higher airspeeds. This build-Up is
greater in the wind tunnel test da·ta than it is in the flight
test data. Since the trim requirements for the RTA model are
different than for the BO-lOS helicopt.er, the Ig rotor. forces
(propulsive force and lift) are matched witb diff.erent control
input and shaft angle settings. As a result cf these differ-
ences, the 4/rev flap response in the Arr:~s wind tunnel would
not be expected to be identical to the 4/rev flap response
experienced in flight test. On the o'ther hand, the l/rev flioip-
ping in. the tdnd tunnel \o{as forced to match th~ l/J:ev fla.pping
in. ,flight test as a result of con'trol input and shaft angle
changes made to obtain identical l/rev flapping.
At eaca of the three flap bending stations, steady flap moments
show similar trends with airspeeds but wit.h an offset in magni-
tude between wind t:unnel and flight test data. Differences in
steady flap moments probably reflect the more negative shaft
angles in the wind tunnel testing. Figure 8.227 presents a
comparison of typical flight test shaft angle versus shaft angle




At the fixed ends of the fle;rJ:>eam, chord. bending vibratory
moments are in good agreement out to 90 knots. Flight test data
shows a rapid build-up at 120 knots which was not experienced
in the wind tunnel testing. At the higher airspeeds, the rotor
is more sensitive to changes in shaft angle. Steady moments at
the outboard section show bot.h differel1ces in magnitude and
trend fo.r the leading beam. Leading :beam moments are in agree-
ment at the inboard section. Chord bending correlation is pre-
sented in Figures e. 220 through 8.231 for beam A only, since
the gage on bema B was inoperative.
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FIGURE 8.217 FLIGHT TEST CORRELATION - VIBRATORY FLAP
BENDING 44A VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.220 FLIGHT 'rEST CORRELATION ... STF..ADY FlAP DENDING
44B VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.223 FLIGHT TEST CORRELATION - VIBRATORY FLAP BENDING
IO.SA VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGUHE 8,224 FLIGIi'r TEST CORHEI.ATION - VIBRATORY to'LAP
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FIGURE B.226 FL IGIIT TEST CORHELNrrON - STEADY Jo'LAP
BENDING 10.5B VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE B. 228 I"LIGliT 'l'f;S'l' CORRELATION - VIBRATORY CHORD
BENDING 43 VERSUS AIRSPEED
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FIGURE 8.229 FLIGHT TEST CORRElATION - STEADY CHOFD
DENDING 43 VERSUS AIRSPEED
. .
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FIGURE 8.2)0 FLIGHT TEST COHREI.ATION - VIBRATORY CHORD
BENDING l1A VERSUS AIRSPEED
\.
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FIGURE 8.231 FLIGHT TEST CORRELATION - STEADY CHORD
BENDING llA VERSUS AIRSPEED
.-
8.2.3.3 Torque Tube and pitch Link Loads
Figures 8.232 through 8.235 present torque tube chord bending
and pitch link load correlation. Vibratory chord bending mo-
ments show good agreement bet\'leen wind tunnel and .flight test.
By contrast, steady chord bending shows very little correlation.
stead~:' chord bending d.oes 'lary inver.sely with collective which
is the rela't...i.cm.ship demonst.r.ated for all wind tunnel testing.
Both vibratory and steady pitch link load trends are consistent
with flight test data. Magnitudes are consistently greater for
flight test data ove.r the airspeed test range reflecting the
higher collective as shown in Figure 8.236.
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PIGlIHE 8.233 FLIGHT 'l'ES'l' COnnELATION - STEADY TOHQUE TUBE
CHORD UENDING VERSUS AIRSPEED
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The IG speed sweep was selected for correlation of tile &~/RTA
loads data with the flap and chord moments predicted by the
Boeing Vertol computer progr&m C-60. Flap moments ~ere calcu-
lated along tile span for both the flexbeam and. the blade. For
chord bending, loads were calculated usi.ng- equivalent single
beam properties in C-60. In adeli ti.on, a separate progr.3m was
used to e\7aluate local chord bending for the dual beam ct..nf'ig-
uration using boundary conditions consistent with the C-60
analysis.
Figures a. 237 and a. 238 present cor.relation of flap moments.
Very good agreement was obtained for both the stea.dy and vibra-
tory flap moment distribution. In the chord bending mode, the
correlation with measured blade moments is shown in Figures
a•239 and 8.240. The corresponding correlation for the dual
beam computer analysiz is presented in Figures 13.241 and B.247..
Both the d~al beam and the full blade program (C-60) signifi-
cantly underpredict the measuI'ed chord bending moments along
..
l
the span. These figures suggest the dual beam local chord
moment is dependent on the C-60 moments at the flexbeam-to-
blade attachment point. In compari.ng the deflection and slopes
for ~he dual beam with applied moments and shears from C-60, it
is indica-c.ed that an incompatibility with deflections and
slopes in tile full blade progz'aJn exists. Thus, the dual beam
,.
local moment distribution is dependent on the blade mode shape





. \ .. .\
effort is required to develop a g'ood chord bending analysis
with compatible boundary conditions. Ilocal beam correldtion at
the no knot conciition is presented in Figures e. 243 and a. ~44
to qive an indication of the degree of correlation at the
higher airspeeds as well as at 30 knots.
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FIGURE 8.241 CORRELATION WITH ANALYSIS - VIBRATORY
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FIGURE 8.242 CORREIJ.TION WITH ANALYSIS - STEADY CHORD
MOMENT AT 29.5 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.244 CORRELATION WITH ANALYSIS - STEADY




Data for tht'! hub tares was talten with the flexbeams on and the
at a shaft angle of -2.3 degrees (theoretical trim
2
value) is lower than the measured value of 4.75 it.. It is
blades r~moved. Speeds of 60, 120 und 180 knots were evaluated
wi-th. the suaft. angle ranging from -10 degrees to +10 degrees.
PrCf;ented in Figure 8.245 are the o:r.ag n~s\11 ts along with an
estimat~ made of the BMR/BO-IOS hub drag using the BO-l0S base-
The pretest estimate ofline test data at 120 knots (~ = .23).
2
4.41 ft.
also evident that, at higher speeds, the lift is not very sen-




Hover testing was -:onductcd at a shaft angle of -10 0 t.o mini-
mize the effects of the tunnel floor and walls on the flow en··
vironment around the rotor. This, however, eventu~lly produced
recirculation in the tun.nel test section. Referencing F.v" Re-
port 8110.32 I "Engineering Flight Test Guide'~or Transport
Category Helicopters", acceptable wind speeds for hover testing













For this test, the rotor was 26 ft. above the tunnel floor which
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Only the low s,eed test points (V S 3.5 kts) were selected for
analysis. Figure 8.246 displays CP/a as a function of CT!a
455
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with a smooth curve draltm through the data. Also shown on the
plot is the theoretical prediction which shows the measureC1
power 4.3% higher than t.he predicted power at 5000 p(\und~
thrust, which correspcnds to the takeoff gross weight of the
BO-I05/Bf1R.
Since the objective of the test was primarily to obtain stabil-
ity data, most of the testing was performed at the minimw!1 col-
lectives where aeroelastic stability is lowest. In addition,
shaft angles selecte:i for testing 'Here not based on matching
the aircraft flat plate drag area. Tt.ereforc, there is a very
limJ. .... '1 ~.mount of test points which match both aircraft lift
and propulsive force values simultaneously. Because of this,
no cf):r.relati-:)ll wi.th flight ·c.est d.ata is possible.
The data !tlas analyzed at four h~} different fOrlolard flight
speeds, 60, SO, 120 and 144 knotD and a constant tip speed of
717 it/sec. A theoretical prediction was then made using the
Rotor An~lysis program B-67 and the resul t:".l were compared with
the t~st results. The measured values of veloci-t.y, shaft angle,
thrust, temperature, lateral and longitudinal cyclics were







During the test, ~~e rotor was tri~ed to zero flappinq (lateral
a.."1d longitudi.nal flax:-ping coeffici.ent.s equal to zero) using a
flap benciinq gage located at st.ation 14,.25 inches radius.
.\nother indication that the rotor is t~immed to zero flapping
is that the pitching moments are n.ear zero. An e:tili.minatioXl of
the equation for pitching mon~ent shows that when the flapping
clJe:fficients are zero there is still a small roome:nt. due to con-
ing iUld cycli:.: pitch, therefore pitching moment will llot be
equal to zero. Fi.gures 8.247 - 8.250 present t..he plots of lift
coefficient (cLR/a) verGua pitching moment coefficient (CpM/a)
used to analyze ~~e trim of each test point. At all speeds the
rotor was ~rimmed to near zero flapping and tile ~~eory and the
test data sho",' good agre.?ment.
Performance of the rotor: is e.xamiw~d in Figures 8.251 - 8.254-
in the form of lift coefficient (~LR/o) versus lift··to-effective
drag ratio (L/De) plots. At low speeds, the trends appear as
expected and the predictions a9ree very ,..ell \.ji'th ·test data.




The drag polars appear in Figl1res 8.255 - 8.258, Th(~re is a
good correlation bet"'lt~en theory and. test. dat.a for all but the
144 knots condition as shown in the plots of lift coefficient
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Plots of lift c?cfflcient (CLR/cr) versus propulsive force coef-
ficient (Cxr/a) al1d po'"er coefficient, (Cp/cr) versus propulsive
force coefficient are sho\olYl in Firyt1res 1.1. 259 - 8.266. The
trends appear to be as expe",,;ted, following the theoretical data
but with a magnitude shift in propulsive force. Plots of li.ft
coefHcient (CLR/a) ~'ersus power coefficient (Cp/lJ) (Figures
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8.4 FLYING QUALITIES
In ord.er to better understand the nature of cross-axi.s coupling
during maneuvers, it is helpful to know how tile rotor behaves
during a rapid change in control setting;;. Becaus~ this deals
witll rotor transients, it is necessat7 to ~lOW tlle Yotor system
acti'Jity ali> a function of azimuth at ee.ch insta."lt in time.
Specifically, it is desirable to 30l0W the flap and ~~ord bending
momfmt for each individual hlade versu6'dme during a control
input. For an ar.ticula1:ed rotor., the position of r..he tip path
plane would be of primary interest. For a bing-elass rotor, ·the
interest centers on the projection of these bending moments onto
the fixed (non-rotating) shaft axis system.
A flying qualities tran.sient time history run \'7a.s performed
during the BfIJR/RTA full seal e wind tunnel test. The test
points and condit,ions are shol,om in Table 8.1. The H<iP and
chord bending moments at span station 14.25 inches ",ere re-
corded for each blade during ey.citations of lateral and longi.-
tudinal cyclic pitch in't.roduced through 'tlle Dynamic Cont,reil
System. The strain gage measuring flap bending on blade 'two
failed prior to t:us nm ..
One of t..'1e first things to consider when transforming data from
rotating to non-rotating parameters is the c:om,istency of the
data between the blades. The procedure normally re~lires the
use of a state est.imator progra.m to evaluate states, sensor
biases and scale factors. The techniq1:e used here i.;as to iirst
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assess the consistency of t,he data qualitativcly by contparin~J
the waveforms of ..ctle rotating data of each blade in t.rim. Fig-
ures 8.271 and 8.272 show a typical co~.,arison of flap bending
and chord bending data for two of :the four bladi~B in trim. The
waveforms are very similar, indi.cating the blade behavior is
consistent from one blade to 'the next.
Next the data were haIIDonically anal}~~d both before the cyclic
perturbatiou and aftar the transient response h~d time to set-
t1e. Figures 8.273 and 8 •.274 show the effect of a lateral
cyclic perturbation en the rotQting flap and chord bending
moments for a typical test condition. It was cletermined that
changes in the first hannonic bending moments w~re comparable
for each .blade. Therefore, b~' w,~igllting the data from each
hlade, resolving the moments into the fixed sYGt~m reference
frame, and ueing a zero-phase low band-pass filter, the results
shown in Figures 8.275 r~r.ough 8.283 are 0: taiu~d.
Figures 8.275 and. 8.276 represent "the results from a negative
lateral ~rclic perturbation at 55 kn0tS. The time history of
the cyclic disturbi:"!I1ce from trim is 1::een in the upper half of






Figure 8.275. Fi:;;'UJ~es 8.275 and 8.276 show the first harmonic
flap and chor.d bending moments at station 14.25 v'!!rsus time.
The amount of cross--coupling can be seen by comparing the long-
itudinal (cosine) and lateral (sine) components of flap bending.
The offaxi.s respons,e shows an init.ial response indicating a
pitch up moment followed by a crossover, wi t...'1 a final. steadj'
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state roll lp.ft./pitch down cotlpling. It can be seen that there
is a :rapid change in lateral flap hending, within .3 seconds or
2 rot.or revolutions. The response shows little o;.reIsuoot and
quick settling time, characteristics of a good cownanded re-
sponse. It appears that t.he time history could Joe mcdel~d b}~ ill
firs't order responoe with a short time com;:'ta.nt. E'igure 8.276
dl~monstri'\tes the lightly dam.ped in-plan~ mode which wa,s excited.
by the cyclic i.nput. The mode does demor.u:,-trate sufficient
clamping.
Similar results are shown in Figures 8.277 through 8.283 for
positive and negative lateral and lon.gitudinal cyclic pitch
disturbances at 55 and 111 knots. The iU1al:,t·sis procedure was
as described earlier to obtain the plots of first harmonic non-
rotating flap bending at station 14.25 1rersus time. For
example, Figure 8.277 shows tee flap response f.or a right roll.
The response, whe>..n compared to Figure 8.275, shO\~s sym.'1letry
about the trim point. Figure 8.278 is the non-rotating system
flap })ending response to a pitch up longitudinal cyclic input.
Again the commanded response is' rapid, but when compared to
Figure 8.277 has a slighly longer rise time. The cross-axis
response does not show a.TJ.y long term coupling. Similar con-
clus~ons can be dr3vffi fr.om the remaining figures.
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TABLE 8.1
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FIGUnE a. 271 COlliP1\RISON 01" FLAP BENDING BETWEEN BLl.DES .1 AND 14
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FIGURE 8.272 COHP1\RISON OF CHORD BENDING BETWEEN BLADES il AND 04
IN 'l'HIMl·llm FLIGH'I' I,T 55 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.274 TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF BLADE '1 CHORD BENDING AT 55 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.275 FIRST HARMONIC FLAP BE~DrNG RESPONSE TO A
NEG.~l'IVE LATEFLl\L CYCLIC INPUT AT 55 KNO'l'S
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FIGURE 8 .2;6 ~~rRST i1P.RHONIC CHORD DENDING RESPONSB TO A NEGATiVE
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FIGURE 8.277 FIRST Hl\?..:"lON!C ?L.l'\P BENDING RESPONSE TO A
POSITIVE LI'\'I'Ei<AL CYCLIC INPUT AT 55 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.278 FIRST Hl.,r<}jOinC FLAP BE~lDING RESPONSE ~::o 'A
NEGATIVE LONGITUDINAL CYCLIC INPUT AT
55 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.279 FIRST HA?!10~IC :'l:A? BE~;:;I:~G RESPONSE TO A
POSITIVE LO:~G:'l·t.iDI:·lAL CYCLIC rnp!)T
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FIGURE 8.280 FIRST Hp.'RHONIC FLAP S.'::NDING RESPONSE '1'0 A
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FIGURE 8.281 FIRST Ht-,\F&lONIC ?LAP BENDI:'-lG Rl":SPONS:::~ TO A
POSITIVE LATERF~ CYCLIC INPCT AT 111 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.282 FIRST HARHONIC FLAP BE!:-iDING P.ESPONSE '1'0 11
NEGA'J.'!VE LONGITUDINAL CYCLIC INPU'!'
AT 111 KNOTS
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FIGURE 8.283 FIRST HAP~O~IC FI~~ BE~DI~G }~SPONSE TO A
POSITJ7E LO!\GIT':JDI~IAL CYCLIC INPUT AT
III KNOTS
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9~1 B:?!ffi/RTA IN T".dE 4D-BY-BO wnm TUlJN~L
9.1.1 Stability
fixed syst~em da;r,ping of the miR/p..TA essentially incrciwes
with a.irspeed at COnstUlt, collective' pitch, shaft angle al,nd
rc>'t;.r,):l': spetld bet:wf:;t;:o. hove:c and 60 knots • Je:~'oail 90 k..uots the
d.a.!llpinq decreases. Further tes'tinq is d~sira.1;:)le to investigate
tbe t.rend of daJl~ping beyolld 90 knots. For lG If."Vcl flight the
fi.xed s}Ost.em da7r.ping decreases from hover to 60 knots. then
increases from 60 knots to 120 knots. l."his trend is ve.rified,
by analysis, modl~l scale and flight test data.
For both hover and fonlard flight, th,~ fi.xed syst~J\1 d3::upil19'
increases with increasin,g collecti...re pitch at :fixed airspeed,
rot.or speed and sha,ft angle. I,ikewise, damping decn~as..~s witJ.'l
increz.;sing rotor speed at fixed collect.ive pitch. aix.speed and
shaft angle. The d~ping is det,ermned. solely by the ir.he'rent
air mode damping of the rotor sy'stem. 1'he efi'ect of poteutial
coupled RTA/rotor inst~)ilities is negligible.
The effect, of shaft angle variation on fixed system ddIl!ping at






small. There appears to be a tendency towards decreased
damping witil incre.asing forward shaft tilt, but the cha.nge is
within tlle scatter of the data.
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The BI1R/R'1'A full scale wind tunnel test proved t1> be an effec-
tive means of identifying tile inherent damping of tte rotor
system. The' full l3c~le testing can be used to det.erm.i..ne the
air mode d."'iIDpin.g charact'e:xistics of a rotor configurati.cln, and
to compare the inhere,nt da,.nping levels of $lever~l configuration
variatilj:Qs. The one as!--..e.ct of stability w.h.ich can not he I':val-
uated ill the 41J-by-fm wind tunnel using the RTA is q!.'cllnd reSOD.-
ance type of i.nstabilities. Since t.he RoTA doe::; no'c duplicate
the masses and ine·rt.ia.s l:Jf an actual fuselage, those insb.bili-
ties induced by tile coalescence of body modes with rotor. modes
'Will not be present..
9.1.2 Loa.ds
Load t.re.nc.'l.s in hover were diffic:ult 1"..0 asseGS due to tile sensi-
t.ivity of loads to change in cyclic pitch arJd t.o recirculation
effects.
Vibratory flap bending and torsion loads generally show a
trend v(~rsus airspeed of a a build-up in loads witil increasing
airspeed. In some cases higher loads are seen in the 30 Knot
transit.ion regime. Steady blade and flexbeam flapping are
increasingly flap down as airspeed increases. Both vibratory
and steady flap bending a..~d torsion loads for all components
increase di.rcctly as collective pit.ch is increased. For the
blade, flexbeam, and to~~que tube vibratory flap bending 2.nd
torsion loads, t...'1e effec'c of increasi.ng posi tl'lle shaft angle:s
is a gradual. increase in loads. The respecti'iTc steady values
are essentially independent of shaft angle.
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Chord :bending v'i.brato~}' load...q are 9rellust, in t.lte internediate
• speed rcgi!:J.e (40-30 j~rtot..s), are lO~1er ill huver and. decrCiUlC with
airspeed above 80 mots. The st.eaul' blcDd-e and flexb(~<ml chord
mc'/men.ts are in,varicmt Hit..h airnpcs-ed. Vibratory chord. lilloments
incre!a.se with collec;tive pitch above 2000potL.~ds t.h...Y'Ust. At
trtXUElt levels below 2000 poun.ds tl1!1!re is some tr\~t\d of gr.adual
incrj,~asin9 load wit.h d~creasing collectiv,~. The t?..i(l~pim and
outboard fle.;."be~,i1l1 stead.y chord he.ndiug' gages showed no effect
of Il::ollective while both the blade and fle~eam rcot chord
mOln<Elnts increa.sed with. higher collective angles.
Most noticeable in the steady chord bending momeuts 011 the flex-
beaJl1l was the opposing bending de-monstrated for t'...he leadit•.g and
.. .,.....
".'-J.
trailiug bei'lll1s,. This ge~ to indicate oppcsit:e rot.a.tion of
Ule outboard. ends, with a bowing effect at t:he bladu cle·\ris.
This could D'e attributed to an assYlillM!d,:ric line of act.ion of
the centrifngal force causing different mode shapes in ea.ch
beam.
The vibratory chord moments increased proportiona'tely' \,yi th in-
creasing positive {,;hi~ft a.ngJ.es. The vibrator.! f.lexbeam chord
loads were distributed equally bet',r£".en leadint; an.d trai.1ing
beams.
angle.
Generally, the steady loads are insensitive to shaft
It was noted t.'l)at the differ~nces i.n n.-,pping and chord load
distriDution.s bet\<leen leading and trailing beam could be attri-
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buted to some egtent to the wind~'up in the beams due to steady
col1ec~ive pitch input~.
TOr/~le tube torsion and pitch link. loads are closely related.
9.1.3 Performance
The hover pelCfomance dCl,ta. where recirculation efffjcts did not
produce tunrJ.el flow ahoye 3.5 knots agrei2lS well wit'11 theoreti-
cal l>redict.ions. The fontard flight data looks reasonable and
correlates well with rolalysis. It was c~fficult to compare to
flight data due to the nature of t..he teAt. ~·('Ir stability test-
ing the goal ~yas to test at the lowest damping levels, hence
collective pitch angles, por:;sible. Also shaft angles \o'ere
varied Hithout. regard to the resulting flat plate d17ag area.
For this reason, tlost of the test da.ta was at; lift and Fe
values not~ representative of BO-105 flight cond.itions.
9.1.4 Flying Qualities
The rotor responded to both lateral and longitudinal cyclic
control inputs \-li'chin two rotor :tevolutions after t.'le input was
..
initiated. The response was precise and of tt'le first order,
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with little or no overshoot. The cross axis respC'use ejb.owed
no long term coupling. RespoJ'l..ses to positive and neqal:l.ve




9.2 CONCLUSIONS FR0r>I T""rlE EMU/RoTA TEST VERSUS CONCLUSIONS
1:"'ROM OTHER TESTS
9.2.1 ~~.irl Tower
T~e stability result:s from t..'1e 'tYhirl to\-Je:.r and. the BHR/RTA test.
were nea:dy identical. Both tests showed increasing stabili·ty
wit.h increat'li.ng collective pitch, and decreasing diunping \<1it.h
incr~:~asing rotor speed. ~~he \UC'9"Ilitude of: the fixed syst.em damp-
ing from both tests were the sa.me.
9.2,,2 Flight Test
The fixed Sl'stem damping data versus airspeed for IG level
flight are nearly the same for the BI1R/BO-IOS and t.he Br-'LR./RTA.
Botb tests shO\,oied stahility dropping from hover to a I1Uliwtuu
at 60 }-.."lots, then incremdng da.1Uping beyond 60 knot~ £.irspeed.
All the tes·t results ag.ree in concluding th,;"t the BHR rotor
system is stable throughout the flight spectrum.
The ground resonance tests on the BMR/PO ·105 were ccmpi'.red to
hover results from the BNR/RT.l\ test. The in.herent rotor
stabili ty levr-:ls are the same in both cases, but for tll0se
collective ;Jitch values uhere a body mode of 't.h,e .30:-105
coales(~e~ with a rotor in-plane mode of the Blt'.tR, a. destabiliz-
ing effE~ct is seen which can not occur :~n the ',od:'ld 1:unnel due
to the Characteristics of the RTA compared to the BO-I05.
Therefore the wind tunnel 'c',MR/RTA confi'Jlu'aticn cannot be used
to \'tetermine the classical i;round resonance type of iustability.
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The flight test loads and those froiT, the BHR/:IJ.TA test are in
close agreement for most components. Most differance~ c~~ be
attributed to slightly dif.ferent trim settings bEtween flight
test and the wind tunnel. The two major dilferr.m.c<'!s c'i:I'e steady
chord loe:nding a.t. 44, and ~'t.(~ady torque tube chord bending ,. '1:he
torque, tube change is pl"olnililj" due to 'the hi-.,her cClllect.iw;:
settings used in flight tC3t trim.
9.2.3 Small-Scale Wind TUnnel Tests
The 1/5.86 frcude-scaled model of the B!·m/BO-10S had both pitch
and roll degrees of freedom" The mass and ir~eL·tias of the
BMR/BO-I05 were modeled to identify the coupled rotor./fusel~ga
instabilities. Many of the conclusions frOill the te~t relate to
these body mode/rotor mode interact.ions. However. I aome g·eneraJ.
trends from tbfJ.t test can be compared to the BltTR/RTA l."esul t1-••
Both tests demonst.rate increasing fixed syst.em damping as coJ.-
lective pitch is increased. Free from the effect~ of ~ody mode
coupling, both the BMR/RTA and the 1/5.86 scale B:1R/BO-I05
model show a trend of reduced stabilit:r' as rotor speed is
increased. The trend of decreasing dJ.rr.ping from hover to 60
knots I a.'1d increasing damping at airspeeds greater' than 60
knots for IG level flight is seen i.n both tests. Th,~ overall
conclusion from both the BMR/R1'A and the BHR/BO-I05 model tests
was that the BMR is stable for the entire fligh"t regime.
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9.3 BMR/RTA Results Versus Analysis
The C-90 computer program p~edicts both the trends and
magni tude of f.ixed system dam.ping in hover. The decrease in
stability with rotor speed and the increase in staDility
with collective pitch are predicted by the analysis. In
forvlard flight the t_t'ends ;u:e also predicted quite well by
C-90, but. the correlation of damping levels is increasingly
worse "lith higher collective pitch values (gz.'eater da~ping).
The predicted da;:npi:ng increases more rapidly than the tel:it
data with increasing collective pitch. It is significant
that the correlation is best at the lov;est collective pi'c.ch
levels where damping is ~t minimum. In this region ejtl,eri-
mental damping results are determined more accurb..tely with
less data scatter, and it is also at these conditions t.hat the
predi.ction of stabili.ty is most criti.cal.
The analysis correlates with the IG level fl '~ght results versuz
airspeed, and also correlates \·,ell witil the dcunping ver(ws air··
speed at constant rotor speed, collective pitch and shaf.t an9le
up to 90 knot.s. However, at airspeeds al_~ovc 90 knots the analy-
tic~l and test re}ults diverge. This difference in trends with
airspeed above 90 knots requ.ires further investiqation.
Flap bending steady and Vibratory moments are predicted by C-60
for both hover and forwar:'d flight cc:::di 'dons, C-60 g,;uerally
underpredicts steady chord bending moments, The degree of cor-




excellent correlation for some conditions and poor at. other
times. 'L'his is directly a function of the convergence capabil-
ity of the analytical iteration procedure. An improved i~era­
tiontechni~le or a closed form solution is required to attain
better correlation.
The cQr.xelaticm of lift, drag, p0lr7Cr and pitching tl10me::lt co-
efficients with the 13-67 analysis was good at all airspe;eds,
with tbe biggest deviations at 144 knots. A't the higher air-
speeds I tht"'!ro i:;; also some deviation between predicted and
measur.ed propulsive force, probably due 'to some differences
in rotc)r flapping.
9.4 Configuration Changes
The addition of elastomcric damper strips to th.e mllH flex'·
beams incI'eased the structural damping by appro:Y.ir.::ltely 1.2%
and the first chord mode natural frequency by appl:oximate.ly
•04jRev. ~rhe ccmbined effect was to increase the fh:ed
system damping ratio by 1. 5 to 2.0% at low collectives in
hover and by as much as 4.0% at high collec'Cives. In forward
flight at 90 J.r'.nots the increase is 1.5% at 425 rpm and 4,.5% at
335 rpm. This increase "las anticipated f:Y:'om results of r.he
C-90 progrwa analysis.
The total control system sprir.g:-ate lias reduced to 89% of
ti:.e baseline val~e by the installation of axially flexible
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softer. cantLol stiffness produced decreased damping. levels.
At 4:25 rpm 'che baseline and softer conty'ol &tiffm~ss configur-
ation~ showed id~ntical valuch of damping. In forwa.cd
flight, the effect of control system stiffness was small,
with pe."haps a decrease in damping for t.he: softer ccmtxol
t3pr;i.ng conf i.g1!raticm. These result.:s are not cornpatil1le wit.h
the present understandi.ng of the system, and flL.'"thel' analysis
and testing are required to clarify these results.
EimilltI loads J:'esultB were obtained for the soft pi"tch links
and damper strips. This ',o1as attributed to the change in t.he
relaUva stiffn.ess between the fle1weams and the t~)rque tube
load paths. The effect was to produce a different blade pitch
\'
angle for the same control input. This i8 evident: in the
6tea.j~{ and vibr.a.t.ory flap bending moments, and t.he torgue tube
torsion and pitch link load.
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It is felt tllat furtber 1:.est..ing of the BMn/R~rA system in the
Ames 40...hy-80 wind tur.ll'.el is warra....,.t.ed inordor t.o:
o Investigate stability trends ve.t"l>1US airz:pee.d a'.t sp61!t6s
grellter than 90 Imots. St8.bili't7 t~Gting should be per-
formed as thoroughly at 120 Y•.l"'.\ots as it was at 90 knots.
This t:esting would also contribute to theunderG'tanding of
why t'.hc C-90 analysis is appartmt.ly n~t as effective at
high speeds and less effective as collective pitch is
incree:sed.
o Quantify the f.ffec·ts of a softer cont.rcl system stiffness
by test.ing pi.tch links \'lhic-.h reduce t.ne tot",), cont1:-o1
system springrate to 75% and 60% of the baseline value.
'1't~st eacil configuration t.1:l.oroughly in hovel.' aI\d at bCtJi 'So
and 90 knots. It is hoped that this would reduce the dis-
crepancies found in the result,s of. this Bl{.f.R/RTA tes·t.







The capID>ility to determine the effects of
sweep was present: i.n this mmjRTA test, but this configura-
tion was nott~sted due to time constraint!;. Other
possi..ble parameter vclri.ations a.l:e t.he loc<:;.tion of the





o Furthet' study the effecu of excitation C".1Ilpli'tude and
trirpV'alues of cycle pitch on stability, since no
conclusive results we.re found from the limited data
related t(J this problem obtained in the Br·1R/RTA wind
tu.n,'lel test.
c 1:est 'the Elm over a suhs:t.atl.tial rang;,;:)! test condit.ions








The run log for the BM!1 t.c",t at :NMiA-Jl..,m2S is preserl'ted on the
following pi:tg,,;s.
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The following pages contain a compilation of the instr.:unenta-
t.:ion data for the test of the BMR in the Ames: 40-by-80 wind
1::unn.:~l.
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GUmE FOR PRELIMINARY INSTRUMENTATION REQurr~MENTS
Meas ff. Jt(~m Description: Parameter name. number. general description &
location; also include mea.sur.ement 'Dumber if P.:oy (the number should
be unique).
Cat; Category: All parameters must be catagorized in p~iQrity. The
priorities are: b - signal loss - test shut down - signal to be
restored or substituted before test continues; B - signal lOGS
- test mav continue or shut down at option of teDt engine~,r.. -
must be repaired or substituted before restart of test; C··
sig~1~l lObi> - test IiIt\}' contiuue - signal shoul·.oe resLorCQ duo:ing
rlext run break; D - signal loss - test to cout inuc - to be repait'ed
as oportunity becomes available.
Input TSP; Input Twisted Shielded Pair for each measurement frOlll t.,ire list
Refer to the Guide for Planning Investigations :f.n the Am£!5 40- by RO-ft
Wind tunnel for descripti.on of the following acronyms. Put a c,hannel assign-
ment in the appropriate box. On th,~ TeS/liS. DAS. DRS lit OBS select prio:dty
of im;)ortance. ie: 1 '" high priot"ity..... 30 = lOwer priority. On the OCR,
CRO, DP'M, & :flOS select the channel assignment in accordance with your
gl:oupiflg requireUlents.
HS - High Speed Data Acquisition System
TCS - Trap.sducer Conditioning System
DAS - Dynamic Analysis System
DRS Dynzmic Recordi.ng System
EF! - Band Pass Filter
OCR - Visicordet' (Osci 110 graph Recorder)
CRO - Oscilloscope (Cathode Ray Oscilloscope)
OBS - On-Board System
DPM - Digital. Panel meters (eTR - Counter)
S1 - Special Instrumentation Interface
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'curk FOR INSnill£h"IATION PRETEST DATA
~tem Dencriution & Location: Parameter name, number, gener31 location,'
Tr3n~ Tvpe 3 Tr~nsducer Tv~e &Resistnnce: SG - Strain Gage; FreGs -
Pressure; Rec rot - P~si5t~nce Potentiometer; B - Eridgc; A r Accellerometer;
ect ••• ie: 2SG 3 350 - do~blc Htrain Gage bric&c 350 ohc u active legs;
SG Press 120 - 120 ~hm strain gage tyDe pressure tr~nsducer 4 4ctivc legc;
),:SG n 120 - 120 oh!ll strain gage 1 active :.eg; r,t •••
~1 Units. Engineering Units: Lict the engineering unitn which viII be
used during the test for each para~ter, Ie in-los.
Ex V, Exc~tation Voltage: Ranges available; 0-20V & 20-40V. Refer to
Transducer Conditioning System in the Guide for Planning Iovestigati.ons io
the Ames 40- by 80ft ~1nd Tunnel, for further info~tion.
RC K~ I R Cal Resistor value: Resistors av~il~ble are: SDK. 75K. lOOK,
125K, 150K, 20CK, 250K. ex 5DOI~.
!:.!!..c; U 'Er..uiv, En~ineering Units Equi\'-!llencc: Equivalent l~~ad in engineering
units to corresponding R Cal ~esistor.
LcaClMV C;ll, Load per Hill:'vC'lt or Volt CaHbration: The Cdib=ation of
the respective transducer. S~ecify I~W or IV.
Eng U Tare! Erlldnect"ins Units Tnre: Tare load at rest or "parking"
position.
1'05 Si~ Direct, ?ositve Signal Direc~ion~ ?o~itive signal direction
relative to physical di=ect1~~ ~r pararncLer being ~easured•
Filter rrea. Fil~e= Freouencv: The frequency of :he lou pass filter on
:he high speed data ccquisition systec. Frequencies ~vailable are; 1. 10,
3D, 100, 300, n:, 10K, lOOY. H::.
E:,,:oected Si:: Freg. E>:~cl:(,d Si~rti11 Freoucncv: The band uidth of the
~~?ected frequency of each parameter.
Ex~~cted Sig Eng U. ~~~;ed Sign~l,~:r}~~~i~~ The ex?ccted

















D ~, Di~z!"2rn 1:
l~sert a yes or no if
~iring diagram ~f ~elate~ ra~~r.eter should be su~plied.
the diasra:n has ~cc~ :;t:~~ittcc ~:.el is cO::!Dl~te.
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11.3 TABUlATION OF BMlt/RTA AEROELASTIC STP.BILITY 'XEST RESULTS
Table 11.1 is a cm~ilation of a~roelastic stability data for
the BMR/R~rA. The table shows nm numbez:s and correspondfnq
teEt point number if trim data waG taken of the te~t condition
just pric,r to obtaining stabi,lity data. Te13t condi.tionr;. type
for determining stability data are shown. Stability data are
shown in tenns of rotating ;rna fixed system da.mpin; and time to
half amplitude. l'he test configuration is also indicated.
,\
Def'initiol'l.O of config'.1ra,tion, table headings, ~tc. are given a.t






'l'l.BLE 11.1 CmtPtT.Jl.TION OF BHR/R'l'A AEROELASTIC 5'l'AnILITY DATA(~lWE'P 'I 0\:- ·1~U .
! Cl)IIF 1I~ r'~UII TEST POltlT V (1(110T8 > TlIETfl <nEG)
'FtLPHfi . (DEG) RPI'I naWST <LE:) TYPE n:CIT l'lAG r'" (Cf:': COm-tENT_1"\
,OI,'''ZET (HZ) Enl ROT ( ~.~ ~ Ern Fn~ (:.~ ) GAGE D C'I"CLIC
THflLF (SEC) ,
...... ------~ . . . IIU:-
1.. 00 5.00 -1.00 0.00 4.001 INITIAL
,
-10.00 :)50.00 10130.00 1:00 ~~OO.IjO ' HOVER
**k'" 1. 10 4.0~ 1. (\0 0.00: D1\'1'A
r 2.19 .
I ,
: 1.0(1 5.00 5.00 0.00 4.00·
"10.(1) 3~·'~i. Oll 15~0. 00 . 1.00 500.UO I
'-100.(1) 1.20 :3.55 1. 01) 0.01)
"'''':t*
1• 00 5.00, 6.1!0 0.00 4.00
!
_.:,"10. (to ·leO.O(l 1790.00 1.00 500.00
**** 1.80 3 .......~ 1.00 0.00I ..:.,;)
1. 7';1
1. on 5.00 0.00 0.(11) '4.00
-10.00 425.00 1985.00 1. 00 500.00
it*"* 1• Ol1
.~ 15 1.00 O.O~......
.., ,-;..=,
'- ..... '-1
1.00 5.00 9.00 0.00 4.00
.. .-to.OO ·llS.00 1870.00 1. 00 500.00
**** I).no 1 ('\") 1.00 0.00."':'':''-
2.87 .
1.00 5.00 11.01} O. (10 4.00
-10.00 ·136.01.:1 2060.00 1.00 500.00
***4 1. :30 ~~. 64 1.00 O.ll(i·




.. . .. ." _-_... .. __.._ __ _..:. ._ ::':'::..: ::"::::'=:::::'_C~=: .=c._=-.':;:' •.";,;,,,-,,~,,,__;,,,,..J
eTABLE II.I COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
._..._..__.._.Sa£r'P-_n_,_}l i l _ -w__ ' L = ":.-_ -- _-
COtlFI_ RUII TEST POIt.IT V (i(tlOTS) THE"rR ¢I-,EG_!-I
.. ,JC.T_ J CO_tI,IEN_:ILPIhl<DEG_ RPIi THRUST _:LB) TYPI:EXCIT l'lflGE.'.:
OlilHRLFZET,,".'-,E{,_'IIZ>":Elfl I<01" (.'.) E iR FI)_ (.'_> GAGE D CY,_.LI ,£ i I
/=- --- i s J" • ..... ="_- • , J i / n._.lmm4m_.._. _ •
1,00 6.00 2,O0 0.00 4,00'I-
-10.00 350.00 1550.00 1.00 5,30.0B_ _
4.63 1.40 5.15 1.00 0.09 '
I "' ",
I.0_3 6.00 5.00 O,80 6.OO
-I O. O0 350. _j,-t 3275. O0 I. 8.0 500. UO
4.75 2.60 9.19 l.OO 0.00
"4l.J
I. O0 6.O0 6.O0 0.O0 4.00
-I0. O0 350. O0 ":'_'.'..45. O0 3.00 125.00
4.50 2.60 9.57 I.0O 0.00
0,92
• l. OO 6. O0 7. O0 O,O0 4. O0
-10.O0 :'_50.O0 1605.O0 3. O0 125.O0
,I.6:3 i. :i',0 6.63 I. O0 O. O0
I.:3,1
1.00 6.00 9.00 0.00 2.00
-IO.O0 " ':"o4._.00 850,00 3.0O 125,00
4.,53 0.90 :3.49 I.O0 O.O0
2,65
1.O0 6. OCt 9. O0 O.L.30 :,?.=._0
- I0. O0 ,_,1:. nO 85_'_.e.O t O0 500. O0
,;. 63' i. i 6 4.50 I. 00 O. _30
_ ,, _-'.h_. ..........
;
!
TABLE 11.i COMPILATION "OF DIIR/RTA AEROELASTTC STABILITY DATA
(SIIEET,3 OF 33) ..........-- i ...
COIIFIG i::l.ltl TEST I:'OIItT V (KllOiS) TIiETA (DEG)
BLF'ttfi ([_EG) RPH TIlP.US'T <LB) TYPE EXCIT 1,11RGEX (CT) COM_IEN'{'
,)I'1 ZET (I-(..-') ETR POT ('..') Elt1 l:I_l (.'-.') GAGE D CYCLIC
TtlFILF (SEC)
|.l[1_J %-.00 |I%0_I_I I').09 0080
-1.8.On 350.00 3!5.00 Z:.00 _
4 "5 0._d:O o."20 1.00 O.O0
2.95
1 00 6.00 16 OO 0.00 0 00 • 1m e m
-- oI..0_ I O0 500,001.8.O0 350.O0 " '-. •
4.63 0.5n_ _,"Oo l.OO "O.O0
u_ 4.7'3
"4
•_ I.O_'__ 7.0_-_ 3,00 9.00 o."O0
- " _ o, o5. 3.0010,00 3,5,nO "" :' " O0 125,80
4.50 _."'_o,' 7.9,t I.00 0.O0
O.8'I
!.0_'_ 7.O0 4.00 0.00 6.00
-I0 O0 _':=00 _v"5• o,o. . ..... O0 3.90 125.00
,I75 2.49 ;',12 1.00 8.09
O. 90
!,90 ?,O0 ,I, 09 9.00 6.00
", 4.,. O0 o. GOI t').09 37B. O0 _ _" 50pl. 90
4.75 2.3'I 6.69 I.00 O. 00
1,02 '
1,00 ?.OO .I,O0 9.00 6.00 '
_._4.,. O_Z, 2.00 509. O0
-10.00 :':75.90 ' -"_ "




TABLE II.i COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
(SIIEET4 OF 33)
J • . m
C0tlFIG PUll lEST POIItT V (I<ttOT$) THETQ <DEG)]
FtL.PHI=t(DE6) F.:F'I'1 THRUST 4LB) TYPE E;.-',C,IT HAG E,'.' (CT) cO_.I_.NT
t-I.! ZE[ (HZ) ETA ROT ('"',,.. ETt:t FIX ,,,;., GAGE D CYCLIC
THP,LF Z'.:',EC) I
1.00 7.OU 2.08 O. Oi_ ,1.O0
,%. ,_,
-I0.0O 37.5.00 1.:.45.00 2.El0 490.00
4.75 I.8":' 5.38 I.00 O.0Oi
I.38 "
1. (,3 8. O0 4.80 (1. rdO 11 • 08 :
- IO.O0 400.00 a-217.O0 • 2.klO 300.O0
4.50 '1.50 I0.II l.O0 O.OO
0.53tn
..J
_" 1.00 8.00 o._OO O.O0 lO.OO
- 5_._. O0 2,80 350.00I0.O0 ,100,O0 ""t
4.6:3 'I. 30 9.7'9 I,00 O. OO
.,.. 0.55
1.00 8.00 2.O0 O.O0 8.OO
-10.00 400.00 ,1425.00 2;0-8. 175.O_
4.,"5 2.90 6.80 I•80 0.00
, 0.,91
1.00 8. _:_0 5. O0 O. O0 6. O0
- I0.O0 , ,Ino.OL-I :9090,LI<I 2.'O0 200.O0
4.75 2.00 5.55 1.00 O,bO
1.02
I.O0 8.O0 8,O0 0.O0 Ik].O0
- IO.O0 '125.O0 6306,O0 ,..'_"£10 250.OrJ
.-14.7_ 5,20 Is':.o5 I.O0 O.O0
n.45
I
TABLE ii.I COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
ISIIEET5 O1"33} ..........
'" C'Jii'FIG' P.UII lEST F'OIIIT V (.L"I.IOTS) THETA (l',EG)i
AI-F'I!_I(BEG) RF'Ii TIIF.:UST(LE:) TYPE.E,'.'CIT I'IAGEX (C[:, COMMENT
,3HPET (IIZ) F-TR ROT <'._) ETR FIX ('._) GRGE O CYCLIC
TH_SLF <SEC>
• " I
1.O0 8•O0 9. OCt O•00 :_•00. "
- i0•00 425.C'0 479.':I•0O 2.O0 275.00'
4•75 3.20 6.5,1 I•60 O•O0
0.72
l•OO 8•nO 11.OO 0.0O 11•OO
.'% ,
-I0.O0 414• 00 6901.0t} 2.£_0 -.-50.00
,I • ?5 6• 2,-1 [ 2.8'9 1. L_O O. O0
O.3.::
-4
I•00 8.00 I_•"00 0•08 ,10•00
.: -!0.00 .I5•00 57:-:0.00 2•00 .'-'00.00
**** 4•30 '9.01 1.00 0.O0-
O•55
.; I•00 8• 0O 13.0O 0.O0 8.00l
- 10.00 'I15•00 ,I500.O0 2.£10 200.00
' 4,75 '_, • _.•60 5•60 l.OO O.OO
' O."_0
I•00 8.00 14.O0 0.00 7•00
-1O•0_'I 415.00 3995.00 2•00 150.00
4..-'-5 '-_7't_ 6 00 1 00 0.00
fl O. ':'_
I.00 12.00 2, 00 0.00 eT.IONoNz_'R° CY.CLIC
i -I0.00 _,::?'5.00• 2F?'5.00 _._"O0 300.00 . TRIM






TABLE ii.I COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
(SIIEET 6 OF 33)
COIIFIG RUII TEST POINT V (KHOTS> IIlETI_(BEG)
BLPIIA (BEG> F:F'H TIIRUST ('LB) TYPE EXCIT FIAGEX .L.T) COMME_IT
. OI'IZET (FIE> .ETflROT <'/.) ETr! FIX ('-:) GAGE D CYCLIC ....
THALF <SEC)
,m m im m
I•00 12•O0 5•O0 0•00 8.10
-IO.00 :.:7.5.O0 3700.00 2•O0 300•O0
' 4..--'_'., 3 •'_.._ IO•90 I•_'0 O.O0
0.61
I•00 12..00 5•O0 0•O0 8•00
..-I0•00 375•00 3700•O0 '2•00 300.O0
**** 'l•16 II.50 ,."'.130 0.00 "P
i O._"o'I I
-.3 I•O0 12•O0 5•O0 O,O0 4 •20
i -IO•O0 375. ,'10 1925.00 2.O0 250•O0
4•75 - I.'17 "1,33 I•O0 O.O0
I•61
I•O0 12.O0 6.O0 0•O0 'l.2_
-i0,O0 375.O0 I'725,O0 2,O0 250. O0
• ,.., I. 44 ,I. 24 ";' 80 A, O0
I.6.1
1.00 12.00 :3.00 0.00 I0.30
-I0.O0 4"05.00 5755.00 2.00 250.00 .
4.63 4.67 I0, '29 1.00 O. O0
0.51
I.O0 . 12.O0 9.O0 O.O0 P..30 .
-I0.00. .106.O0 4-i15.O0 2,O0 350.O0
4. _;: 4.2_; 9. c-O I. O0 O. 08
,.- ¢1:.,_,,% ......
TABLE ii.i COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
• , .... (SIIRP,T 7_OF 33) . ,
g
CONFIG F:UH TEST POINT './<KHOTS) THETQ (DEC,)
flLPFIQ(DEG> RPH TIIRUST (LB) TYPE EXCIT HAG EX (CT) CO_S_IENTS
rill.ZET (|IZ>. ETQ ROT (,'.) -ETQ F!"..;(':> GQGE D CYCLIC !
THEILF(SEt>
• - ' .... , , • , , , , , • aJ_U_ ---
1.00 12.00 10.00 0.0£1 G.3£,
-1O.OO 404._10 o.'l_.OO 2.0O 308.00
4._=,"- 2.t,"_ 4.7,1 I.00 0.0O;
1.16
1.00 12.00 **** O.O0 4.00
•"% ,_
-10.00 405.00 _*** --._0 300.00
4,75 . 1 • ,13 3.4-1 1. OO O. O0
I.G2
•r_ 1.00 12.00 I1.00 0.00 I0.00
• .-I0.00 425,O0 G290, O0 2,00 200,00 II
•*** 5.b:-" II.19 1.00 0.80
0.4".2
%,
1.00 1"2, O0 12.90 0.00 8.20 ]
-tO.Q0 424.00 ,1775_00 2.00 258.00 " I'*
•*** G.50 13.31 l.O0 0.00
0.36
1,00 12.00 12,00 0,00 8,20
. :.10.00 ,124O!1 -'"" ,.,• ,1,_.,.O0 "._O0 250.00-
•*** 2.9,; 6.0G I.00 O.0O
' 0.78
l. OO 12,00 I3.00 0,00 0,30
-it,.00 4"5
- . O0 3615. O0 2. O0 250. O0




TABLE ll.i COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
!
C6;iFIG "" " IG_,r_ rEST POIIIT %,'_'KIIOT£) TIIETI_I (DEG)!'
IILPFIR (BEG) F'F'I.I THI_LIST <L13) TYPE E,'-(CIT HflG EX (CT) COMMENT
All--".El,:.'IlZ) EI'I'IROT ,,%) ETIiFIF (.'..:;) GRGE D CYCLIC
"f|IRLF(SEC)
i ii l__ i
1.00 12.00 14.00 0.00 I0.10
- 10. O0 410. 00 L;605. On_ ,_._-00 ._..'_"_.00
**** 4.53 9.7.t 1.00 0.00
0,t;2
[ 1.o0 12.o0 15. oo 0.00 8. :30
" -10.n0 410.00 ,'=_'A.... . t-,-"_.00 ".:'.00 400.00




,0 I.00 12.00 16;00 O.00 6.30
• -I0.00 410, q') 3380.00 2.00 350.00
**** 2. 1"_ 4. _"_o." 1•00 0.00
' 1.09
1 ..A0 12.00 ',,." 0A. 0.0_!. 4. :30
-10.00 410.0A 2180.00 2.00 30t). 00
4.75 1.47 3. '12 1.00 O. 00
1.57
I. 00 Io.'-'AO_ :.."00 O. 00 6.50
, .. -10. O0 .100.00 29_6.00 ,::.00 175.00
**** 1.76 4..21 1.00 0.00
I.3:3
I.00 1:3.O0 3, 00 0.00 ,IL 60
-10.00 "'-_, __ . '.:,..9.6A 20 ;_._'_0 3.00 150.00








'l'ADLE 11.1 CmtPlLATION OF DHR/R'rA AEROEI,AS'l'IC STAAILITYDATA
(5ImE'l' 9 OF 33),
- ".
COI!FIG '-!.' F:UII TEST F'OIIIT V (1(IIiJ'!::;) THETA (DEG)
ALF'HI1 ({lEG) RF'/'t THRUST (un T't'PE n:CIT 1'1 fiG E::.:: (cn COHr1ENT
01'1 ZET (HZ) ETA ROT O~) EfA F J::~ (:.~ ) GflGE II C'tCLIC
HIALF ( ~:;E(:)
1.00 13.(11) 4.00 0.00 6.40
"10.00 416.00 3230.00 3.00 :50.0n
'Jr*** 2.I)'j 4.5? 1.00 0.00
.
1. 11
1.00 13.00 5.00 0.00 4.60
-to.OO 415,00 2161.00 3.00 150.00
4~88 1.54 :3.47 1. (10 0.00
I
1• :;,f!
1.00 13.00 6.00 0.00 10.5(1:
-10.00 420.00 6(146.00 3. (10 125.00·
**** 3.60 ;.... :30 1. 00 0.00'
0.65 .
1.00 13.[10 7.00 0.00 :3.40
,...:-10. 00 420.00 .;601.00 3.0u 150.00
****
"'1 '-1-' 6. E:2 1.00 0.00
.;.,..::. (
0.71
1.00 13.00 8.00 0.00 6.50
-10.00 4'21.00 5755.00 3.00 150.00.
**** 2.22 4 7'::- 1.00 0.00.. -
. 1.04 .
1. no 13.00 -100.(10 0.00 4i.orl
-to. (10 420.00 -100.00 :3.00 150.1)0



























-" TABLE Ii.I COMPILATION OF BMR/RTA AERO'ELASTIC STABILITY DATA(SIIEET10 OF 33)
iJ ii
..... . .. . . • r
COHFIG PUll TEST POIIIT V (I<I.IJT.,) THEYA (BEG) _ .... '_
EIL.F'IhJ(Br-c,) PF'I'I TI_RI.IST<LB). T",'PEXCIT HAG £X (CT) COMMENT "..'_
0I'1 ZET <ItZ) E[t't F'_'_T(}') ErA FIX ('.,) _EAGE B CYCLIC ;_
TEIALF(SEt> ' ;
I.00 1:3.00 9.£10 0.00 ,I. 50
-I0.00 425.00 22e.I.O0 3.@O 125.88
4.88 1• .t2 3.0:3 1. O0 8. <10 :
1.61 --
1.03 13._0 10. O0 0.00 10.30
-1,3. _J:j ,t00. O_J 52.':-:1.00 9. O0 150. O0
•*** 6.2.5 1,I. 17 1.00 0.00
•-- 21
U, 0..::_ ;
s OO : I
! _" l.O0 13.O0 II.08 £I.00 8.48 ,
- 10. O0 399. O0 ....._;4.:_. I.O0 S. O0 IbO. O0
4.6:3 " . 3.94 9, 24 1.0_1 0.00
o. 60 " -';
1. nO 14. O0 6. O0 90. O0 :9. ,98
-6. O0 't2,t. O0 6474. O0 3. O0 1 ,:... 00...-,._,
_._..,7 7.46 1. O0 O. O0
O. _:3
1. O0 14. O0 7. O0 89. FO F. 91_.1
-6.00 ,126. O0 L,="_=.:,....,. O_J o". O0 150.00
,1.75 3.37 6. :96 I. O0 0.00
0.69
1.00 1,1.00 8.00 89.80 S. 90
-6. O0 424. O0 ,t:';60. O0 :':. O0 150. O0





TABLE ii.I COMPILATION OV BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
.. f.qll_V.T11 NI,"_I) ........................
:. COtlFTG RUII TEST POTIIT :/ <I.',IIOTS:'TIIEi"fi.'DE.r,)J
. *'"|'"IiLF'II_I(bEG) RPI'I TIIF'UST_'LB) TYPE E..,_.TT I'IFIGEX <CT) COMMENT
~ 'm'*1:.. :HIZET (IlZ) EFflROF <.'...)ETR FIX (.,.;, GIIGE I)CYCLIC
•, FHhLF (SEC)
l.O0 I,I.00 9.O0 90,00 4,00
-6. O0 ,12,t. 00 2'970, O0 3. O0 150.08
•*** 1.33 2.:::O i.08 O.00
I•72
' !,00 I'I.O0 10.O0 90.00 2,90
-iG.00 ' =4.00 2095.00 3.00 1°=,.o.O0
• *** 1,05 2, :30 1.00 O.O0
2,16
CO
l.O0 1,I.tJO II.O0 90. I0 6. IO •
-8.O0 4"-_,I.O0 39,12. O0 3. O0 125. O0
•,_** 2.19 4.61 " l.O0 0,00
1.05
1.00 I,I,00 12.O0 89.50 4,00
-8.00 425.n0_ _,'_::_- ._,00 3.00 ,,-_*_'_.00
'I.-.o 2.56 I.O0 O.O0,o. I.1'9
_'_, 1.9 ?
I I.O0 15.O0 2.O0 90.30 9. I0
b.".'-"o.. .'..O O0/ . -:9.O0 '12_,00 ......'' nO 2.00 "._ ,
d
/ \ **** 3.73 7.4;3 I.60 0000
..... 13.f,:.-2
I. O0 15. O0 :3. O0 90.20 ,9. 10
• "."_ " "_r:'llOhl
-_, _'I ,I..-,.I:11"I .5,158 [I_1 h'.O0 .J- wr * • ..... 4 -
l **** 2.97 "" 6,06 1.00 0.00
/
• -. .................................. ".. 7.. .'. _ .1. ::.:':.:L:',C'.-..:'; .:. _:.:C'..,i; . -:".;.:. ................... :
.J_
TABI,E 11.1 CO._|PILATIOt!OF BIIR/RTA AEROELASTXC STABILITY DATA
_.. U_ur.'f'T !_ fly _'I) ....., -- ....
COIIFi'G [:'tr!_"" l[.'":T I:'U[tlT 'v' ,!.IIO['D. _ "IHETil r[fEG> I
IILF'I{I'I ,_[tEt._ l:'['!l TIH-I.'.:.T ,'LF:, T','I'E E:.:t IT IIFIG E:: .'rE, i COMItEI'IT"Jri:,l.l ZET (IIZ) Elf# F:,.'IT ,..t., Elfl F[>; q'.:' GI-IGE !i f,_L I,];
TIIflLF ,":E.Et]"
I. ('0 15. '-'¢1 .I, O0 09.90 3,20
-d. 01-1 ,125. O0 17, .'.. 00 2.00 200.00
*" ** O. ;:2 I. 7;3 I. 00 0.00
I.00 15.n0 , 6.00 59. _0 g.00
-6.00' .I 25. OH 629€, 00 2. O0 150, ljO
-" " ', * _,* 3. :'0 Z. ;'6 I. 00 O. 0O
0.,31
m 1 00 15. I',0 ::;. C,'I 5 ':_. _:¢t _. l 0
-6.00 .I/5.00 4046.00 2.0'3 250. tl0
**_* "_.,}',I ,l 6q i m-i 0.00,:.. • . • . .
I .03
! . laI_i ! 5.0 0 .'4. l'.i0 5 9. ?0 4. 10
t*** 1. '.':I 2.'.,'31 1.01) 0,00
I • ?4
I. t31J 15. (fit 10, Lltt 5'), 80 _• 1.0
• --_, i;]ll_l '|,_.'5 * I'Jl*l ,'_ | _1 I'I I.'I "2,00 _,_5, I!0
"',, III #I-il- 0 • ';"'| 2 . 05 I , 0171 O. I'1:3
2. ,12
I ! _O0 15. _i_ 1 1. O!t 59.5ti 9.10
• -_l, l'li'l 4 ." ..). lil.i _ ,,.., llO .-". 01_I | _i'_. 00




TABLE ii,I COtlPILA'I'TO_;OF II_III/RTAAEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
" _E P "_ .
r.r,llFlG PI.II! iE-;T POitlr v ¢t:!1o[5) T!IETA ,.0El;)
IiLF'IlFI (I]EG) I;:t-'/I TIlPI_IST (t[:i) T','F'E i_.;.:CIT I'IFtGE;-'_(CT) COl@lENT
0II ZET (HZ) ETFI P.l'iT (:.) ETIt FIX (:.;_ GFIC,E r! C','CLII_."
T}ll'll.F (DE'(:>
59. _,.i ' 10I . 1-10 I _]. 'JO [ 2. I"tl=l_ . - ,;P •
-_. 00 .125. AU 5'_:-:8,00 2.00 ! 50.00
,,_k 3.2U :;. 53 l.O0 0.00
0.Z3
1,00 15, On 13, 00 59.70 6,20 i
"'= .,U._,.... .:.UI1 350. !)O. -A.00 ,I..'..00 4= "'-'¢u3 ""
***_ ,.._'_JI ,1.20 I .00 8:_.Oft
1.1.5
tl'l
co . ,t. lO
._. I, I'i0 15.00 14 0(I 59,70 :_
-8. O0 ,I76. O0 30(,.3. O0 2. O0 30*;).O0 _
**'_ 1. ?2 2, _1 I, O0 0,00
1.87 . '
1.00 15.0:.1 15.On 60.10 3.10
• . 2 ,=,_ 013 225.00 ;
-;::. OU ,I _.,.. I"|,| . Y. O0
-lO0.n,_ O.'_ i 87 licJO O.dO° _ . ,=, o . i,
2.6.1 :
i
I .00 16.'>0 ,I. O0 1.=3.On 8.20
-_.OO ,12.5.Ou ,1.._,_--.'-'"" r,;_. ..: O0 15n.On. _ :
,__ • 2. it I ,I. bO 1. O0 O. O0
I . 135
.o0 h;.00 5.,;o I2o. 0o _.2o
-6.O0 ,I.:...:'L,.UU S501:. O0 2.01) 17:_. nO
*_*_ I..,'"-" -'." ".4Z I. O0 O.O0
I -4
. - _-- - ' LI I _ • II II &i -- i ml__ - . • j
• i ' I
l
.................. .,. -,....--. -:----.?..,.- -:..-.:--.--.---y.................................... ]
I
TABLE II.I COHPILATION OF BIIR,'P,TA AEIIOI:LASTICSTABILITY DATA
(SI[EET 14 OF 33]
• i , ,_
r,Olll'IG PUll IE:,,I" POIIIT V tKIIOTS} TIIETI1 _DEG)
IiL['IIR 'DEG_ PI'II TIIPLIST ,LE:_ TYF'E r..:,'.CIT liRf;. E;'..l;T;, COI'_,IF_IIT
01'1]l'r ,Ft3_ E]I:I PO[ Kf..o Ell} FI:'_ '.'.%., GRGE [I e_',',]i,le]
IIIIILF ,,SEC
I. O0 Ig.O_1 • _. O0 119. ?0 4.20
-6. _lU ,125, nO 195:3, O0 2. O0 150, O0
• *_'* O.:',tl I. 93 !. O0 O. On
2.54
I. O0 I G. _.,_I 7.O0 120 • O0 :_..30
-:]. nn .125. Oi] 423g,,. 0(I 2. Og 175. O0
T **** 2..3_ 4.8,1 I • O_I O. O0
0.9_;
O_
,_ I. O0 16. UO _. O0 I ! 9.70 6.20
-:;;. _0 ,I.:5, UO 2:_26. O0 2. _ 175. O0
• *** I 2"1 2. ='"• .,:' 1•rj0 0.00
I. 00 l_;.00 '?. O0 I I ?._0 5.20
-'.3. no ,I _4. (,I 21 ,.-:!. O0 2. _0 150.0¢
,_*** I. 13 _:. 41 I .00 O. O0
c.03
1.00 I 7. nt'_ 3.OU 127:20 8. I0
- 1V, O0 .I."';. i,I '::2;'?. O0 Z, O0 200. O0
.I. 75 ,...:':?0 I . -19 I . Ot__ 0.00
1.05
I. O0 17. On ***i, 143.00 '_.00
- I n. (I0 ,I-5. O0 e,, ,, 2• O0 200. O0
•I.7_._ 2. ::'9 .I._.? I.00 O.O0
1.02
TAI!I.E 11.1 COFIPII,ATION OF t:III!I!IITA AEROEI,AIITIC S'I'AIIII,I'f7 I)/_?A
("[J"-_ _--3-%1 .......... ---
COl!Eli] I.'1_tll ll_'TT pi:lllil %#(!lli:ilS? IlII:TI't (lil_:i]_
!'lLPtll't /[IEI._) F'F'I'I ]IIPI.ISI ,LB., TYPE E;ll:ll IltiG El,' ,'l::F) COItI.IENT
".iN Zkl _.i1:';, E.lfl POI _..'.;i ,_:l'il r:l',.', (_,) i]fll__[ [i (','i.l.ll:
lllflLF(SE_:.,
I. J.'_. ... I 1'. n¢l 4. rio l 4 7,40 .-.".I 0
,i...,, I:llj _.,l,_:'_, fill -:', 00 I 7r_, l'10
•l, p.i.; '"U, I.l_l 'l, l 1_, I • 0i. 1 O, OCl
1,I _,.l
I, 0_'_ I ?. OC_ .5. O0 143.30 7'. 1;)
- l 0, l.-10 -I._.t. (tO | '7'! 7, {I1_ 2 • 01) | hi'.I • fJO
,:,,:,o | • . .J . .
l. L;I
Ch I ,bI'.il:l 1 .:_, O0 _. I_ll.'l 1 _l'l, l 0 i I11.O0
-I I'i, i-ill -t 25. I IIJ .3;_,._°7. i_'i!! 2. Ol_'l I 5!;t. I)l.'l
4 * 7'$ _._."|13 "1• '_l,l ! , Ol:i I.'1, I:ll'l
O.9,1
I • (.iO I 8, I."II'.I _. I_'ilJ l "l'3,_1"1 I I • -31.I
"' i .7.. I'll) "125, l'ii'l _I;*,:;i.'l, 0i] -1.00 ] Ol."1• (10
,I. 7"_;, 2.4_ .1. ,?,0 I, 00 O. O0
i • 01"i lO, t'il! ,I, 01_t I '1 .:I, .ll') I I.'i..':.]l.'l
- 1 2 • i',i]l ,t ,_'_i. rio 3i_'1_' | . OI.I "D .'1_0 | _tl_i. |Lil_l
4.7":5 2.7".,_ '.,, .:':;./ I • t3¢1 O. 03
0. _:
I , ('tl;1 l l:':, Oil 3, IJt'j 14 _, .**.tl _'!, '_0
- l _' • Ill:i ,I;7:.1• UO 2.1-t5, f.lfJ ':I, Oil 10t'i, Itill
l .| ;"i _,1"1 ! ,|,1"1_ I OII I.i 1.Ii't




TABI,E].I,I COHPILATION OF I]HR/RTA AEROF.LASTIC STABILITY DATA
(S.EV.T]6 Qr,13)
COtlFIG l_llll F["-;F POIII[ V ,'KIlOTS) THETI't (TIEG_
ALPHA ,[DEi':., F.I-'H ' TIH.'.:I..I.'7.T,'LB.) "I','FE E}.'iIT HAG E:.; ,,.T, COIIHENT.
i:,11_ET ,.H.') ETll [::=-iF*:.) EIt'I FI:: ,.:") ,':IIGE TJI",'.r'i. iC
"I'IIFtLF ('5EL""J
-_ , J i.
• "_ 80 '*. 10
-" l. nO 19 • O0 18. O0 ,-.. •
; 3.n0 150,O0
--6,1".11:1" -'"" O0 36.14 ntj
4,3;8 3.,17 I 3,41 1,00 O.nO
0.72
I .00 lg.=;J._ 14, O0 90.10 7.90
--6. I Jl't .3:':5.0|.J ."31 "| '11 IJ_l 3. O_ 1 21_1_"1. O0
•l. 50 2.9.t I 1,67 I .00 0.00
0,:_:.1
03
, -.1 l. OO I '_, O0 19. OU 8",. 80 6. O0
-,o_, O0 :3.00 "00.00
' -_, I-J(I ."...:'::r_• 01"t .... 4, --
_: .l, 50 :-. 29 '?. 49 1. O0 0. UO
1.07
: [. O0 | 9, (.11-1 ._90, I'lO 90 • O0 4, O0
_,..It-" ""7"I . .?"6. O0 ., :..,. t=O 1.1, : . O0 3. O0 1?.5. On
4.6"3 :.d.:3 5.55 I,O0 0..O0 1
1. '_',It
I • I:ltl | 9 • I_ll} 2 I , (10 _.:9 • f"O 2, O0
-6. Oct 3.:_3. O0 615, O0 .'_.O0 l O0. UO
4. ,.:": O. :';9 .I.05 1. O0 O. O0
2.71
1 On Iq.(tO tg. O0 90.00 .8.ttO
-:;{. 13i:l .'.-r.;t;, I'll_ 2 *'::'-:'.';• O0 _. O0 160, _tO
•l '_t.t 2. :32 I I. 17 I • O0 O. O0
i
TABLE 11.I CO_IPlIoATIOtlOF 8HI_/RTA AEIIOEI.ASTICSTABILITY DATA
UJI{_:[:T17 OF _3}
f..OllFlfi F'Itll TE'_3TFq-_IIIT -:1 _}'|IOT$._ THETfl ([q.G)
flLPlfft (I_r.t;; I.:FH TIIPIIST ,_1_1!:) T'¢i'F E;:r.ll HflG E:.l <I.:T;
0H :.'ET ,'tlZ) Eft3 Pot ,",;, ElI! F[:: ,::J 6r',6E D CYCLIC COl@lENT
TItflLF (:.,E(,
1• flO 19. OU 22. O(t 90. :30 e:. O0
-8. ,.-,r, I_5. or, !_,.I3. Oo 3. Oo ! _:':.O0
4.63 1 .;:'4_, -. •..°3 1.00 O•t'O
1.30
I. O0 19. On 23 • O0 ,99 • 90 .1. O0
" O0 _ "._"On I 162. O0 3. On 100. O0
4. ,53 I. 2:3 5.3,1 1. Of_ O. O0
I • o" €".
1. O0 19.,_0 >.I. O0 69.60 2"•VO
-8. J}n _;.:5. vn 1..... nn _ • O0 100.O0
4. _; O. 71 :3• 23, I. O0 0.00
" 39j' •
1. O0 20. vO _:•O0 89 • 80 1eL 10
-d.00 .1_a0.nr_ ,_075.00 3.00 I,'.'5.nO
: .I.6 _: 4.5," In. '39 !. O0 O. O0
1• uO 20. :30 .1. O0 89.8_J 8• O0
- " k_0 .tVO. O0 4;.__,0. k_U " ,,_. ._.OO ! 25. n_rt
4. _,'_ 3. ,-.."'" ?. ,_.:4.. l . O0 O.O0
0.72
I J'l_ 2(1•nfa % f10 "" 70 _, _i_
-6.Uh. .lO0._,__.• _"",n.,.,. . .i'_O. _,00 ,o,-_...,._!0 i
_- 4. :'_ 1. '"":.... .;. 53 I• O0 O. uO
1.2,!






, , i ,|
l?OllFl<, FUll TE:'.ll"t'llll[. '.'..(I.'.II01'-_,11"1[1'11"['EG'_
!ILI;1'11"I,_}i[-f;_ I.I'II I'II!.'II'...1'L ["' "I','PEI.;:I;T Hill;!;1_,t"I) CO}!/4P.HT
011 .'ET ,'II-", .E]IIF'nl ,:......., l'illlFI>'.,"., i;_,},.S[ .[, ,;',','I!.i;
T}I._II.F(".F.J->
I.On 2;;I.,.,.t 6.nO _:'..',._0 4.i,0
-,_.,;.3 .Io¢I.,1.} 22'5:5.0,I _.00 125.vO
•1 ...." ! !,_ . O. K_O.. :'. :';:.': I ¢.1_
2, tit|;l
I.nO 20.r,'1 7.00 8".9,) ?.00
" . ...... !_.,. no-,:.. L.'_ " 'Jg. nfl :::;,ti. tni 3. OLI "_'_




'_ I.lilt 20. -0 :':.c'u-1 qO. 70 I').Ii;
" . ..... 1,..,. ,10-_'3.OL.I 4013._'I1"_ L_6,I:::._'.t "::.¢:0 _':
4. ,.._ ..".1,.:' ,..".01 1.0 ,'_. 0.00.
0,_._
-8. ,tO .I00.k:" .I3.1..OU 5.O0 _"
•I."",., 2.';'_., 6.n5.... I.00 o.n0
I. VO 20.0_] I t_. _.,t . !_O.O0 _. _.lL_
-.'-;. _,2_ ,I,_0.00 _U"7. uO .3.O0 12"5;.V0
•I./5 1. ,..-' S. 91 I. O0 0. O0
I..I.;
I.nO :',.n_t !I.O0 _€'.:, ",:_ 4.0,I
--:.':,I)I[I ,IIII;I.I.II[I I 7,:-'__ • l:ll._' _,,l[:l.'; } 25. 1i0
,t, ;",:; i. 0.'; " ,.:_': 1 0_I n. I_O
, €._a . • - -
,-:. 15
•TABLE II.I C(24PI[d_TIONOF BMR/HTA AEROF.LASTIC STABILITY DATA
(StlEE'P19 OF 33)
COIIF],', PUll TIST POIIIT '.!(1<II015; TIIETA (1"16)
FILPilA(l'fEG) I_'I-'H 'IIII_'U':;T,iLE:i TYPE E.:'.CIT I'IAGE:.:(L'T) CON!.IENT
OM ZET (lf/>" ETfIRO[ _.:_) ElM FIX (:.> t:FIf;£ iJC'ir..I.IC"
IilALF(SEC)
.L m ___ , ,t ' I '
I. On 2.0. O0 12. O0 '-JO.UO 2. O0
-:3.fro 9?9.(10 3,1,'.0h 3.0U 125.00
4.75 0.7.1 I. 90 1.00 0.0O
,.It I
1.00 21.O0 19.O0 0.00 I0.00
-I0.It0..... 'l::-,:'.¢ 0 :',0_:6.|:.I :'3.00 l_.,o,:._.'v
4.6:: 4. .._':., :"..L,_.. 1".O0 O. O0
0.51
_n
0 1 • O0 2 1 • 01:! 21._1. I[I0 O, (lO _.., O0
- 10. O0 .t:::9. O0 497,;, O0 :3. O_'l 125. On
4 75 "• .,.61 6.92 I.0,:I O.00
O.6,1
1.0U 7-'I.0U 21,I.'11) 0.0t! 6.f10 ,CYCLIC :
-I0.00 :?.75.O0 261_..00 Z.U0 250.['0 I TRIN
4•g_ 2. If_ 6.2:3 I.00 1..¢t0 VAR.
I .09 '
I._.-_._ 21. O0 .-.-"% O_-i. 13. O0 6.nO
-10.00 3;'6.(10 25?0.00 2._11: 250.I:,0
4._:9. 2."_/ 7.86 l .On 2.nn.
0, :;:6
I hi: _l.u0 22 On 0.0_', _:.I0
-10.K_U :975.u0 2510.00 2.srl 25_t.00
4.fi?. ,.."20 6..._':'._. 1. _,0 3.0U
1.0:3
TAB[,I_ I].I COMPII.ArI'IONOF BIIR/RTA AEI{OELAS'I'ICSTABILITY DATA
(:;IIF:I:T 20 OF 33) ___ i
J':OIlI--IC, F'IIII TE':',[F'OIIIT ',,,' (I:IlO[.S"J TIIEI'll(lJi-.'._ i
ALF'Ilil(DEG) F:F'II TIII<'U51(l_lJ) "[','['EE:.-:t':IFI'IilGEX ;";I",| COB)IENTS
011 ZEI ,'HZ) ET_I RO[ ('.> Ell1 FI': (.:;) CI'IGE D CYf.:-I, [
TIIALF ($Ei_) !
I.00 21 •DO ='.I.00 0, t't0 15.00 CYCLIC
-" l 0 • i3L'J :."::"_.,. [t(J . d.":.-'."'t"...,• LI_-! ._.. Ot_ _:51:! • O0 TIIIM
4. _::: 1. 'i'"-" 5..19 I • 0t3 4 .'00 VAR.
I. 2.t
i.O0 .?l. ,,t'l 1"*1 0. Ot[, 6. t']ti EXCIT.
-ILt.00 _:_'5.IIO ***" 2.0z) •50. U0 AMPLITUDE
:";" 6. ,19 !.0Ct A.n¢,t4._", _ .., VAR.
I.05
F-, I. O0 21. r_o **** O. 0,3 _. t_O
-!0.t,0 :;75.00 **** 2.00 !00.00
4. ;"., 2.01 $. ?.t 1.0U 0. tJ0
1.1'5' .
- .
1. I'fi, ,21. t,0 .... **** Ct. 0i.t 6. n0
lii. Oil "'_=. _'tO " **** 2.0t't 2fll't. DO
•I.,.7-'. I "'<' '-" _'_ I.O0 A. tl0- . . . ..le . .. - .
I._:0
1. OIJ 21 •01.1 _*** ' It. 01:1 . U. t_il.TJ
- I t'J, f3 t.'l ":1?',t, • ilL) " " ' * * * * -">, O0 ,l{l(l. 00
.;.t;': '_. !% 6. |-1 1.00 O.00 .
i.ll _ _'
2.0,t 22". nO 2. n0 O. 00 .9.00
--I 0, 00 :_:?'S, t."ll'! ;';.;-t ._'1_,, ;[ll._ 2, 00 2('10, 00




TABLE ll.l CO_IPILATIO_IOF BI.IR/RTA EROELASTIC STABILITY DATA I(SIIHET 21 OF 33) .... i
COtlFIG RI..I|I TESr r'oltrr v <I,IIOTS? THEIfl (DEG)
IiLPIIO,(DEG). F'F'll "[IlRI.IS[(LB) TYPE EXCIT llflGE}: (CT_ COII_IEI'IT ,
OH ZET (HZ) El.qF:OT (:.) ETA F[:¢(%) f:AC:E I)C?,::LI(.: ,.i
TIIAt.FC;EC)
, - 0.00 0.00-
•,o 300.002.00 ,__.O0 .5.O0
- IO.O0 400.O0 .:q:-325.O0 .2.00
4.75 2..18 5.81 1.00 0.00
0.95
• 3.O0 O.O0 O0
m "1
""" 2.00 _""O. O0
"> O0 oo O0 "t O0
-10. O0 -110. O0 ,,1_.5.O0 1.00
4.-"-:,...i 3.-"= 1.41
0.70 1-i
o 2.00 oo.00 ,1O0 0.00 o.00
N -- O.UO
- IO. O0 425.00 '80. O0 :'. O0 '-'-"
4.75 3.29 6.72 1.00
0.71
. -.-. ml ,; O0 O. 00 6. O0>'.00 -" .... '
- 10. 00 375. O0 2400.00 ,-. O0 400. O0
; 4.6:-3 2. ,I 1 6.89 1. O0 O. O0
0.9':J
•"_ O0 7.O0 O. O0 t;. O0
•:'. O0 '-"" 2. O0 200. O0
- I O. O0 400. O0 2675.00
-. o.:, 5.3.5 I • 00 O. O0
4.75 -'_-
I. 05
• "' O0 O. O0 ,_. m3
2. UO 22, t.h3 '"'q5 O0 2, O0 250, O0
-10.00 4 I0.1_0 -"( .... 0.00
•1,7..5 1• ,":0 ,1,09 • 1, O0






TABLE ll.l COfIPII,_T[ONOF n_ll{/]ITAAEROEI_STIC STAnTL_TY DATA
(SlII_ET 22 Of.'33)
C'01!I"I6 I;:1.111 ]f'.ST I--.oIt|r ;,.' tt:.ilOTS'J "lllE!'fl ,'liEi,.:,
I=!l.Piltt (ItEm) I_:1'1'1 1111,'1J(;1"';LE:) TYPE E'.:r.ll I'lfiG I=.l: ;('T) COI#IEItT
i--il.lZET (il..-:) i:lll I_:i;iT .....,'.* Ell:l i:1:.:,' t,,, 1:l'16E il i'.YCLIC
IIIf/LF <SE(.
="._0 ?_:. (,71 "J. O0 lj. OU _, uu
• _-.._5. ('10 :=',00 2.rio. 0!TI
4, _O 1. t_.O 3.79 1. O0 _, O0
I "_ll:,.
2. r_O _.'2.Of'3 10. O_t fJ. O0 8.1 _-_
- ! O. O0 390. O0 :: !3;':,_;.O0 ,7. O0 .:'_-_':i._':0
,I. ,'_.. ,. ,.-;"_'" ' _;. 90 I. 0ti ti. H0
0, _:6
U'l
"_ :::.O02, O0 ,,..,'-"'_l-ln_ I l . t',.'l u. O0
-- 1 0, I_10 ,l I'lO, I]ll'! .....'"'1 l;;, Ol_t _, • i_lCI .-,r - I'10
,I.75 "7'.97" 6.96 I.0u L_.(10
Ll.7'9
2 o l'lf3 _'.]:. !)i'! i .;'.. I.'11_1 L-t. I'i!t 1.%.lii.'i
.... 11-1...00 ,-,tl..,'" _:. I_ll_l 3{tl_it,,.... 01"1 -', i_tl_, _,_:1_1.I'li.i
4 "_" _" I':;.]; i:,. 2 l 1 I"10 0 • till• i" ..I L.I - •
0.'.:-:6
"2. O0 22.01"1 l :_. i ll.l i,'.i. 00 _. (il.'l
" 11"t, (I 0 ;'.:':it".,. _'11]i 711"'| F*, I'lr/ [-', 011 7! tl, I'_l(I [ -
4.,.-._1 '._.1,:') t:,*):3 I.0U ill. I'l(i
O. :3'2
"=' !30 _"-"Ofl 1,I 0it li uit ,l.lll[ti.* i_l.i .. I - • I
1 0. I_11"! " ' I;i!) I _,|l'.l. II1_1
•1,.:'_ I • ,.,:.";""- ,:o",_lD l, 0(I I'i.. 0t'!
1.1"?
TABLE 11.I COMPILAT£ON OF BtlR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
(SIlEET23 OF 33)
COIIFIG F.:LIII I'E'_TF'OIIIT "%.'<K.IIOTS> IHETR (IIE_)
f_LF'}II'I([JE6"., F."PI.I TIIF'UST('LB) T'_'PE'E;:CIT I'IRGE:::,'CT.',COMI_ENT .
OF1ZET (IIZ) ETI1 F.or (:;) EIR F[.'..' <:'> f';t-iGE D CYCLIC
THRLF ($EC>
•'2.O0 ,_.:'"nO.... I..,"-.n_1 0.O0 ,I.O0
- I O. O0 ,t00. O0 16,'5. O0 2. O0 275. O0
.I75 I "_'> "'-'2:3..... -,. I.O0 0.O0
I.76
2.O0 ?2.0,3 I_,,O0 O._0 ,I.O0
-,O.O0 ,109.O0 169'5.00 2.O0 30_.O0




*, 2. O0 22.00 I .'. O0 O. O0 ,I, OO
- l O, O0 425,8JO 13.1.5,00 2, O0 25'3, O0
4.:3:1:, I.06 2."--8 I.O0 0.O0
" 15
2.00 23.O0 _,O0 90. I0 ,|.O0
-_.00 3":,I.n.I 126:::.00 :3.0L_ :25.u0
4, ,S:3 I.36 5.'._;" I.00 0.t,0
I.79
'-. O0 2:3.0:3 3; n¢1 ".,0.1 _'_ _. 90
,-a
--O, (II"I ":' I'" "'I:..:..:,,O0 3. O0 "hI_....O0_ .,;",l•0n
4 • -_[";.., 1•0:':. ._,"2:" I.O0 0. ntt..
2.1%,
o 0¢1 "_':' O0 .I.00 9¢I.:3_ o _,r,
-8.uO -l,:0.O0 I_:_::::.O0 .1'.O0 125. [I;i











€OHF:IG PUll II=.!':T F'flltlT ',,: ,.'.'|:IIOTS'J T|IETA (DEG) il ;• • . . ,"-_
flLPtlt3(DEf;) F.'F'I'I litl..'!J'.ST ,.'t_[_) TYF'E E',4CIT I'II'tG E'.'((f.:T) COt',I_IEN'['. !_
OLI ZET :..HZ) ETI1 E:OT (:'-) Elli FlY: (.'.:') O3flGE D C',.'OI.IO [ i
TIIF_LF (SEi::) ' i!
2,00 2.9.U0 5. O0 90.30 :.3.90 ; "
-8, .00 ,I09. O0 190.9, U_:t :3. O0 125, O0 li k",l,Z5 1,21 _2,85 1,00 0,00
• 1. "Jl _ •
2,O0 23, Oil 6,n.O 90,_30 4,00 ,.
-:':. [irt ,I';"_,.i' i] 21__.....On :3.13i3 |25,r_q ,v
,I.:1:0 I,I"I " .'5_ I.UO O.013.. £..j
1.92
,_
,.n 2.O0 2_,i)O 7,Otl 90, I0 2.O0
-,I,O0 ,I2"5,O0 17,11,O_i .3,O_J !;25.O0
4, :-:::': Oi ':)i"" Z, 14 | . n._. O. 1-II[.I
"_O0 23,OLI _,L'_O 90,2!._ ,I,O0
" ;__.':I f:n 3.m'_ 125,60-,I,00 .I..-5,O0 ... .i .....
.... :, 1 .'3,t 2 ' '>• .SI.., I,00 U,O0
l,ZO
2.00 23.O0 9.Oi-i 90.3;3 _..O0 ~
-4. l;lO 42,1. O0 4056. O0 3. OiL, 12.5. Otl
'I,7".5. 2.(16 ,Io?:-I I,UI3 O,130
1,12 ! "- 1
2,no 23,_)ti I,;.,O0 90,D_ _,Out _ .
-,i. 130 ,I;:S. till _S;;.'.: 0, O0 ". 0i3 1-..,_%.O0 _.,
.|o -_r: Ir1.' 3....,."'_ 6, 7:.') l •!_It! 0. i"lfl._U.70
'. .. . . _--
i"
, .. + . ;_. ._ ".-_ ..<.
• ""_', ,_" _'" "";":: I --r. ' _" .',"."
1TABLE 11,1 COMPILATION OF BIIR/I{TA E.ROELASTIC STABILITY DATA -_
(SIIEET25 OF 33) J!
ClltlFlG FUll [[':'T FOIIIT :1 ,lllrITS,..... T!IE'_ '"'-I",_: : J
f11.PHflKITE6) F'F'II IlIF:I.I':.,[ ,:l.[:' TYPE E::.',r:!T l'IfIG E:: (r.:l; CO;4/-I_HT _
011ZET CllZ) ErR F:OT _';) ETFIF'I+:(';) GFtGF. D r.:'/CteIC (
I'fI_LF(SEC) :_i
3.00 26 =_0 2.'.i n 00 8.00 _i:
. - . •
-10, O0 375.1)L1 3195. O0 3. O0 l ;'5.00 _ '
1.63 2. 39 6. _1 t, O0 0.00 ;_
l,Ol
3,00 2_ nn r_nn 0.00 5.90
-IO, O0 375. r:O 2215. O0 3.00 125.00 ;
,I, 63 I, 92 5.50 I ..00 =3.O0 _ :..
1.24LR
,_ ._.00 2_.O0 .I.O0 0.00 3.'90 _.-.
-I0.00 _7.5.O0 135U.00 3.00 125.00
4.;'5 ;.08 3.20 1,00 O.O0
2.19
3. nO 26. O0 5.0_1 O. O0 3. lt_
-!0.00 " " 00 030.0,3 " - L-47_. 1 ::.OO 125. O0 _
-10,1.O0 O. 92 ". ;'_-; 1. O0 O. nO
. _ ° _ :'2.56 :_i
3.00 26.00 6.00 0.0g .9.I0 -_
- 10. |_0 ,iOIJ. O0 ¢:' . .3 _:. I O0 3 0L-, 125.0=., !!""
I, 75 ;. 50 5.8g 1.00 0,On i
0.94 i
":,.¢I0. "26.r,1_ 7.nn._ 0.00 6. I0
-I0.O0 3'99.I;,'i 2[59J.0l.'t 3.0u |€':.%.I"11) !]




- 1_;..; - ..,..... ._, ; "- ..... ;
t $ t "_ _ " ..... "..... _ "" " •
•_ - _ • _ _-.._
_ -. "_. / .- .
._?....... ]
!f
TABLE Il.] COMPILATION OF BF|.q/RTA EROELA._TiC STABILITY DATA !(BIIEI:T26 OF 33}
J
- i s, ........
COtlFIG l:'l.lll If'STF'O]IIT V ._1"II01:3) TIIEiF!,.tiiEG>tJl RLF'liFt t.[lEG; • F'I;H • TIIIU.IS_ '_LE:) TTF'E E::;CIT HftG <CT') COt_IENT.
_. nil ZFT (1!2_ ETA F'fIT. ,":_ ETH FIX (..'._) GftGE [t !:.','CLI_ i
TIIRI.F ,;L::E_;_ i
- !O.,i.3 ,100.no !555. O0 3.O0 !2:5.00 '_
4.75 1.08 2.6:3 1.00 0.00
15 ,_
r
:3.O0 26,00 9.0O O.00 3.00
- lO.i'.u3 .I00.I",3 107|.00 3.013 12t_.g0 " i!
-lO0.nn O. 39 2.24 1.00 O. O0
2.60
trl
-_ 3. Oh3 26. O0 IO.O0 O. 0.0 8.O0 l
t . .. . --,L=- 10. nn .1,-.a. nO ,In:_':5.01.1 3. O0 125. O0
4.75 2._'_'_' 5.'_0 I.00 O.00
O. :!:0 i
:_,ctn 26. ct¢t I I ¢_0 0. I_,O 6, IlL3 "_
-10. ttO .124. nO 27.1I. O0 :3.UO 125, O0
q. 75. 1• ._'? :'.:.56 1.0_' O.r.,O :i
1.36 i
J3.00 26.00 12.0t] O.nn _,O0
__ '" O0 .I
-10.O0 ,125.00 1725.U,-J :3, € 1 1,.5.




3. (io ,::t:. _.,3 12, O0 0. b30 .,I. O0 }
- I=3.¢,L', .12:,.till I;_2b. _1(1 2 •013 50, O(J
4.:=-:,:3 I •2,1 2.67 |,00 i).O0
• I. ,':.l ._
! I




TABLE Ii.i COHPi[u%TION OF BItR/IITAAEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
(sIIr:.ET27 O.F 33)
" ...... -. • r..... -- --
COIIFIG F'Ut| TEC;T F'OIIIT V <}.:llOT$) T!IETFI (DFG)
ffl.F'tlf_ <lEG) Fi:H TIII"U'E;T <LB) TYPE E:{¢_T llflG EX (CT) COMMENT
OH ZET :.HZ) ETFI POT <%1, Efli FIX (';1 GIIGE D r_:','tLl¢
THFILF €..SEI:_,
3.00 26.00 12.00 0.00 4.00 P.XCIT.
-I0.00 ,125.00 17-='5.00 2.00 I00,00 AMPLITUDE
4.v.8'-' 0•99 2.13 I.00 0•00 VAR.
2.30
3.00 26.O,'s 12.00 0".00 .I.00
-!0.00 425.00 !725.80 2.00 200.00 7
4,'.28 !.14 2,45 l_00 0,00
2.oo
m - 3.00 26.00 12.00 0.00 ,1.00
-10.00 425.00 172t;.00 2.00 300.00 ]4.0,'-3 1.15 2•47 i.oo o.oo
1.98
. - . "J_ .,|q.1"11"I ,.b.00 |2. 00 £i•01.1 '1.00
- lO. O0 ,125. O0 172'5,'. O0 2, O0 at]O, O0 [
4.88 I. 19 2. _6 I .00 O•O0 i!
I q o• .L.
:3.00 26.00 12.00 0.00 4.00
-I0.00 ,!25.0n 1725.go 2,00 500.n0
4.8:3 I. 14 2.4..'5 l.On. n.O0. il
2.00 , , . _. !
•"."1, O0 2', I.'11) .3,00 8'_1, "90 i 4"00 11
-:3. O0 335. O0 _.:02, O0 3. O0 125. O0




TABLE 11.1 CO',IPII,ATIONOF BtlR/RTA AEROELASTIC STAB_LIT_ DATA
(SIIEE'P 28 OF 33)
. | .m . i ,=, • ., • ' " -
i:OIIFIG F,'LIII "lESTPOIIIT V (I(IIOFS) TIIETI=I ,r,.OEG)
At.F'fttt (IIELT,) F'IT1 TIIF:I.I:=';Tel.E:) TYPE E...'I_:IT HRG [{:" ,it2T) COF.MENT
• ," ."i 6RF_E D I._:'I'I-:Ltl-:o;I ZET _|IZ) ETR P01 ,,.) ETfl FI_ (,._
1HALF (SE(:)
.qn 27,00 4. O0 90.00 .l. OO
-8. ,.0 ..,°""-,.oO 1152, 00. :2.OO 125.00
4, ,'5 l._eO 2.'76 1.80 0.00
2.'_6
3.00 27.00 5.00 90. 111 4.00
-8. O0 400. UO I370, O0 3. O0 125. gO
4.75 I. O'l 2, 5:3 I. O0 O. ,:tO
,.o'n 2.23 !_ 3 00 • 27.00 g.O0 90.00 ,1.00
-8. _JO ,t IO. O0 1522. O0 :3. O0 125. O0
4 ':":' 0.9.3 .'." 17 1 . O0 n.O0.• e.e I.!
2.48
"-,.o n 4...,. 00 1652. t, n :--t.0 tt 1" = • tl 0N ,j . - . . .
4.8:=: 1• _= 2.6"3 1 O0 o. O0
1._3
3, O0 27. OO 1tt. pt't qo. :30 r:. I 0
-4. O0 .126. t,|t 566:3. O0 3. O0 125. O0
4.;'F; 2. 1'? 5.05 I .00 O.OU
0 • ':'."' .
:3.00 27.00 II.U0 _::3.70 _.00
.|, |tn_ .125. ¢.1 ,I0 .,.,. O0 __.Ctn 1.,_':.O0





TABLE ll.l COHPILATION OF BtIR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA , I !I(SIIEI".T 29 OF .33) _ ,
.... iCOIIFIG PUll If.STPOIIII" V (I<II01"S) TIIEI"fl(BEG> _ I
IiI.PIIA ([IEI.) PFI1 IlIF'I.I_;T (LB) TYPE E::CIT I'IIiG I';: (.f.:T) CO_HENT _!IOH ZET (tiE) Elfl F.'UT (:.) Ell:* l:I}: (:;) GFsGE l! t:'s'lJLlI: _ t
TIIFtLF ('.;El:.:) I_!i,i, i , ! 1
,,,, oo no oo 1o t 1
• -4. O0 .t25.011 2704. O0 3. C10 I2:$. O0 _ :!.I. :-:8 1.10 2. :-:6 1. O0 h. ¢0
2.07 !
•t. O0 28. O0 2. ¢0 O. O0 4. OL'! !7
-! O, f,3 3ZS. O0 l'l'l O. OU 3. (lO 200.0')




o 4. I-B'I >" . .
_ ._;. O0 _. O0 0.00 4.10 I
-lO.OO 400.00 1585,00 3.00 12.'5..00
5. 13 1..I_:: q. 9.1 1.00 O. O0 j
1.45 . l
- !,t. O0 28. O0 ,1.O0 O. O0 ,1.10
, i O. UO .I 15. O0 1670.00 3. O0 I _5.13_J ]
5. i'_ 1.57 4.51 1.00 0.00 l
1.37 1
4, O0 28.00 5. O0 O. _tO 4.10 l,
-10.00 .1_:5._..3 1720. O0 3.00 125.00 I
_;.1.3 1.71 4.'19 l.bO 0.00 "- . I1.2,3
4.00 28.00 6.00 0.00 _6i10. ' ]








• i i , m | | --_ e _ -- t ....
C.OIIP[I_, I.:UII IiT",FPOIIIT V ;l"llt'il'.._)IIIE'F_'4;LvFG', i
IM.Plti'I. ,;[iEi;) I.'HI " ]III..'I.I'-]T (L_,_ T'i'I-'E E:e,CIT I'IItG [;_ (I."T) COIlHE!IT Iii.ill ZET ,'tl7;, ETI'i f_rjl _;*., Elfl FI;:: ,.'.:i;, I]11_[ [I i"i'i.".Lli. _
1HFILF (DE:f..)
.... I I me _Z i l I i
,t. 00 ._8,00 Z. 00 u. gO ,9.10
- 10. gO ,125. LjU 4135.00 3. O_t 125.00
S. 00 ,I. I v?. 10.0:3 1.0O t_, 00
O. ,'-,3
4,0O 28.00 ,9. [10 O, 0rl I 1.1.0t'_
- 1 I_i', I[II[I 4250 i'.10 ._4 ._:i.[l,, i[.ll} _. Or.I I o.i_',• i.'lO
•1• 1_17 3, :'_Ll 7, 1:14 I ,.013 . 0, U0
0._4
•1. U0 2.9.OO" 11 • 00 89.7"0 4.10
•-0. OO .t24. t,O 15:_.17.O0 ":. OO 1_25. ilO
5, I _ I , 6 1 ,1,26 I, 0i-i i.'i, I[10
1.7.1
4.00 20.ttO 12. O0 90.10 ,I. I0
- -8.00 400.00 t37"7".O0 3.00 125.00
_;, i'_O 1. b_; ,I. _:;: 1. O_;i O.i.lO
1. ,l 1
•I. O0 2._:.O0 " 13.00 '?0, 1,0 4.10
-._, [tiLt_ 3 L_..5,I-Ill.. ._.":'"'..,,, Ol). -:o r.jo | 2..%.O0
-lO0.O0 3.2'2 -2. 10 1.00 O.O0
-0.05
4. O0 3.8.0__ 1 .l. fro 90.60 ,-t. O0
-_ • Ol_l .J'3_ o fit) | _.3;Jo 01"1 :'. O0 1 ..... (I0
4. ;'_l .. .-'.IX, i.'-'. 4:? 1. l!ti 0.00
1.06





TABLE II.I COMPILATION OF BHR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
• (SIIEET31 OF 33) jI
!
COHFIG RUrl TEST F'OIIIT V (F'.IIOTS) THET,_ (lIEG)l
t ,|_ALPHA (DEG) RPH TIIF.'UST<LE:) TYPE E,s.IT f.I_IGEX <CT) COF-_I_NTi•OliZET ¢|I.-') ETA F:OT ,.,,. Elf_FI,.;(:,.) GflGE D CYCLICTHALF (SEC)t i ,,
4.00 28.00 : !5. OO 90.30 4.10
-t:.O0 400. O0 1819,O0 3.O0 125.O0
5.00 I.55 4.65 I.O0 0.00
I.,12
4.00 28.00 16.00 90.30 4. I0
-6.UO 424.00 2124. O0 3.00 125.00
5.1:3 1.49 3.95 : 1.00 0.00
1.4,1 ! _!
o., ' 5. Ol't 29. O0 3 UO 120.20 ,1 O0 I
: -6. O0 425. O0 1461. O0 3.00 ****
5.00 1.5.1 3.70 . -IOO.Ou 0.001.43
• ,J
5. r,o 29. OCt 5. O0 0'.,. 40 4. O0
-6. O0 -!25. OO 2321.00 3. O0 * €'**
• 5. O0 !. 73 4.15 - 100. O0 t'_.0'3
1.2_:
|.._
!I!it Jt ' |
• - . . -. ....... - ............. :.. "." 7.'. ":: .. - .................. -_ ........................ .'3"..'.L"...................... .,3
0: /" i;
• j
TABLE II.I COMI, ILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA
{SHEET 32 OF 33)
• m ii ! - '" "
TABLE NOTES
CONFIG = COI'IFIGU[(NPTON
1 = BASEI.INE BMR/RTA
2 = BASEI.INE.BMR/RTA, BALANCE DAMPERS OFF
3 = BASELINE IIMR/RTA, BALANCE DAMPERS OFF, SOFT PITCll LINK
4 = 2ASI:LINE BMR/RTA, PLUS FLEXBEAM DAMPER STRIPS
5 = I]ASELINE BMR/RTA, PLUS FLEXBEAM DAMPER STRIPS, BALANCE DA!4PERS OFF
RUN = WIND TUNNEL RUN NUIIBER
'PI:STI'OIHT = TEST POINT HUMBER FOR TEST CONI)IT[ON DATA, I.E., SIlAFT ANGLE, TUNNEL
SPI':I:D,ETC., WilEN TIIESE DATA WERE RECORDED JUST PRTOR TO ACQUIRING
o STAIJlLITY DATA.
_J
V = WIND TUNNEl, S['EI_D
THETA = IND[CATE[J NOHINAI0 COLL[':CTIVE I'XTCII AT 70 PERCENT BLADE RADIUS
ALPIIA = R(X['OR SIIAFT ANGI.E (PLUS NOSE UP)
IdH'| = Ro'roR SL'EI'D
'YPE EXCIT: 1 = IATI','I',ALCYC IC STEP
2 _ I,A'PERALCYCI.IC S[NUSO[D -.
3 = NUTATION : i!




r.'l.l ZI':T = FIILST CilORI) rI(IDE t{O'I'A'I'ING FREQUENCY, llz
#
I, , n |m i n
• l
......... 2 ....... .J
TABLE II.i COJIPILATION OF BMR/RTA AEROELASTIC STABILITY DATA .
(SI:EET33 OF 33)
ETA ROT = ROTATING SYSTEfi DAHPIHG AT FIRST CIIORD MODE FREQUENCY, PERCENT CRITICAL
ETA FIX = FIXED SYSTEM DAHPING AT TIIE LEAD-L;_G REGRHSSING MODE FREQUENCY (BASED ON
ETA ROT), PERCENT CRITICAL (SEE NOTE I BELOW)
GAGE = MEASUREf;ENT USED TO DETEP!4[NE DAMPING
1 = BEAM CllOr,D BEND._NG AT S%'AII (CB IIA)
2 = BIADE CIIORDBENDING AT STA 14.25(cr_ 14.25, BLADE 61)
D CYCLIC = CYCLIC TRIM VARrATION
0: CYCLIC FOR MINIMUM IIUBPITCII AND ROLL MOMENTS
I: A1 = -I.U B1 = 1.5°
2:A1 = - .7° B1 = 5 °
o_ 3:A1 = .6° B1 = .3°
o 4:A1 = -1.3° B1 = 0°
(REFERENCE A1 =-.0 ° , B1 = .5°)
TI:ALF = TIME TO HALF AHPLITUDE, BASED ON ETA ROT AND OH ZET, SECO|:DS
(SEE NOTE 1 BELOW)
* = DATA HAY NOT BE VALID
***** = DATA HOT AVAILABLE
° .o -..
_OTE I: FOR COMPUTING ETA FIX AND TIiALF:
A) FOR CONFIG = 4 OR 5, THE MOVING BLOCK VALUE FOR ETA ROT WAS USED
(MOVING BLOCK VALUES FOR E'i_AROT ARE PRINTED IN TH!S TABLE)
B) FOR CONFIG = 1,2, OR 3, A VALUE FOR ETA ROT BASED ON VERTOL WHIRL
TOWER TESTS = 4.75 + 1.24_-"/375)-I)-.02e.7HZ, .O.IN RPM, _.;IN ._
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